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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
^uMishea juue

*3, tso2.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers*
Exchange. Ooiumcirial Street, Portland, by N. A.
Foster, Proprietor.

Terms:—Eight

Dollar:-

Oculist anil Aurist,

Rates ok Advertising.—Did on b oi space,m
ength ot column, constitutes a “square.”
#1.50 per •|ii:irc daily first week: 7f* cents per
week alLer; three insertions, or less, $1.00; eontipu
njr every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or loss, *5cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week alter.
Under head ot -Amusements’’*2.00uersquare
less. $l..*0.
per week; three insertions or
.Si’Ei \l Notices,$1.2 »i» square lor the first inlor each subsequent,
8, rtf.m. aiid 2/5 cents per square
user! ion.
Advertisements inserted in the “ISJunk, STATE
Pkf.sh”(which has a largeeirculatioM in every parol the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion*
and 50cents per square for each subsequent iinser-

63P'’ In most cases the remedies can l>e applied at
home without interfering with the patients occupa-

an answer.

_

The Testimouials below are all received in this
can be readily investigated
by those desirous of so doing.
Hundreds of other certificates can
be seen at the Dr.’a Office.

State, and

VIYCEYT,

DEAFNESS.
Belfast, Me., Nov 27, 186G.
Dumq< 10 years 1 grew totally deal in one ear and
so deaf in the other that 1 was unable to hear unless
addressd very loudly, and had disagreeable noises in
my head. Was obliged to absent myself train church
and society on that accouut. 1 consulted an eminent
physician in Bouton without relief, and *up|H*cdl
must, alwavs remain deaf, but about two years ago I
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after the application of a
course offals treatment, 1 could hear a watcli del. 0
feet from either ear, ami my heariug remains inflect.
I am Ob years of age, and reside on High street, Bidfast, Maine, where any i>eison can see or hear from
me.
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.
We have been acquainted with Mis. Lewis tin-

SUBJECT—“The Late Americau Conflict and tlio
Friends and Kiien^ or’America In England.
Doort) open al C—Lecture commence at. 7$ o’cl’k.
1 & Evening Tickets SO ets. at the door.
dc2ldlt
Per order Committee.

CHR18TM AH

Festival A Fair!
^PHR IiUdWH of Central Chnrcli Society will hold
I their annual Fair and Levee in the V ESTRY OF

Evenings,

New

was deaf and now hears, and believe
the above statement to be correct.

REV. C. PAXFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish, Belfast.
MR. W. M. RUST,
Editor of “Belfast

^ge.”

(Eroi« the Bangor Whig

Courier.]
Troy, Me.. Oct.

3ft.
Dr. Caupenteb, Dear Sir :—ou the 25d ot February last, I placed myself under your treatment tor
Discharge of the Ear, which had continued so1 long
and was so great as to affect my hearing.
After applying the medicine prescribed by you two months,
my ears were entirely well and remain the .sawo.
Most Respectfully,
Miss stlSAN V. HATHAWAY.

VEJE1

THE

BLINDNESS.

Methodist Church

[ From Mat he Farmer. t
in defiance of physicians ami all remedies, 1 duflfer-

ed excruciatingly from Scrofulous Sure Even ten
years, being frequently confined to a dark room. The
remedies I>r. Carpenter prescribed last September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain *o.

Fail- and Levee at.

a

LIN COLAI
HA LL,
On Monday and Tuesday Bve’iigs,

KATIE LANG.

Pnssaduiukeug, Mo., I860.

Drc. ‘Illli nud i5lh.
The proceeds will go towards furnishing their new
Church.
(nr"ARTICLES FOR SALE. Refreshments, &c,

IFrom the Maine Farmer, j
I was nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore Eyes lour
years, being confined to a dark room and suffering
excruciating pain a great portion of the time. I consulted many physicians without relief. Dr. Carpenter cured me. My sight is now good. 1 leiide in
Vassalboro’.
Mrs. P. B. LANCASTER.

will be dispensed.
Admission 25 cts—Children 15 cents.
VST Tuesday Evening AN OLD FASHIONED
APPLE DUMPLIN DINNER will be served no.
Dec 20—dtd

Mercantile

CATARRH.

Lectures.

Library

[From the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.

Augusta, Me., Jan., 18G6.
I have been cured of Catarrh in its most
disagreeable form, of many years’ standing, by Dr. Carpenter. I suffered from pains, dullness and tightness in
my head, continued discharges, great difficulty in
talking and breathing, felt as if I had a bail cold the
whole time, and Fullered intensely to the great impairment of my health, and was quite discouraged,
I

Fourteeutb Animal Series of Public Iiectujes
f|^HE
X under tho direction of the Mercantile Library Association will be delivered at

MECHANICS’

HALL.

The course will consist of Six Lectures, for which
the following gentlemen have been engaged.

for all had doctored was of no benefit. But thanks
to Dr. Carpenter’s skill, I now have none of these
troubles. I reside in Whitetield,

Henry Vincent, Vsq.,

Rev. L. II. Ilepworlh,
Rev. Vft. itl. Gnlluher.
J. B. Gough, Baq.,
Ci. W.
Rev. E. II,

•

EPHRAIM MARRUTER.

r«.r.ivl>,lM

[From the Maine Farmer.)

Chapin.
The Opening Lecture will bo delivered on

Friday

I suffered from Catarrh

Henry Vincent,
KEFOKMEK.

Subject—“Tlie Late American Conflict and the
Enemies of America in England.”
XfT3* Tickets for the Course at #> 1.25 can be had ut
Davis Brothers, Fore Street; Short & Luring, corner
Free and Center St. ; at Bailey St Noyes, at their
new Store, Exchange Street, alter Dec. 17.
Ear’ll member is entitled to two tickets at $1 each,
which can be had at the Library Rooms on Lime St.,
second door from Federal St. Owing to the limited
capacity of the Hall, members must secure tlieir tickets by Wednesday, Dec. 19. The Library Rooms will
be open every eveuing from 7 until 9 ; also Wednesday and Saturday aflernoons.

All the published Certificates of Dr
bona fide.—[Maine Farmer.

Several marked cure-* have coiue under our observhave conversed with many others who
have been beuefitted
Dr. Carpenter’s treatment,
and we have become satisfied that lie is skillful in the
class of diseases which he treats, and careful to promise only what he can perform.—[Bangor
Whig tf tour.
See other Certificates in City palters.
dec

ation, and we

by

FLING,

21_d&wtt

Mr.
his

ANNOUNCEMENT!

during

extended to the

ALBUMS, GAMES, TOYS,
and

which

a

suitable

Loiig-ei-

!

gitimate plays

Also

nice lot of

a

CARDS

C. if. CHISHOLM &

Proctor,
BIEHILIBU.

307

Jec21dlw

BBO.,

Congress Street.

OF TUI! WOODS,

'T.iS. It. IUXT

even-

Druggists

6t

Have

NEW \ DV ERTISEM ENTS.

and

CO.,

Apothecaries,

resumed business at

S4S Congi'cHS Stroct.
Dec 21—dlw

IMs.olution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that, the partnership lately existing between Chas. l'\ Davis and Albert
Stephenson, both otDeei isle, Maine,under the name
ami style of DAVIS A GO, Green's (Landing, Maine,
was dissolved December twelfth, A. D. one thousand

Wanted.

NOTICE

a

reference given.

ALBERT STEPHENSON, l*K vl.]
F. Davis, Win. M. Folsom.

The firm will continue un«ler the name and style of
Charles F. Davis & Co., to whom all demands should
be paid.
CHARLES F. DAVftS & 00.
Signed,

BARTLETT,

TAT OTIC Bis hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator with the will annexed ot
the estate ot

lA

JOSlAtf Mil.LIKEN,
the County ofCumberland, debonds as th-i Law directs. All
persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased, ai’c required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
SETH M. MILLIKEN,
payment to
Administrator with the will annexed.
dec2ld3w*
Portland, Dec. 4, lWib.
la‘e of Port and. in
ceased, and given

VTOTlcE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
lx been duly appointed and taken upon hinself
the trust of Admuusiiitor with the Will annexed of
the estate of

ELIPHALET WEBSTER,

late of Portland, in the
(ountyol Cumberland, merchant, deceased, and giveu bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same: and ml
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
.JOSEPH H. WEBSTER
Administrator with Will annexed.
Portland. Dec. JR, 1*0:.
dcx 21 oiaw3w

Notice.
hereby give notice that I shall not after this date
1 run any Logs down N. W. River Scbago, for
less than One I> liar per thousand feet Board inea—
ure,la»gsfo l»e smoothly trimmed,if not an additional
price will be cliargi-d.
No logs over Jolt in length will be drove down
I

said river without
•if the same.
Sebago DC lc 1

l-eiwiins

special
6.

on

contract with the owners
Id i HER PITCH.

B2wgw

the Pin noforte,

/'f 1VEN at No. 12 Elm Street, by
VJT dcSldtf
MIMS DAY.

FANNIE JOSSELYN,

Found.
Note of Hand, signed by GEO. W. GltEEN,
payable to tbe order of S. C. Prince. The owner can have the same
by calling at this office anil paying for thiB notice.
dec 21 d3t

I

117

WM. C.

situation as Copyist, Acto do writing of any kind. Good
a

A

Auction Sale of Subsistence Stores.

U. S. Artillery, Bvf. MaJ. ami A. C. S.

or

'Ilf-_Portland P. O.

Dec 21—dlawovv

Office of the A. t\ S.,
I
Fort Prcb e, Me., Dec. JO, .««>.
J
ILL be sold ai Fort Preble on WEDNESDAY
the 20th day ot Dec., 1606, the following Hili▼ y
cles of Subsistence Stores, consisting in part of
Mackerel,
Cndliifli,
Fork,
Non|i,
Flour,
Ac., Ar.
Terms.—Cash in Government Funds.

lady,

Aildress
di e 21

tatives.
Witness our hands and Seals this fourteenth day
of December, A. D. 18Gfi.
CHARLES F. DAVIS,
[skal.1
Signet],

Signed, Ehplialet

young

BYcountant,

eight hundred ami sixty-six, by mutualconscnt. All
demands due said partnership, ami ail demands on
said partnership, as shown by their books, will l»e
settled by Richards, Adams & Co, or their represen-

Is Lt. 3d
dec 21 dtd

$i,550,000.
The correepoudeBoe submitted to the House
to-day, comprises letters from Santa Alina,
addressed to the President, front St. Thomas,
and Elizabeth, setting forth his intention in
respect to Mexico, anil soliciting aid as a basis
his coun-

try from the yoke which oppresses it. He sent
Capt. Etyige, in June last, to Washington.
wuu tun

power
mm, tint it appears
informed that the Executive Government holds no intercourse
affecting the international relations of the United States and
Mexico, only with its accredited Representatives. Santa Anna asked for a personal interview, but this the Secretary of State refused
ou the ground that it was the
practice of the
Government to hold correspondence in regard
to tire affairs of a friendly
foreign Republic
exclusively witli its recognized agents, and
never with persons whom such a forei n Government pronounces to be hostile. The correspondence also includes letters pf General Ortega, complaining of his arrest, and protesting
ill the name of the Mexican Republic, whose
President lie claims to be. General Sheridan
says that Gen. Ortega was about to cross the
liue of our frontier, and was arrested on the
same principles that the Fenians were arrested in attempting to violate our laws by invasion of Canada.
Commissioner Beckwith writes that a new
order of prizes will be offered at the Paris Exposition, for competition of persons, establishments and localities which have
developed remarkable gopd order and harmony among the
operatives or workmen, and promoted their
moral, intellectual and physical well being in
an eminent degree.
Competition, therefore,
does not consist in exhibition and comparison
of products, hut in comparison of methods
presented in plans and reports and memorials
describing such organizations and their results. The labor of examining the documents
presented for this purpose is assigned to a jury
iff twenty-five persons disconnected
entirely
from the exhibition of products, and whose
duties will commence ou the 1st of December,
l«St>, and be continued till the period fixed for
their report in 18fi8.
Mr. Beckwith lias nominated for juror, Charles C. Perkins, of Boston,
which nomination has been accepted by the
to act lor

was

1

How Many Mormons ark there?—The
Mormon leaders am inclined to
exaggerate
their numbers, and set down the population of
Salt L.Yko City at 25,000; but the
Gentiles,
pointing to the census of 1800, whicit gave hut
40,295 in all Utah, say there cannot be over
75,0041 now in the entire Territory.
A gentleman who has
investigated the matter somewhat fully this season believes the true
population is about 100,000 souls for tbe Territory, and 15,000 or 10,000 for the eity. Yet because an ordinary-sized
houst, “whicliatthc
East would scarcely be occupied by eight or
ten people, is here found to
comprise within
its tour walls from two to twenty ‘wives,’ each
surrounded by a large, interesting, and constantly-increasing family, it is a matter of no
small difficulty to estimate tbe people by their
dwellings. Children iairly swarm. 'Stout,
strongly-built, ruddy-taced, it must be confessed that, so far as physical deterioration is concerned, polygamy eannot yet he justly charged
with degenerating the race.—Salt Luke
Vi
delta.

London Society for December lias been received by C. R. Chisholm & Brother, 307 Cougress street It is a Christmas number, containing some 20 illustrations drawn by Cruiksbank, Keene, Alfred Crowquill, Houghton,
Thomas, and other able English artists. The
literary contents sustain the deservedly high
character of this magazine.
FROM
SEW*

It V

Jffo.,

Ou motion of Mr. Donnelly the
Secretary of
War was requested to communicate the
report
ot Mm. Gen. VVarreu of the
surveys made
under his supervision during the past season of
the Upper Mississippi river and its
tributaries,
with a view to the improvement of the navigation of the same.
Mr. Morrill, from the Committee on
Ways
and Means, reported back the Senate
joint resolution ou the settlement of the accounts of
W. P. Wingate, Collector of the
port of Bangor, Me. Read three times and passed.
The House went into committee of the
whole,
Air. Wilkin in the chair, on the President’s annual message.
Air. Hise resumed his argument
against the
power of Congress to territorialize the late rebellious States.
At the close of Air. Hise’s speech of two hours
and a half, Mr. Lawrence, of
Ohio, argued
the policy ot reducing the salaries of the members aud Senators, and mileage to teu cents
per
mile. The latter resolution alone would save
$125,000 per annum. He made a strong appeal
for economy in legislation.
Mr. Randall asked if he (Mr.
Lawrence)
knew of any member who had not taken the
increased compensation.
Mr. Cobb said tli*t he had
not, and thought
it wrong, and the
people had not endorsed it at
the last election.
Aluch lactiousness. and
cross-tiring followed.
A message was theu received from the President, with documents concerning Santa Anna
and Ortega’s attempt to organize an armed expedition to invade Mexico.
-A- committee was appointed on Common
Schools in the District of Columbia, which was
composed of the following gentlemen: Messrs.

StevensJPatterson,Walker,
Boutwell, Moulton,
and

Ashley

CABI,E.

Brussels, Dec. lfl.— The Independence Beige
to-day publishes a report that Marshal Bazainc
has been ordered to enter into negotiations

The

Disturbances in

Burned to Death.

Disagreement between

Arrest of Roberts*—From Colorado.
New York, Dec. 20.
The Herald’s Leavenworth dispatch says Chas.
Hamilton, Eugeue Hamilton alias Prof. Lewis,
Dr. Livingston and DeForrcst brothers, were
arrested on the 26th ult., at El Paso, by detectives, on a charge of robbing the bank of Rockwell & Co., of Elk
Horn, Wis., of $180,000, a
year ago.
Colorado dates of the 13th
report much bad
feeling between the State and anti-State men
in fne Legislature, which was about
evenly
divided.

Gen.

Grant

and Gov. Fletcher.

Memphis, Term., Dec. 19.
A terrible calamity occurred here this morning. The confectionery establishment of Jos.
Spechl,M6 Madison street, took tire between
three and four o’clock this morning. About
twenty-five persons were asleep in the third
ami fourth stories of the building. The fire,
which originated in the cellar from some unknown cause, filled the upper stories with
smoke and fumes of burning charcoal. While
the flames in part cut off egress by the stairs,
fourteen persons were suffocated in their rooms
or lost their lives in attempting to
cecape by
lroth the windows.
leaping
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Jehle was
found alive in the room with them, and was
the only ouc saved of those remaining in the
room.
Mr. Speeht saved himself by tying curtains together and climbing down the liallustrade on the second story. Joseph Barthol
jui iped from the fourth story into a mud hole
in an alley and saved his life. Mr. Walter
Clark leaned from the fourth story and Caught
on a window shutter of the third story, where
he held himself until rescued by the firemen.
Several others were saved by ladders from the
windows. The fire was extinguishtburthstory
ed before the building was entirely destroyed.
The Fcuian Trials.
? WEET8BDBY, Dec. M.
The trial of IMadden continued.
IVter Tates sworn.—A party of Fenians came
to his house, uear Pigeon Kill, on the 7th. They
said they came to fight the British Government
and to establish a republican government,
which
they thought the people generally would
prefer. They also said they wanted to whip
the red coats, and that there was a renegade
Irishman named Barney McGee, who, it they
caught they would string up.
T. A. Roberts and A. Stevenson testified to
seeing Madden.
Anthony Sewell, constable, narrated the arrest of Madden with a carbine and sabre. Both
fired at the same time. Found a Fenian medal
on him.
Witness shot him in the side with a
revolver, and afterwards between the shoulders, and then drove him oft'to Pigeon Hill.—
While in the buggy' prisoner asked him to
throw him out into the ditch and let him die.
Rye Keath corroborated Sewall’s evidence.
.Tames Musgrove bought a carbine for a dollar and offered Madden two dollars tor his. The
others were smashing their guns.
Private Tilbury, of the Royal Guards, formed a part of the force persuing the Fenians,
and testified to their retreat across the line,
where a party of United States troops received
them.
Messrs. O’Halloran and Devilinthen addressed the jury and the Court adjourned.

3fis-

Maximilian awaiting bis Millions.

New York, Dec. 20.
The Tribune’s Jefferson City dispatch ot the
19th says General, Grant left St. Louis for the
East yesterday. Before leaving he sent a company of United States troops to Lexington to
protect the bushwhaekers from Gov. Fletchers militia.
Gov. Fletcher has gone to take
command of the militia in person.
He says
he oi^tranks General Grant in Missouri, and
the end is not yet.

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.
General Dix’tt Nomination.
THE

TARIFF

BILL.

New York, Dec. 20.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says General Dix's nomination will probably lie over
until Saturday.
The Senate Finance Committee will be hard
at work on the tariff bill to-morrow.
The Ways and Means Committee will consider Secretary Welles’ hill as soon as it comes
out, and will wait to see if .bill will he reported from the Finance Committee.
_

|

from Man Francisco.
San Francisco, Dec. 20.
The United States revenue cutter Wayanda,
one. hundred and eighty
days from Hampton
Roads, arrived yesterday. Rough weather and
disaster was the cause of her long passage.
The coroner’s jury in the case of persons
drowned by the wreck of the bark Coya, recommended the construction of a
light house at
New Year’s Point, three vessels being wrecked
at this point, the Coya, the Sir John Franklin
and Carrier Pigeon.
The rain for the past three or four days has
been exceedingly heavy.
The British ship Dragon, for Cork,.carries
20,300 sacks of wheat.
Another, ship Derby,
far Liverpool, carries 3,020 sacks ot wheat.

Destructive Fire.
New York, Deo. 20.
A tire broke out about four o’clock this
morning, in the hat store of H. Rottesteiu, on
Broadway, whose loss is estimated at $40,000;
insured for $20,000. Messrs. Hamphills, Hamlin & Co., carpet dealers, lost $15,000; fully insured. Louis Schiele & Co., corset dealers,
lost $127,000; insured for
$120,000. Morris
Jacobson, dealer in cloaks, lost $20,000.
Arrival of General Rhrrmnn nl New Orleans.
New Orleans, Dec. 20.
Gen. Sherman arrived here to-pay, and will
probably proceed to St. Louis without delay.—
The Susquehanna will await orders from the
Navy Department. Minister Campbell landed
at Brazos, whence he will seek the
headquarters of Juarez’ Government.

Municipal Election.
Wilmington, N. C„ Dec. 20.
The Municipal election
passed off to-day
amid great excitement, but without serious disturbance. John Dawson was elected Mayor
by !)5 majority.
Two negroes .convicted of highway robbery
will be hung to-morrow.

Condition of Af-

fairs.
Nkw Orleans, Dec. 19.
a
a
Additional Mexican
intelligence states that
there appears to be no coucert of action between Maximilian and Gen.
Bazaine, as the
latter ha9 issued a manifesto that since the
Emperor bfcs determined to remain iu Mexico, the b rench will remain neutral and would
only tight in case they were attacked.
Maximilian is still at Orizaba, and it is
very
improbable that be will take any perinaneut
step until the millions of money promised
shall have been paid in full.
Three-fifths of the Mexican people south of
San Luis Potosi favor Juarex.
Ortega lias no party and Santa Anna is de-

spised.

Gen. Bazaine stated that he has sent a comto Hie United States to
open negotiations with
relative to the future government of Mexico.
mission

Ortega

All the French troops are concentrated between the city of Mexico and Vera Cruz except a tew hundred in llie interior.
Canadian

Adair*.

Montreal,

Dee. 20.
A new
company has been formed here, including large capitalists, who intend applying
tto Parliament during its next
session, to dam
the river St. Lawrence at the Lachine
Itapids
for the purpose of
obtaining
hydraulic
a he capital
proposed by the company is hi be
two lndlion dollars.
Griffin and Knapp, who are said to have stolen 15-50,060 in bonus from the
Royal Insurance
Company s office in New York, were arrested
yesterday by the Chief of Police. The prisoners were armed to the
teeth, aud had been staying at the Ottawa Hotel a few days, accompanied l»y two women. The case comes
before the
police magistrate this afternoon.
The Three Rivers Journal, on the
antlierity
of the clergy, says no Catholic
priests of that
place ever saw or knew Surratt.

power!

souri.

Suffocated

with the United States for the establishment of
suitable government to suoceed that of Maximilian.
London, Dec. 19.—A rumor is prevalent on
the Continent that Gen. l’rim, the noted insurrectionary leader, has re-enteved Spain.
.Berlin, Dec. 19.—Count Bismark, by the advice of his
physicians, has relinquished the Kcjrriisa of the
Constitutional Amendof the Conference of North GerPresidency
man States in faver of
ment.
Savigny.
It is rumored that a strong feeling exists in
Columbia, S. C., Dec. 20.
tin' Austrian
The House has rejected the constitutional
army in favor of making Maximilian Emperor of Austria.
I amendment by a vote of 90 against 1.

a

Hubbell.

O Neil presented a petition of seamen
and others, asking for additional
bounty.
On motion of Mr. Spaulding the Committee
on Ways and Means were instructed
to examine into the exiiediency of
admitting timber for
ship building tree of duty.
A he House then adjourned until
Thursday,
at 10o’clock A. M., January 3,18(57.

N<*w

J.

9Iiarellaneaiiii| Dispatches.
Boston, Dec. 20.
i rederick Marsh,
formerly connected with

the Boston press, and more
recently one of the
btate Bank Commissioners, died
suddenly today from the rupture of a blood vessel.
A young man named
Joseph. Tibbetts has
been arrested in Maine by Sheriff
Schroeder,
of Grundy Couuty, Illinois, on the charm' of
murder, committed in that Coiinty about a
year ago. The Sheriff and his prisoner passed
through Boston to-day, cn route west.

Galveston,Dec. 20.
Gen. Kiddoo, of the Freedmen’s
Bureau, has
announced liis intention to furnish
transportation to negroes from States where
there is a
superfluity ot labor to those where it is scarce.
He will extend unusual facilities to
planters desiring laborers.
Richmond, Va., Dec. 20.
T
In the case of Dr. Watson a new writ of habeas corpus has been applied for to the Supreme Judicial Court of the United States:
New York

Item.
New York, Doc. 20.
The .jury in the libel suit of Maretzek vs. the
Sunday Mercury, brought in a verdict of $1000
for plaintiff this morning. The defendant’s
counsel gave notice of appeal.
Advices received from the
ship Gen. McClellan state that she went ashore on the outer bar
off Patehegoue, L. I., at 5 A. M. on the
18th,
the weathe r clear and mild at the time. She
has 170 passengers, and considerable sickness
among them. She was hauled off at 3 o’clock
this morning by a steam
tug.
The United States storeship Relief six months
troiu Snan"hae, is
below, short of water and

provisions.
At four fires, which occurred in the first half
ol the month, twcutv-one
persons were so badly burned that they have died.
Gold at 4 P. M. sold at 134 3-4.

Corporeal P"ni«h«iral

in North

Carolina.

Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 20.
Colonel Bromford,
commanding the United
states military forces in this
State, interfered
_

and

prevented corporeal punishment on the
of a negro this
morning. Judge Dan’l
• Fowler decided to
Eerson
indict all military officers
who were

AdveiiiwiuenlH T« l>nr

ENTERTAINMENT

COLUMN.

Christiuas Festival aul Fab*.
Mercantile

Library

two
ture

i'Ot'KfM.

Bridget McMaltney, indicted for keeping a drinking
house nnd tippling shop, was brought up on a
capias.
She pleaded guilty and paid a line of $100 and
#10.22
costs. An indictment against her for
maintaining a
nuisance was continued, and she recognized, with sureties, in the sum of $200 tor her appearance at the
March term of the Court.
J. O’Donnell, Esq,, for
respondent.
The case of State v Mary Ann Clark *
als., to( larceny of goods saved from the Ore, was resumed, and
some progress made.
The evidence for the defense
MUNICIPAL COURT.
Bowie,
K. Brooks and Walter Browne, on §o:ircii and
seizure processes, paid *22.26 each, and
departed.

Coroner's Inquest—Coroner Hall hc*l an
inquest at the jail yesterday, upon the body of
James Driscoll, who died from the
of a

effect^

Municipal

pourt

since the session commenced.
Hrs. Foster and Weeks made an examination of the body of deceased
yesterday, and
other surgeons were summoned. The

Legislative School.—This institution

now

drag

elo-

on

Grand Trunk. —A
train of eight loaded cars was thrown
off the track between Berlin Falls and Gorham
Wednesday. All the ears went over the track.
No lives were lost. The accident
delayed tjie
the

freight

up passenger train several hours.
Convenient and Simple.—“Brown’s Bronchial
Troches” are a simple and convenient form for ad-

Insurance Companies
Churches
Yonng Men’s O. A., Brooklyn,

Through Mayor Hoffman,

living

Lodge, Wednesday evening,

the

following

officers were elected:

George A. Wright, Master; A. B. Butler,
Senior Warden; 8. C. Rand, Junior Warden;
D. W. True, Treasurer; A. M. Burtqn, Secretary; F. E. Chase, S. D.; W. K. Rhodes, J. 1).;
Charles Grohsarth, S. S.; Isacc Waldron, J. S.;
A. F. Harris, S. C. Rand, Franklin Fox, Finance Committee.
Call Accepted.—Rev. Alexander Burgess
has accepted the call extended to him by St.
Johns’ Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., and enters
upon the duties of the Rectorship the begining of the new year. It is a large and prosperMr. Burgess officiates at St. Luke’s
ous Parish.
for the last time at the Christmas service.

public.

Liquob Seizures.—The deputy marshals
yesterday seized small quantities of liquors in
the shops kept by Margaret A. Bess, on Fore
street, Ephraim Gammon, foot of Market
street, Michael Howland, on Danforth street,
and John Flaherty, on Centre street.
Restitution of Stolen Goods.—Wednesday evening a woman left a package of toys at
Higgins’ store, under the Star office, which had
been stolen therefrom by boys, from whom she
had recovered the articles
thousand boxes assorted Christmas
1 1-2 pounds in a box, at seventy-tivo
cents each, at Perkins’ Candy Manufactory.
dec 19-4t
Five

candy,

stances

ty

J. 8. Bailey will sell that valuable propercorner Cumberland and Pearl streets at

auction, at 12 o’clock M.,

this

day,

1,287

(mi
00

91
75
00

86.

This sum is accounted for
By remittance to Thomas Shaw,
Portland, by Thos. C. Merrill,
8450 00
Hams from Cooper & Co.
408 25
Remittance to Mayor Stevens,
D.
F.
by
500 00
Appleton
Remittance to Mayor Stevens,
250 00
by Tho. W. Riley
Deposit in National Band of Commerce, to be drawn against by
Mayor Sterensof the Chairman
of the Portland Relief Committee
100,000 U0
Printing, stationery, &c.,
297 00
Remittance to Mayor Stevens 4, 000 00
260 00
Printing report
Balance sent Mayor Stevens
450 01

country the
people could get

Masonic.—At the annual meetipg of Atlantic

7. 081
1, 250
1,056
93

8106, ft 15

our

dec4tf

878,547 30
17,300 00

Produce Exchange

enough of good wholesome food.

ministering,

in combination oi several medicinal subheld in general esteem among physicians in
the treatment ot Bronchial affections and
Coughs.—
The Troches seldom tail to give relief.

contributed:
Bv Merchants and others
Banks of New York

__

eral

Accident

8106,615 3ft,
•

gress street, and at the book and periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster
Hall.

Wcnlhrr.
New Yobk, Dec. 20.
thermometer is thirteen degrees above
zero, wind northwest and blustering.
Fortress Monroe, Doe. 20.
There is a heavy gale outside. The wind is
nerthwest and bitter cold.

Worcester, Mass., Dec. 20.
The thermometer at 9 P. M. stood two deabove
zero.
The weather is clear.
grees

At a subsequent meeting
the number was raised to a hundrtjd. The
whole amount received by this committee is

Messrs. Short & Loriug, corner of Free and
Centre streets; C. R. Chisholm & Brother, No.
307 Congress street; A. Robinson, No. 325 Con-

*

Wednesdayjof

ty-one members.

Harper’s Magazine.—The number for January, 18fi7, which is a capital one, has been
received at the bookstores of Messrs. Bailey Sc
Noyes, Nns. 70,72 and 74 Exchange street;

case.

new

its errand of inertly. The
committee was appointed at a public meeting
of citizens of New York, two days
after; the fire
and as originally constituted, consisted of thir-

given

a

oh

fully discharging

M. L. A. Lecture.—‘The
initiatory lecture
of the Mercantile Library Course will be

buy

this week

Report of the Hew York f'onamlll. r for
the Relief of Portland.
This little pamphlet of 43 pages records the
organization and work of an exteriorized
charitable association, which within a month
raised a hundred thousand dollars lor the relief of Portland and has just disbanded after

reliable. They can very readily be
investigated by the incredulous. Dr. C. will remain in
Portland some time longer and those afflicted
with the diseases to which he devotes his attention exclusively, should not fail to consult
him.

Now the
has changed, so that many
people really Suffer, and enough of every kind
around them. Why is this? It is because their
food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then

Journal

volume, and puts

a
detective, as we learn from the
Banner.
—A business firm in New York send to the
publisher of the Farmington Chronicle an advertisement for which they offered in
payment
two hoop skirts. The offer was declined for
fear they might be titters.

published

of

a new

week, by

testimonials were all received in this State,
from people of, respectability and are therefore

manner

a

A murderer of some one in Illinois, was
taken at Moosehead Lake, and carried
through
Augusta in the oars, on
this

Blindness, Deafness and Catarrh.—
Those interested will notice an entire
change
of certificates in Df. Carpenter’s advertisement
in to-day’s paper,
The Doctor’s

of

str^ ets

clothes in honor of the event. Its new diess of
type is very handsome and becoming, and the
Journal itself one ot the most wide-awake
papers that comes to our office.
The publisher
who has evidently been plagued
by the class
who like to get their news for
nothing I takes
this occasion to announce that if
people' don’t
want the Home Journal he does not wish them
to take it—or to borrow it. Good!
—The Pembroke Iron Company has
completed a new stone building, 205 teet
long, *0 feet
wide and two stories high, to be used as,’a nail
and rivet factory, machine shop and store room.
The nail factory, when completed, will
qc.ntaiu
nine self-feeding
machines, besides a dofou or
more that are fed by
hand, and will produce
125 casks of nails per day. The
company gives
employment to 350 men, and consumes’ 900
tons of wrought iron per month.—K&nnehec
Journal.

be found in New England.
The drawers and bottles are finished and labelled in the latest and best styles, and
every
thing about the establishment betokens neatness and beauty.
It is the intention of this
firm to fully sustain the good
reputation they
acquired in their store in the Fox block, which
was destroyed at the
great fire.

Otm highly valued friends, J. R. Lunt & Co.,
have re-opened business at thcirjne w and beautiful store,Ho. 348 Congress street. Their stock
of goods is full, varied and of the best quality
that could be bought. Wo commend them to
their former numerous patrons and to the gen-

Thr

commences

cannot

whowill lecture upon the subject of ‘"the late
American Conflict, and the Friends and Enemies of America in England.”
Such a subject and from one so well calculated to speak
it
as
Mr.
upon
V., must attract an exceedingly
large audience. Those who wish for season
tickets should secure them early to-day, or
they may be too late.

miserable

terror to

arc

concerned in the transaction
The
negro was returned after receiving eight lashes
and the soldiers left the ground.' The indictments will be issued against the officers.
The
negro will lie whipped to-morrow.
Judge
Fowler has called on the Governor to
carry
out the laws of the State.

,,

from that city some of the most
skulks in the land, who make the

Splendid Establishment.—Messrs. Croeman & Co.
have taken the upper store in
Brown’s block, on Congress street, Nb.
305,
which has been fitted up in splendid
style, and
l ist evening they threw it open to the
public.
We venture to say that a handsomer
and

evening at Mechanics’ Hall by that
quent English Reformer, Henry Vincent,

survey
Gariiner.

ing

ladies.
—The Gardiner Home

8106,815 86
The committee applied to the
of New York for aid, receiving in

Arch-bishop
reply the fol-

lowing npte

which will show what action was
taken by Koman Catholic organizations:
New Yoke, July 14,1866
Gentlemen :
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of your esteemed favor of the 12th iiist., inviting my co-operation in the good work of aiding
to send relief to the sufferers of Portland. Previous to the receipt of your letter I had already
requested the Pastors of the various Catholic
Churches of the city to have a collection made,
which would be placed at the disposal of the
Bishop of Portland, liight Kcv. Dr. Bacon,
who has himself lost everything and whose
congregation beside being left homeless and
homeless, ore without a place in which they can
assemble for divine worship.
To this the Rev. Pastors have not only consented, but have themselves set the example hy

contributing generously.

I remain, very respectfully,
your olxl't servant,
JOHN, Archbishop of New York.
Messrs. Braan, etc.
The contribution to which Bishop McCloskey here reftrs was taken tip on the 22d July,
and was ordered for the special
of re-

pnrpose

building

the Catholic church and sohool-bons'She amount received has never been reported but was said to he quite large, and
-should be added to the total amount of the
New York contributions.
es.

No better
ation of the best points in
American charact —the quick sympathy with
suffering and
prompt facility in organising
efficient means to a desired end—could be desired than is supplied by the plain, business
like narrative of the transactions of this committee, to whom Portland is
ed.

so

deeply

indebt-

Accident.—Mr. Chas. A. Whipple, of Great
Falls, Windham, had two of the fingers of his
right hand severed by a circular saw in the
gang saw mills of Messrs. White & Hawkes.of
that place, on Tuesday last. The saw separated

one

of the

fingers completely, and

the other

nearly that it had to be amputated, which
was performed by Dr. G. L Kilgore, of Windham. The wh< le hand was so badly injured
so

that it is feared that Mr.
use of it.

or a

light moustache,

the only facial adornmcuts which are now
considered irreproachable in Paris.
A man
himself near

accidentally hung
Bellevue, Iowa, a few days since, by being
caught by his comforter while descending from

For several

tory impulses, suggests the necessity of .send-

and members are
requested to be present promptly at the hour
of opening. The public are invited to attend.

our

grows in Aroostook.

with all its contents. No insurance.
—The Banner understands that Mr. John
Harper is about completing ah no wool, p mill
in Welchville, Oxford Go. There are to be
four sets of machinery, and he expects t<j have
it in operation by the first of
February.
—The Rookland Gazette, among its reforma-

23d,

early settlement
greatest anxiety was, how

JUouiacomiug.
—English whiskers,
are

eT

meeting,

In the

iso.

the Kennebec river from Augusta to

discussed,

understand that very important measures
tube brought torward at the next

this

—Mr. N. P. Willis’ health i*
rapidly improving, and contrary to the genera) fear he ^ ^
iar recovered as to be able to resume his
editorial labors on the Home Jo tuna).
—There is a village iu Pennsylvania called

knowing is that you can buy
at J. M. Kimball A Co.’s for

by the U. 8. Topographical Engineers, is now
completed.
—We learn from the Farmington
Chrftnicle
that the house of Emerson Russel of
Strong
was destroyed by tire on
Saturday last, tijeuth-

The sessions are
evening at Sous of Temperance Hall, and business is done in
regular
legislative style. Hon. Joseph B. Hall is
and
Speaker
among the members are many
who in future will take a
leading part in the
affairs of State and who will owe their
positions largely to this school.
Questions of all
kinds are brought up and
and we

passengers

panic.

Candy

—The Oxford Democrat says that at the tannery of Messrs. Denison and Horne, at Norway Village, thirty men are employed, twelve
hundred cords of hemlock bark are annually
consumed, one hundred and twenty hidos are
tanned each week, for helti ng, and the
annual
amount of business ranges from one hundred
thousand to one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars.
—The Kennebec Journal says the
of

numbers about 100 members.
held every Saturday

fancy store

Perkins’

tree.
W hat appears to be the tomli-statue of Henry, eldest son of Henry the Second of England,
and brother to Riehard the
First, has been discovered during
iu Rout-n
a

thereoentexcavation^

Cathedral.
The Commission on the Reorganization of
the French Army, of which the
Emperor is

ever before in the same time.
—The Machias Union says late letters 1 rout
Palestine, or from members of the Adams Jaffa Colony, report the death of eight or t» u of
the emigrants. Mr. Barua Leighton’s wiffc, as
we learn, is among the dead.
She went iom
Indian River. Most of the deaths were
(children.

inquest

Dec.

at

lions more have found their wav in market via
the St. John River, and St. Andrews railroad.
In consequence of the advanced
price there
will probably be more made in Aroostook, this

2 o'clock this
afternoon, at
which time the verdict trill
probably bo rendered.

Saturday evening,

good sleigh

anywhere,

Porter,

a pistol
upon the officer, when
in self-defence fired his
revolver, the ball lodging in Driscoll’s thigh, from whence it has not
been extracted. Driscoll was in the
Court a day or two after the
transaction, and
has been present In the
Judicial

to

dozen,

Jfears, many shingles have been hauled to Baugor by teams, chiefly during the winter; mil-

we

adjourned

a

—The Pioneer says Aroostook is
getting to
have an extensive fame lor shingle
making.—
As good cedar rift for shingles ss can he found

did not vary from the
gave of the affair at the time, viz:
that officer Porter was engaged in
arresting
HenTv McGlinchy. and Driscoll interfered

was

,uJ°ke.

THE STATE.

testimony elicited

Supreme

frac-

Havana Oranges tor sale at Perkins’
Candy
Store.
declSMt
___________

pistol wound inflicted by officer Porter, *out
four weeks since. The jury was
composed of
Charles Holden, Foreman, John G.
Hayes, W.
C. Osborne, Darius
White, Stephen D. Hall
and Peter Hall.

drawing

severe

very

winter, than

E.

The

a

A fact worth
a

adjournment.

•TUIHIE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.
Thuhsdat —James McLaughlin, William

account

aud sustained
of the knee joiut.

Lemons i!B cents
Store. “Go in.”

oner.

not all in at the

siuce, fell

Lecture Postponed.—A prolonged inflammation of the throat will again cause a
postponement of Rev. Mr. Gage's lecture on the
Land of the Bible, announced for this
evening.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL TERM.—TAPLEY
J, PRESIDING.
Thursday.
William H. Bradeen, indicted for
larceny of a eoat from Hamjtden Spiller, retracted his
plea of not guilty, and pleaded guilty. He was sentenced to eighteen months imprisonment in the State
Prison, j. O’Donnell, Esq., appeared for the pris-

was

VARIETIES
—An express train from Bedford to London
"as
stopped on tho 'J*lth ultimo uear Ilitcheu,
"" >ng to oiie
of the second class carriages taking fire. The passengers were unable to attract
the attention of tins
guard by their united shoutings, w hist ling*, u,nl
hangings of doors for at
east ten
minutes, during which time a hole
"as
urnt iu the
roof, and the carriage was till“
*"
The lire was soon
extinguisban
the
passengers removed to another
carriage.
The fir(. Wiw caused
through a tarpauliu having blown over the oil lamp and become
Ignited. An American signal rope
would have saved the
from their

Accident.—A young lady, a daughter ol' Mr.
James W. Stevens, of this city, while coming
down the steps of the Glass House, a day or

column.

Oculist and Aurist—Dr. Car|»enter.
Found—Noteot Hand.
Auction Sale oi‘ Subsistence Stores.
Wan ted—Situation.
Administrator’s Notice—Joseph H. Webster.
Dissolutiou—Davis & Co.
Druggists—Jas. R. Lunt & Co.
Lessons on the Piano—Miss Day.
Notice—Luther Fitch.
Administrator’s Noliee—Setli M. Milliken.
Holiday Preseuts—C. R. Chisholm & Co.
TUI

We would call the attention of builders and
others to the advertisement of Messrs. N. M
As they are abuut to move to
Perkins & Co.
another store, their stock is offered at reduced

prices.

Lectures.

Kew advertisement

hij-a

Unsettled

iw™.i>ouar,p~mtmw,<„

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

grant. Adopted.

MEM PHIS.

EUROPE
THE

New**, per Hteamer.

J“w“

SHOCKING CATASTROPHE AT

Fourteen Persons

Foreign

21,1866.

Halifax, N. 8., Dec. 20.
The steamer Java, from Liverpool 10 A. M.,
Dec. 8th, via Queenstown 9th, arrived here at
Washington, Dec. 20.
1 o clock this
Mr. Wilson offered a joint resolution directmorning. She has twenty-five
ing the President of the United States to in- Fairfax and seventy-five Boston passengers.
Fenian arrests continued iu Dublin aud othstruct officers of the
und
of
the
and
army
navy
Freeduren's Bureau to prevent and prohibit the er parts of Ireland, but none of moment are reinfliction of corporeal punishment for crimes corded. Stephen J. Meany, the Fenian Senator
and misdemeanors in the lately7 rebellious
lately arrived from New York, had been committed for trial iu
States until tlieir civil governments shall have
Dublin, on the charge of conbeen reorganised and ratified l>y Congress. Orspiracy.
The Loudon
dered to be printed.
Morning Post raises a question
Mr. Cattell presented a petition of earpet as to the loyalty of a
larj^e number of Irishthe large towns of England, aud urges
manufacturers for relief from the 6 per pent..
that
the
internal revenue tax. Referred.
Government should inquire how far
Mr. Anthony, from the Printing Committee,
they are committed to Fenianism, and to what
reported a resolution to print the annual re- extent they may be prepared to aid the movement.
port of the Librarian of Congtess. Adopted.
Slight symptoms of alarm had been
manifested in Liverpool, where
Mr. Ross called up the resolutions oi reconlarge numbers
ot insli laborers were
struction ottered by him yesterday, and printout of employment.—
Armed guards had been
ed in
on duty at vaand
delivered
a
placed
speech ous
yesterday’s report,
in advocacy ot the right of Congress to estabdepots of arms belonging to the militia and
volunteers in Liverpool.
lish governments in the rebellious States.
^ house in
Mr. Williams explained that he had received
Liverpool had been taken possession of by the
scurrillous letters trom anonymous parties conpolice and searched, upon information
that Stephens was concealed in it; but
cerning the increase of salaries of lady clerks
in the Treasury Department, and said he fav- the police were hoaxed.
ored a judicious increase, but \tfas not to be deNotwithstanding the denials by the Conservative organs, the London
terred from his
by such attacks.
correspondent of the
duty
Scotsman
Mr. Johnson defended the Supreme Court
reiterates his assertion that dissen8ions
in
the
prevail
the
against
Derby Cabinet. He writes
charges of a morning paper, styling that I>
Israeli is said to have,
it as the hatching place for treason.
through his
threat of
Mr. Pomeroy presented a bill to aid the consucceeded in obtaining
resignation,
the
consent
or
the Premier and a majority of
struction of the Union Pacific Railroad,Souththe Cabinet to his
ern branch.
proposal that a reform measure of a
Mr. Henderson offered a resolution based on
surprising and unpleasant liberal character should be introduced next
a
received
from
Gov.
of
Missession, aud
Fletcher,
dispatch
souri, calling upon the President for informa- although it is considered probable no immedi111 ths Cabiuet will
tion a to whether he had, since the first of D*>
result, yet the
eember, sent troops into the interior of Missou- withdrawal of certain members of the more
ri for any purpose. If so, to indicate his reaunyielding section of the party is understood
to he only pnstpoued in
sons.
consideration of the
Adopted.
unpleasant impression that would be produced.
The dispatch from Gov. Fletcher asserts
[that
Communications between Derby and Disraeli
Gen. Grant Iras sent troops to Lexington,
been litKjni'Ut, ami it is said the London
and protests against such interference
upless reform demonstration
liad been no ineffectual
asked for by the Governor himself, and asks
^Congress, if the President does not withdraw auxiliary to ©’Israeli.
Admiral in Cbiuahad issued a
the troops, to require him to so.
1 notification
The bill to admit Nebraska was taken
declaring the river Seoul in C'orea
up.
in a stale of blockade from
Mr. Wade, in speaking on the Nebraska bill,
October 15th, owfc»
to the recent murder of French missionaries
said he was in favor of iui|iartial
The
suffrage.
A
bill was a help, not a Uinderauce.
correspondent of the Morning Post at
Rome says: *• The observations of the
Messrs. Pomeroy, Kdtnunds attd Sprague folPope to
Uen. King, United States
lowed in opposition.
Minister, on the adThe Senate at 4 P. M. adjourned until Thursvisability ot the annexation of Canada to the
Union rather than its
day, January 3,1807.
falling a prey to Fetiian
invasion, us quoted.by a Quebec journal, from
■OUSE.
a dispatch dated Nov. 18 th.
sent from Mr. King
Mr Williams, from the Committee ou JudiMr. ISeward, have received the
following exciary, read the report iu the ease of the arrest plicit disavowal from the AsScrvatore
Romano:
aud dentention, under the civil process, of
V\ e are authorized to declare
entirely destiCharles V. Culver, Representative from the ‘20th
tute ot all truth the words attributed
t. the
district of Pennsylvania, proving by reference
Holy Father in Mr. King’s assertion, as there
to parliamentary history precedents that such
is not a true syllable in all that the
Canadian
arrest and detention was a breach of
privilege, newspaper has reported on the subject. This
and closing with a resolution, directing the
is now a
very extraordinary complication of
Speaker to issue his warrant to the Sergeant- extraordinary assertions, and General
is
at-Anus, commanding him to deliver forthwith placed iu the very painful position of King to
having
Hon. Charles V. Culver, detained in a civil suit,
Stake his word against that of the
Pope, unless
front the custody ot sheriff or jailor of Venannot only the tenor of his
dispatch to Mr. Bewgo County, or any other person presuming to
ard, but the dispatch itself, has been a
pure inhold or detain him, and to make return to the
vention of the Canadian
uewspaper. Mr. King
House of such warrant and with the manner
had an interview with Cardinal Antonelli
this
of its execution. Adopted.
morning, with a view Of arranging the difficulMr. Delano, on obtaining leave, introduced a
ty.
resolution directing that until otherwise orderThe Berlin correspondent of the London
ed it should be unlawful for any officer of the
limes says teat
notwithstanding all asservaUnited States Government to pay
to the contrary in the
tions
any account,
Austrian official
claims or demands against the Government ocpress, it may be regarded as a positive iact that
curring prior to the 13th of April, 1861, in favor troops are about to be concentrated in Gallicia
of any person who promoted,
encouraged, or in Some of the regiments detailed tor the service
any manner sustained the late rebellion, or in
are already under
marching orders. The offifavor of any person who duriug such rebellion
cial Vienna Journal in
denying this statement
was not known to be
opposed thereto and dis- asserts that the relations of Austria aud Russia
tinctly in favor of its suppression. The resolu- are most satisfactory, and nothing whatever
tion was read three times aud passed.
has taken place calculated to
disturb them in
Mr. Sevens offered the following:
any way.
That
a
committee
of
Resolved,
seven he apIn seems perfectly clear that trouble continpointed to report a bill to establish a system of ues m Landia, but advices are as
conflicting as
free schools for the District of
had been a report that Russia
Columbia, from iveJ:
which no child six years old or more,
had invited Lugland and France to
residing
come to an
in said District, shall be excluded,
except lor understanding in the matter,hut there is a lack
improper conduct. The school to be supported of confirmation.
by taxes, impartially levied on the accessible
property of the District, together with such
MEXICO.
fixed annual appropriations as Congress may

The New York hank tax cases were taken
up in the Supreme Court to-day, for argument.
Messrs. Silliiuan and Currill opened for plaintiffs in error, aud Mr. O. Gorman, lor the Commissioner of taxes. Mr. Ohonor w ill follow
on the* same side to-moi row.
Louis H. Weichmau, who it will lie remembered, was one of the principle witnesses for
Government in the ease of Payne, Atzerott,
Harold, Mrs. Surratt and others, the assassination conspirators, was before the Grand Jury
to-day, to give his testimony as to the complicity oi JohuH. Surratt, in the murder of President Lincoln.
The Senate, in Executive session to-day,
confirmed the following nominations: Rear
Admiral T. Bailey,retired; Capt. J. M. Berrin,
to be Commodore, vice Commodore R. B.
Hitchcock, retired; Capt. Alfred Taylor, to be
Commodore, vice T. O. Selfridge, retired;
Commander Louis C. Sarton, to he Captain,
vice Captain J M. Berrin, proinuted to Commodore; Melancthon Smith, to he Chief of
Bureau of Repairs, vice Commander A. M.
Smith.
Arrangements have been made for an exchange of mails withthe French line of steamers between St. Nazaire and Vera
Cruz, postage fifteen cents. The arrangement extends to
•
Central and South America.

or

will be found at

Mr.

Seats can l>c secured in advance foi any
ing during tlieVveck.
December 17.

BOOKS

for Holiday Presents.

CHRISTMAS

Nalurday Evening, last night of Mr. Proctor,by

request.TV 14; It

'Washington, Dec. 20.
Ed w. V. Murpby, tor many years one of the
reporters in the United States Senate, has been
appointed .Superintendent of Exports at the
port of Philadelphia.
The colored citizens of this District are
holding private meetings to arrange tor uniting at tlie next muuicip.d election, and to consider other matters ill that connection.
The Republican Association at their
regular
meeting last night, passed a resolution declaring that in its judgment the organization of
auxiliaries to this society, composed exclusively of colored persons, was neither expedient as
a matter of
policy nor consistent with our Republican principles which recognize no distinction on account of race or color.
The Postmaster General has sent estimates
to the House for service of the
Department for
the liseal year ending June ."tilth, 18H8, the Bum
being $12,500,000. The items include till- inland
transportation, $8,000,000; for foreign mail
transportation, $0,200,000; and for steamboat
The loilowiug amounts
way letters, $8,000.
will be required from any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated; for overland
mail transportation between New York and
San Francisco, $90,000; lor steamship service
between Sau Francisco, Japan and China, for
one year from July 1st, 18ti7, $500,000: for the
steamship service between the United States
and Brazil for the same period, $150,000; total

redeeming

DECEMBER

SENATE.

—ANU—

Monday Ereuing,.INGOMAR.
Tuesday Ereniai,.VIRttlNIIT*.
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Christmas Note Batter

of Shakespearian and other lewill be produced.

series
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engagement has been renewed for
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Presents ! !

choice assortment of

A

Joseph Proctor,

Few

A

Holiday
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Owing to the enthusiastic reception
popular tragedian

are

beiiefltted.—fBetfaat

Age.

Portland Theatre.

PA KTICUJ.AU

Carpenter

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
who have been under treatment at the Eve and
Ear lutirmaries without being

city

TWITCH ELL.
DAILEY.

Bi4wcll A B rovvtir,

De-

The Case of John H. Surratt.

the work of

MORNING,

■

Mexico.

to commence

FRIDAY

XXXIX CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

Imperial Commission.

The Certificates, published in our columns, of I>r.
Canieuter’s cures arc bona fide to our own knowledge.
He is all he professes to he, and will not humbug or
deceive the public.- [Kennebec Journal, Augusta.

LECTURE COMMITTEE :
C. K. JOSE,
C. II.
J. Q,

Last winter,

STATEMENTS OF THE PRESS.

Friends and

E. COREY,
f. C. PROCTOR,
M. B. CO0L1DGK,
JAMES
dee 14 dtt

20 years.

hensive of serious
consequences ; but Dr. Carpenter
cured me. I am now well, and free from Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE.
Cor. Sewall and Court streets, Augusta, Sept. 14,1806.

-BY-

ENGLISH

over

when 1 consulted Dr.
Carpenter. 1 had frequent ana
copious discharges, a bail cough, and my health so
much reduced that myself and friends were appre-

Evening, DtMM?in*»er a 1st,

THE ELOQUENT

Correspondence

that he

L4IHES OP

Will hold

years

ami know she

‘l-iih,

On which occasion they will otter Jbr sale a large and
choice assortment of FA Nr V and USEFUL ARTICLES, suitable for
Holiday Litis and Home U**c*
A CHRISTMAS TREE, Post Office and an ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER, aie at .me of the entertainments to be presented on Monday Evening. On Tuesday Evening, Rev Or. Tell will give an interesting
Lecture in the Church, In addition lo the above.
Tickets—adults 25 cts; children 15 els;—formile at
Elliot & McCallar’s, Market Square, Wilson A: Millett’s, Congress Street, and G. & C. L. GalUson’s,
Gray SI.
4o2ld4t

THE

TESTIMONY.

UOiVIK

-BY-

FA Hi A NlTLE

December 21. I860.

WASHINGTON.

Without Pain.

Inserted

J3^But Letters must contain One Dollar to eniure
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4*u u- S. HOI’ISL, Portland, N*v.
o.-* a®,,can be consulted a short time longer,
ul
Catarrh, Brum hitis, Nasal
^ ahmliiesSjDeafiicss.
sc Large from the Ears, Noises
A^lra* Polypus, I »iSore
in the
head, Scrofula,
Eves, Films ami all Disease* of the

tion.

Library

LATEST

DR. CARPENTER,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
aiue place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
nvariably in advance.
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year in advance.
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Voi. s.

Whipple

will lose the

the President, it is
purely and simply

said will end by adopting
the Prussian system—that

is to make every mau, sound iu
body and
miml, subject to military service with no privilege of exemption.
The Nation says: ‘‘According to an official

j
|

record published in the press of New York, Morrissey has, in the course of liis adventurous li fe,
been eight limes indicted for aasault with intent
to kill, assault and battery, aud
burglary, and
has served nine months at hard lalior in the
peni Amtiary for three several
breaches of the pul»lie peace.
A con
sees no reason

temporary

why this convict should not occupy his seat in
Congress, because hundreds of men who have
been there deserve as many years* confinement
as
Morrissey has had days.”
—Ou the 23th ult. Ltfixlon was
enveloped in
such a dense fog that several
persons were run
oyer in the streets, and one
yonng man walked into the river and was drowned.
—General Grant has sent a check fortwenthousand dollars to a real estate agent
in 8t. Louie, to be used in the
purchase of the
old farm owned by his
ten miles

,t.T-«ix

father-in-law,

from the city,
and

as a

final homestead for himself

family.

—Th- Gettysburg Cemetery Monument is to
be completed by July 1,1868. The statue of
General Reignolds is to bo erected in the cemetery, and not on the spot where he Ml. It is
Intimated that the Freedinen’s Lincoln Monument

Association will apply for permission to
statue of Abraham Lincoln iu

place a bronze
the cemetery.

—It is said that the Attorney-General of the
United States is about to perpetrate an immense joke.
He is preparing a report to demonstrate the impossibility of
supplying Congress, as it requested, with the names of those
persons pardoued by the President, unless the
clerical force in his office is greatly increased.
Removal*

dnrlug

Rrrc**.
Dec. 19, 1866.
The extent to which the President exercised
the power of removal from office for political
purposes during the vacation, is very faintly
comprehended by the country at large. Many
the

"Washington,

appointments

new

were

published when made;

but, some time in September, correspondents
here were denied the privilege of
seeing the
list of daily removals. This order of denial was
issued because of the sharp criticism evoked
by the President’s action. Hence, thereafter
comparatively few cases of removals and appointments get into the newspapers. The work
oi the Executive in the Internal Revenue office is shown by the list of persons
recently appointed in that branch of the service. From
this it appears that during the summer vacation of
is, from July 31, 1866
to December 1,1866,—there were ap]>ointed to’
fill vacancies, mostly made by removal for uonagreemeut with the President’s views, 214 assessors and collectors, of whom all but 11 were
for the loyal States. The whole number of internal revenue officers in the country is hut
480, and it thus appears that nearly halt of
them were turned out dnriug
these four
months.
The whole number iu the
loyal
States and territories is 384, of whom 203 were
removed or forced iuto resigning. In this period the removals were heaviest in ths Central
and Western States.
The number made in
August was 89, in Septemlier 68, and in November, after the elections, but 12. The manner in which the President gave his mind to
the business is show ii by the tact that on six
days he removed eight per day; od three days,
nine per day; while on one day he I>oheaded
twelve and on another day thirteen.
During
the week from August 20 to 25, inclusive, he
found time to remove exactly thirty-six Republicans, and then, after a Sunday’s rest, he
oontiuuedthe work by removing fourteen more
on the following
Monday. The appointments
in New England during these tour months
were hilt fourteen,
viz.: three out of ten in
Maine, one out of six iu New Hampshire,
out
of
in
eight
twenty
Massachusetts, and two
out of tour in Connecticut.
The number iu
New York was twenty-one out of sixty-four;
iu Pennsylvania, thirty-four out of
forty-eight;
in Ohio, tweHty-two out of thirty-eight; in Indiana, fourteen out ot twenty-two; in Illinois,
sixteeu out of twenty-six; in Michigan, ten out
twelve; in Iowa, nine outof tweh-e; in Wisconsin, nine out of twelve, and eighty on the full
list. Of these new appointments those for
New England are as follows; Maine—Solon
Chase, collector 2d district; J. H. Butler, collector 4th district; G. W. Berry, collector 5th
district. Now Llampshire,—C. B. Bowers, collector 3d district. Connecticut,—H. A. Grant,
collector 1st district; J. B. Lamb, assessor 3d
district. Massachusetts,—E. W. Bierce, collector 1st district; L. Stephenson, assessor 2d
district; W. 8. King, assessor 3<1 district; W.
C.Binney, assessor 5th district; J. C. Sanborn,
assessor, and N. C. Howe, collector 6th district; W. H. Warren, assessor 7th district: C.
Howe, collector 8th district.—Dinpotrh to Boston Adrertioer.

CongresSj—that

I'ERSKVKBANCE REWARDED. A
singular
of the recovery of stolen property was reus last week.
Iu 18G0, Capt. Clias.
A. Boutell of this eity. who did gallant service
in tho navy during the war, was in Liverpool on the eve <>f sailing tor Quebec. The
evening previous to his departure he visited
St. George’s Hall to witness tho performance
of Father Kemp's Old Folks, a company of
American singers thenon a tour in England.—
The hall was densely crowded, and at the close
of the (lerformauee, while making his way out
of the building he missed a valuable gold
watch, which some dexterous thief had abstracted from his person. Capt. ItoutcJle imm.'diatcly repaired to the police office and gave
information of the robbery. Although assured
by the detectives that the watch would lie recovered, he ti lt very little confidence in the
result of their efforts, as he could not give the
slightest clue to aid them in their search for
the property, or in identifying tho thief. The
matter was left in their lianas, however, and
the next morning Capt. B. sailed for Quebec.—
During the lapse of six years nothing was
heard from the stolen watch, and ot course the
idea of its restoration was
entirely dismissed from his mind. A very pleasant surprise, was in store for him, however. On
Thursday last, a brother of Capt. Boutellc arrived in this city from Europe, bringing with
him the watch, which by the ingenuity of tho
Liverpooi dytectives, had been traced and finally recovered. The incident is worth mentioning,as illustrating the working of the detective police machinery which has been
brought to such admirable perfection of late
years, both in Euopc and in this country.—
Farmer.
case

ported to

Wanted, a Celebrity.—Tho University at
Chapel Hill, North Carolina (according to the
Charlotte Demoorat), is in

a had way.
There
hut a handful of stu louts in the institutalk
of
The
Demeven
leaving.
and
they
tion,
ocrat thinks that the only remedy for this
is
“the
of
election
General
of
Jothings
state
prominent
seph E. Johnstontheor some other
presidency of the college.
military man" to
Military snecess has been held to be a qualification for the chief magistracy of tho nation,
but this extension of tho principle into tho
quiet domain of education is, to say the least,
novel.

are

By a recent decision of the Solicitor of the
Treasury, which is sustained by the Secretary,
the

provisions of

section 10 of tbo act of

July

26th, 1866, which we published a short time
since, in relation to vessels being required to
be

suitable boat disengaging apapply to vessels other than
wholly or in part by steam,

provided with

paratus, does
those

not

propelled

I;AILV PRESS:
21. 1366.

C'ougress bas found leisure, amidst its pressAmering occupations, to glance at the Soutli
ican wars, and the House lias adopted the
resolution, reported by Geu. Banks,
from the Committee

ou

Foreign

Atfairs:

Whereas, wars destructive of commerce and
iujurious aud prejudicial to republican iustitutiuus have lor some time been carried on between Spain and several American states ou
the Pacinic coast, aud also between Paraguay,
Brazil aud Uruguay aud the Argentine Republic ou the Atlantic coast;
Resolved, That it is recommended to the
Executive Department of the government
that the friendly offices of the government, if
practicable,, be offered lor the promotion of
peace and harmony in Soutli America.

Now l

to

It the Americau government is about
otter its mediation in these quarrels, it will he
interesting to know more aliout them than
the public, absorbed in other matters, lias
hitherto cared to ascertain. Eveu well-informed

men,

as a

general thing, know

cost

but little about

not afford to follow such a system of husbandry
aud as 1 said, the few cows that each one used
to keep are sold in order that the pasture may
be, as far as practicable, turued into mowing,
and then the entire crop of hay is sold instead
of being used on the place. The result is inevitable and doubly unfavorable—for it diminishes the supply of milk, and the farms for want
of manure, rapidly decrease in fertility and
value. As stock diminishes, we see the milk-

Vet they have been quite unable to
pei ior.
make an impressiou upon the half savage little state, and now lie as heretofore before the

Ilumaita,
junction
Paraguay rivers, unable to get
past or round it and uu willing to go back and
yield the contest. The Paraguayans, shut
out from all foreign intercom'se, live as well
the

of the

Parana and

usual and

as

seem

people.

There have

been three dictators of Paraguay since 1814, Francia, aud an elder and

ruling,

Lopez. The

younger Lopez, now
succeeded in 18(12. There were jeal-

younger

ousies theu

existing between Paraguay and
Baazil. Lopez sent for mechanics from Europe and imported vast quantities of machin- !
ery and iron.

From the

have contemplated
were

first

torlilied

chosen and

he

seems

to

His hues of defence

war.

by capable engi-

He has iron, lead and copper mines.—
His troops live on wild oranges and beef He
his aimed to make his country thoroughly
neers.

sell-sustaining, and has approximately succeeded. All thiugs being ready, it was easy
to tind an occasion to quarrel with Brazil, in
1803-4, Uruguay was in a slate of civil war—
the two parties being distinguished as BlanThe Blancos committed
seine injuries upon Brazilians residing in Uruguay. When Brazil, unable to obtain satisfaction, threatened to march into Uruguay
cos

and Colorados.

there, Lopez said,
Uruguay and 1 will attack you!” The Brazilians taking no notice of this insolent threat,
helped Gen. Flores, the leader of the Colorados, to pacify the couulry. Thereupon,ou the
13th November, 18(14, without declaration of
war, Lopez seized a Brazilian mail steamer,
and restore older

“Attack

threw officers of the Brazilian army and
navy, so captured, into prison, where they still
lie; and lilted out an expedition which falling
unexpectedly upon the defenceless people of

Brazil, did

considerable haim.

At the same

time he claimed the

about town. The necessary cost of their intervention is trifliug—but the result to the purchaser is the addition to the price of every
quart, ot the sum of six cents.

ment alone stood

Arm, and has appointed a
commander, empowered to conduct the
operations in the field without dictation.

new

There seems to be no real occasion for the
United States to iuterl ere in this business.—

Lopez needs is obviously a thrashing,
and so long as Brazil is disposed to give it to
him, she deserves the good wishes of the civ-

What

ilized world.
Sorrow

s

of

a

Lecturer.

We do not know tlie author ol'the following
experiences, but we think he will receive the
sympathy otour readers:
For the benefit of a numerous class ot ambitious men who desire to become popular lecturers, I send you a few items of my experience.
1 went to Southern Illinois to get started as a
popular lecturer. I was advertised under the
uum deplume of the “Fat Contributor." My audience was small owing to the public being
suddenly and severely indisposed. They were
indisposed to come to the lecture. My audience,
'iu fact, consisted of but one people.
Me was a
gentleman. 1 began my discourse: “Gentlemeu and ladies,” butchanged it
quickly to “Respected sir!” Before I could proceed any further my audience arose to his feet as one man.
I
inquired the cause of the interruption.
“Sir,” said he, “the audience is disappointed
in the size of the lecturer.”
“Well, my dear sir,” said I, “the lecturer is
also disappointed iu the size of the
audience,
and if you will not say anything about it, I will
not.

He allowed me to proceed, and at the conclusion was so well pleased that he urged me to
stay another night, when he promised a much
larger audience. He wouldn’t come himself
but would send his wife, who weighed 205
pounds. I didn’t stay.
I have had a good deal of money in the house
at one time ana another, generally in the
pockets of some wealthy man iu the audience!^ I
always come home with money, however—1
borrow a little to come home with.
I have had some large houses. The
largest
house I had was at Louisville,
Kentucky.—
That house must have been two hundred feet
long and ninety feet high, while in height it
came pretty high—took all the
proceeds to pay
the rent. A Louisville editor said a good
thing about me. He said: “The ‘Fat contributor lectured last night to a small house. His
style resembles Artemus Ward’s hut he
has not the ease and grace ot Artemus before
As though a lecturer could be
an audience.”
at ease before an audience when the
audience
wouldn’t pay expenses. As grace
accompanies meat, and if there wasn’t profit
enough in
the house to buy meat, where's niy grace?
The fullest house I ever had was at Pithole
City, in the oil regions. Everyman was mu
of beer. The lecture went off' very well, notwithstanding. It didn’t go off as well as my
doorkeeper did—he went off with the receipts.
I gave two consecutive lectures at Oil
City.
At the conclusion of the second lecture one of
the first citizens, (the second edition had not
yet arrived,) arose and;assured me that I hail
delighted them greatly. He said they hadn’t
enjoyed themselves so much since the'Thayers
were hung.
He added that it was the
request
of the audiencu en masse—there were five eu
masse altogether-that I should
stay another
night. The landlord of the inn where I was
stopping arose somewhat hustily, and stated
that I rouldn t stay another
night with him
unless my bill was guaranteed. Such is oftentimes the encouragement that
genius receives
at the hands of the mercenary.
A little town on the
turned out
Alleghany
well. The principal occupation of the inhabi-
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Y~&

New

Store

Our friends and patrons and the public
we trust will wait and examine our NEW

STOCK of

Books, Fancy Goods, Writing Desks,
Stationery, Abe.,
before purchasing elsewhere.
We shall have a good assortment of English aud

BAILEY

TOYS, TOYS, TOYS!

FELLOW’S ORIGINAL

More than

one

halt the cost

to me consumer

men

to FELLOW’S
the most perfect remedy
pests, INTESTINAL
WORMS. After years of careful experiment, success
has crowned our efforts, aud we now offer to the world
a confection without a single fault, being safe, convenient, effectual aud pleasaut. No injurious result
can occur, let them be used in whatever quantity.
Not a particle of calomel euters their composition.
They may be used without further preparation, aud
Children will eagerly devour all you*
at any time.
give them, and ask for more. They never fail in exWorms
from their dwelling place, and they
pelling
will
strengthen the weak and emaciated, eveii
when he is not afflicted with worms.
Various remedies liave from time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of wormseed, turpentine, &c., producing dangerous, and sometimes tatal
consequences. After much research, study and ex- :
peri men is, embracing several years, the
of Fellow’s Worm Lozenges, have succeeded in producing this remedy, free from all objections, aud posi- I
lively safe, pleasant and effectual. They do uot kill
the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
to them. In order to assure consumers
I disagreeable
| of the genuineness of these lozenges, the analysis of
l Dr. A. A. HAYES, State Assayer, is annexed:
“I have analyzed the Worm Lozenges, prei>ared
< 1
by Messrs. FELLOWS & CO., and find that they are
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matI ter. These Lozenges are skilfully compounded, pleasant to the taste, sale, yet sure and effective in their
action.
A. A. HAYES, M. D.
Respectfully,
Assayer to the State of Mass.

j

at

New Fublirnlious.

St. Elmo. A Novel. By Augusta J. Evans,
Author of “Beulah,” “Maearia,” etc. New
York: Carleton, Publisher.
The many readers who remember Miss Evans’
novel of “Beulah,” will be glad to meet this
There is a fasuew production from her peu.

making her so learned as to be quite appalling.
At seventeen, thiB prodigy of erudition has

mastered dozeus of studies which singly would
take the lifetime of au ordinary man; and she
scarcely c mdescends to talk except in Hebrew,
Sanskrit aud other, equally ancient tonguesThe hero is represented as a noble nature

warped
always,

perverted, sinful, to be sure, but
are told, a “high bred gentleman.”

aud
we

He will strike most readers as a boor and a
ruffian. He swears at his mother, kicks the
furniture when in a passion, aud takes pleasure in insulting those below him and in tor-

turing the defenceless. These little peculiarities rather seemed to increase h is attractions
in the eyes of the heroine; but then, we believe
it is the theory of modern female novelists that
women’s hearts are best won by a judicious
system of rudeness and arrogant snubbing,
tempered by rare intervals of lofty condescension. Even the gifted author of “Adam Bede”
has apparently falleu into the same idea and illustrated it in the instance of sweet Esther Lyand that blundering booby, Felix Holt. Such
may be the approved method of love-making
with the women of their creation; but we
should not advise any young mau, desirous of
recommending himself to a wide-awake girl
of flesh and blood, to try it. A somewhat intimate knowledge of the female sex,
extending
over a period of several years, has led us to
the belief that they very generally prefer courou

rudeness, deference
compliments to scolding.
tesy

to

to

indifference,

and

The faults of this book are however such as
grow rather out of the unpruued redundancy
than the deficiency of the author’s powers, and
she has in spite of them made a very interesting story. Its tone is elevated, and very sin-

cerely religious, and it can at least exert no
harmful influence ou the most youthful read-

Price 2ft ecu is per Rex ; Fire for $!•
SWETT, Proprietor of the New England
Botanic Depot, 106 Iianover Street, Boston Mass.,
Sole Agent tor the United States, to whom all orders should be addressed.
Igir’Sold by dealers in Medicines everywhere.

GEO. W.

d3sop’s

Fables.
Illustrated!
The People’s
Edition. New York: Fowler & Wells. Received,,! lvet‘ &
Shepard, Boston. (For sale
by Bailey & Noyes.)
A complete, tasteful yet not too
expensive
edition of the fables of the old Lydian

story-

teller has for some time been a
desideratum, aiid
we are glad to find iu the little volume before

very successful combinatiou of these various requisites.
It is compact iu form,
being
printed in double columns on a clear and handus a

The Childuen op the Fbontiek.
16mo. Illustrated. New York: D.
& Co.
This is

One vol

Appleton

oct5-deowGmsN
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Malta.

Cold,

A

Sore

manent

Celebrated

or

HAVING

They

manufacture and sell in
tail a good variety of f'ANDI f's,
ranted pure and good.
fitdSr'Call ;ind see for yourselves at

per-

357

Congress

and

TROCHES

A

PARTS,

taken before

Singing or

GOOD SUCCESS.

ALL

A.

CI1HK

NO

By Saving

and

We

A full assortment

At

Hoots,

Taunton

only.

Copper Co.,

Yellow

Metal and
and Sails,

Sheathing

Copper and Yellow

Metal Bolts and

Zinc

Spikes.

Dimension and Braziers Copper rollei fc
order.
Foi sale at New York and Boston prices by
LYMAN, SON & Ti>BEY, Agents.

t

115<Joiiimercia Street.

^Portland, Sept. 21, 1866.
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NOTICE.

IFconsiderable

a

a

wherever she
dot*

of money lelt there in the hands
for her. If she is not in the city of
her friends please send this to her
may he.
F. CHASE.
sum

Holiday
At Mrs. L.

-or-

LYE.

OPPOSITE

Grocery stores.

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
UST'Be particular in asking for Pennsylvania Salt
Manufacturing Co’s Saponitier.
nol7»Neod&wly

Dec

T. E. Moseley & Co,
Summer street, Boston, offer a large stock of Boots
and Shoes for Ladies, Gentlemen, Misses and Children, at low prices.
S3T* A soldier who had lost the use ot his limbs
Rheumatism has been completely cured and eu
abled to abandon bis crutches by one bottle ol M etcalfk’s Great Rheumatic Remedy. It is truly

6—eod4w& wit

Hall, where we shall continne our business in all its
various branches and at lower rates.
gyLadies* Dresses dyed lor $1,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates.
H. BURKE.

juU76iu_

Hosiery, Gloves,

FEKNALD Ar HON, Merchant Tailors,
Uniou Hall, entrance on Free tH.,
they are ready with a good slock of Good* for
Men’s wear, which they will manufacture in gar-

UPON

Will

YOUR DOORS

AND

SR»

ceive their orders.

50 per cent, in Fuel, and last a life time.
Durable. The best Weather Strip
invented. Examine Testimonials and Specimens at
the Heal Estate Agency of W. H. JERRIS, at Horse
save

Railroad office, opposite Preble House.
C. E.

B3T5A gents Wanted.

BARNES, Agent.
decMulw*

COOPER & MORSE,
rilAKE
informing their old patrons and
pleasure in have
A friends that
resumed
they

business at their
OLD STAND, lorner of Market and Milk streets,
where they will keep constantly on hand the best assortment of

DR. T.
has received the new Freneu Remedies and modes ol
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Ricord—Sate
pleasant and warranted Positively effectual in all
Diseases ot the Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Organs, and alt Irregularities anti
peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive full particuars by mall.
n
ucl3-d&w3m

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c.,

That tiie market affords, and ft will he their earnest
endeavor to serve their customers with promptness
and
declidtl

Complaints

fidelity._

Portable

Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable Soap.

Steam

Engines,

the Maximum of efficiency, dura
CIOMBININO
biltty and economy with the minimum oi weight
and

snpt-vioi Toilet Sonp. prepared trom refined
> eK«'tnble Oiln in
corabmanon with Glym iue,
tor the u*e 0f Lutlic* and
iwt!'h£**p£Fially
UI'"ory* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all
Drug-

***•

tflal* and Clothing.
found ready to wait on
customers at No. 4 Moulton street, foot •* Exchange.
6

MIiopm,
BOOTH,
Benj. Fogg may be

jul20

tor sale by
CIGARH.

A'

They are widely anti tavorably known,
molt; than tiOO being in use. All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
application. Address
J. C.

fel0*66s|tdly

IIOADI.EV A ( O.
Law hence, Mass.

_

Nov. 6. 1866

splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
The only true and
Reliable
Instantaneous. Nop,Dye-Harmless,
disappointment. No rkHenhom

jy26
ID. VtfRRIM,, Counsellor at Law,
No. 19 Free Street.
jull4

BVRON
PIERCE, Attorney
at Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.
LEWIH

3md.

Cumberland National Bank.
Stockholders of
Bauk ot Portland,
THE
will be

Counsello
jutel

Marked Down.

Cumberland National
hereby notified that there
meeting of the Stockholders held at their

Shirting

Street, first

door

from Congress Streetf
PORTLAND, ME.

May 19—<My

A. WILBUR &
Tremost Street,
Importers

Drem

Goods

VICKERY

&

No. 31
Having

made
sive Stock ot

new

Free

CO.,

SOMERS
NO.

331

addition!) tn their already exten-

VARIED

Vickery

Sc

dec!2d2w_31

Free Street.

“The National Traders
Portland.”

Bank ot

riJIIE Stockholder* of thin Bank are
hereby notified
1 that their annual meeting will be held at their
Banking Boom No 211 Free st., on TUESDAY, the
of
8th
next, at 3 o’clock P M, to choose
live Directors lor tlio ensuing year, and to act on any
other business that may legally come before them

day

January

Portland,

Dec

EbWAKD WOULD, Cashier

7,186(1.

in

paid
aug22—Hiu

Library. Office aiS 2 1-2 Free street,
5,av«>
the Snffith block, third story.
n j J9dtf

THE

..

_

dtd

Counsellors

Work

at

'atTp''ll!' stain,’»on TUESDAY,
W

Portland, Dec 7,

THE

H.

8th

STEPHENSON,

January

Milliken & Co.,

31 COMMERCIAL
aug'Jl dll'

And

Ibr

we

have a

STREET,

FURNISHING

FULL

A

Boy's

SHEPLE Y &

STROUT

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance
Q. y. 8HKPLE\\

J. T.

change

Have

Clorhing

& c

PORTLAND,

oV,

Goods

Arcade
DAVIS,

Free

HASKELL,

at

Law,

Haaw,

Woolens,

CIte«P-

Drn^istji,
*

PAINTEB.

present to he ton ml at his residence

CUMBERLAND,

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

PARRIXOTOX,

CLOTHING
AND

Goods l

n

•

x

1.

>vk»

Counffall, opposite Preble Mouse
and

wim

stock of

9tund l¥a. 04 Ex<
acouiplete stock of Nautical

Dental

Stamping

Done lu Order.

Notice !

(Up Stairs.)

#ioo.

#|W>

WAR CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson <V

Clindhoiii-ne,

morion Block,'.‘doorsabove Preble House
new Bounties, umler the law
approved Jul;
Wth, I8W, Increase of Pensions, Arrears ol I s>,
Pri*e Money, and all other claim* against the Oov»
ernment, coHeeted at »hort notice.
The necrsMiry blank* httce t*en rereired, andcuuu
anu should tile their claim*
promptly.
Frank G. Pattebhon. late
Lieut, nth. Me. >«»»•*
Paul Chadbourne, lave Mat- **t Me. CavOct 16-dtf
n

THE

Reconstructed

on

T.

A.

the Old Ground*!
HALL,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
anil dealer in

W,

Grccerieg,

NO. 1

SENTER,

Store Wu. :H>| Couof Brown Street, about

corner

reoccnnted their old

-frect,

I

Goods

and

Produce,

MILK STREET,

PORTLAND, NIK.,
Would respectfully announce to his former customers
iricuds that he has re-emabliahed himself in business at the old
place, No. 1 Milk street, near Exchange. All persons in want of Groceries. Produce,
will
do
well
to make me a call, iv an entire new
Ac.,
stock ot selected goods will be offered at
regreatly
duced prices. Come one. come all.
dec4d3w

ami

HOME
SIGHT

AGAIN.

lKfl.YTI.YU.

sensible of my obligations for the liberal
kindness of my patrons, I announce to them
'tLLU/ Tills is to inform mv
friends and patwith great pleasure, my return to No IO Exchange
rons that I have associated with me'In the
1maetira ni
Street, over the Shoe and Leather Warehouse rectntDentistry,
ly erected by the Messrs. Barbour, with increased faOK. ALBERT ETANN,
cilities to answer all orders in t he various brunches of
Formerly ol Bangor, a skillful dentist ot long expert
my profession.
encc, aud take pleasure in introducing aud return
I shall endeavor to keen posted in the newest imsupplied with the best materials,
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroform admin
provements, to he and
faithful in mv
isteied when desired.
and to he prompt
workmanship'
be seen on every business street fr,
work
may
My
C. H, OSGOOD,
to
with
which,
sisH'imeus eoustantiy going
the city,
QCtSdti
n
No. 8 Clapp's Block, Congress St.
up on the new stores, I confidently refer.
OLIVER 8. BEALE
FOR BUMINFNM.
WILLIAM
Dec 4th, IMS,
dec5d3w
HI
at
I
Federal street, is now
BkGWN, formerly
permanently located at his new store NoGl Federal si,
a few doors below Lime9treet. He is now
t«»
prepared
Great Chance
attend to the wants of his numerous customers and
the public generally in the way of cleaning and reThe I*eople want; A Complete Hlstery of
\TTHAT
pairing Clothing of all kinds, and will bo attended
▼ f
the Great Rebellion; two VoPa in one, ontainto with his usual promptness.
Also second-hand
1200 Royal Octavo Pages.
ing
novCdtf
Clothing for sale at lair prices.
Sold lor Five Dollars.
Go to Adams A Purliiton’s
Sold by Subscription only. Hole and Exibi.i,0
ol ail kinds;
your House-furnishing Goods
rirtita Biyen, of nncanvassed territory wilb Ubtr#|
Car}** tings, and all kinds of Rockery, Glass. Tin,
talons.
Stone, Kart lain and Wooden Ware, Paper Hang- com mfor ctrentars mid terms am.lv to or
IS"
address
no23d3m
ings, Window Shades, «Sfre, Ac.
J. PATTEN ElTl'H,
No. ja l-d Congress St. Portland. Me
ilelggw*

REAIkV

FULLY

~

...

.,

for

Agent!*!

FH.»R

Notice to

Land

Holders,

O’lHJKOCIIKE, Builder,.is prepared to take
contracts tor building, cither by AOB or by

Can furnish First Class workmen
and material of all description.
Residence, AMKIIICAN HOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
August 17th, lgttG
ang-.Hb-.tf

WORK.

FKSSEWBEN, Attorney

WII.
seller, Deerm
dtl
)ul 14

v

ML*.
DAV

20 Market Square.

Oct4»-d3in

French

w.

17-dtt

Furnishing

new

a new

jKSjgb

No. 148 Fore Street.

244

&

fcV'b'riends and customers invited to old headquarters.
Dec 1, I860.—d.Tiu

IF. E. PHILLIPS Jb CO.,

FRESCO

Muslin aud Ciuu.
with ail article*

tlptacal Oaadn, Chronometers, Watches,
Clocks, b ine Tools for Machinists and Engineers, &c.

MR

J.” SCHUMACHER’

Hdkts.,

Watches, Jewelry, Milrer aud Plated Ware, aud Fancy
CSoodft tor the holidays.
TIm-

SQUARE,

aHd Sho€S for SaU

and emb.

Edgings, Dress Butions, together
usually found iu a first class Fancy Goods Store
Their friends and Ibe public are'invited to cull
and
examine thehi.
nov 7
till Jan. 1,1867.

aia.l

novfl’HMtf

(Talking. Slt-vlno Vests, Collar.,
Call's, Worsted nnd Vnncy Hoads.

Klipis-rs,

Setts, plain

Dec, 15th,

Street,'

PORTLAND,

CO.,

coi-

t’ndc r

noods, Hosiery, Ladles’ Under Vests, Cofsets, Lln-

en

occupy the
WILL
iirm* Nlrwl,
with

UNI1FH LANCASTER HALL.

C1IAS.

Shari A l.ai-iug,
Frey. Comer Center Sliee

J. Nichols, U. S. Hotel,
received a lot of Tretonsae, bkst
quality.
Gloves. Also Zephyr Worsteds,

be found

AT 29 MABKET

Wholesale

fill) supply ot

call.

LOWELL

D. CLARKE Jb CO.
can

m

Store,

Hoop Skirtn, Cornet*,

<

octLMdtf.

New pattern* and Choice Styles.

HANK
Kid

*_

MTSF.RVE.

P.

Ladies’ Furnishing
Opened
HAVE
taining good assortment of

34-M Congress Street *

KINDS,

PAPER HANGINGS,

us a

Street, (Up Stairs.

ft. W. SIMONTON A CO.,

Miscellaneous and

A. COBB &

ME.

and'

18

CHAPMAN._

I.

349 Congress

shown

Successors to F. P. ami AT. T. Bel/ord, at Airs. Af.

Importers and Jolbers of

j,,,

lew Store,

C'oruer Outer Street**,
on baud a lull
supply ol

“1

tf

At

■

DRAWING PAPER OF AM, SIZES.

DAVT8, MESEBVE, HA;1KELL & 00.,

UCt

have removed to

_

LORING,

have just roriered from New York

Give

Rlocle, Congress Street,

no via

j?io?uf

CLOTHING,

Things I

Cash, Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let"
ter Presses, Pen Backs, &o.
We

CO.

Manufacturers of

No. 1 Galt Block, Commercial Street.
jvlO

Provisions !

Attorney

_E.

T. LEWIS d:

a

STATIONERY OF iU

Ex-

19 LIIH8 HTKEETi

and

•is market Square.
LEVEEN * CO.

Desks 11

can be
season.

!

THE

England Clothing Coin.,

Blank Books.

A. A. STROUT.

Li.

and

dwT'Hm_NO

^

Other

SUPPLY

a

Law, School,

street.

jydtl

s in a

ou

Highest cash prices paid for Country Produce.
IE6r*Conslgnmeiits receive prompt attention.

O. H.
L. P.

New
de*d3m

Booksellers & Stationers,
«*ll

OFFIOK,

F.

KINDS!

good tune for purehasers of

SHORT if-

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

-£h*y

PRICES!

dtf

Free,

GOODS !

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most fashionable style. A large assortment of the newest styles
of GENT’S' FURNISHING GOODS is now on hand

AT

CHRISTMAS GOODSI
November 26.

stock of

CLOTHIKC

Horilni.il, Maim.

Pnrkn Marble Co.
Manuiaoturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Pieces, Brackets, Pier Slabs, Urates
V§J*W*v
Chimney Tops. Importer and dealer in English Floor TileB, German and French Flower
Pots
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisqne, and Bronze Statuetts
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut
BoheStands,
mian and Lava Vases and other wares.
111! TREMONT STREET Studio
Building
n
a«g32-ftn
BOSTON, Mass.

I

a

uew

The

and

Numerous

STREET,

Preble H«h*c)

decs_?L.

to call, tbr more tone and attention
them in selecting, than at a more
busy

JOSEPH STORY

1866._dc8dtd

a
of “The
Caseo National Bank of Portland” for the
Banking Room, on Monday, the 21st day of January,
electioi) of seven
Directors, ami for the transaction of any
1867. at 3 o'clock P, M., for the choice of Directors,
other business that may
come belbre then)
and the transaction ot any other busiuess that may
legally
will lie held at 190 Fore street, on
then come before them.
TUESDAY the
eighth day of .January next, at 3 o’clock P. M
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
1
E. P. GEK1USH, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 18, P66.
declOdtd
I
Portland, Dec, 7, 1866.
01m

Where

CUTLERY,
Now is

Wholesale I>ry Goods,

Cashier.

Casco National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders

(Oppoftitc

Law, Stationery and Toilet Articles 11

t'ONfillKSM

Deering

TWi

next

2SS CONGRESS

GOODS!

OFYLL

Boxes

KNIGHT I

We liate taken tlie store

Prang* Beautiful Publications !

STREET,
Chadwick Mansion, opposite United Stales Hotel,
Portland Maine.
I P. M. Sweat
^Bion Bradbury. nov 911

Second National Bank.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the “SecBa"k’ Portland” tor the election ol
directors, and any other husiuess which may legally
come before them, will be held at
Nos. 188 and 190

COLLECTTOX

CHEAPEST

TOYS

BRADBURY & SWEAT

dcHdtd

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting ot the Stockholders of the
rpHE
X Canal National Bank of
Portland, for the election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
anv other business that
may legally come before
them, will be held at 188 Fore Street, on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M.
B- C. SOMF.RBY, Cashier.
Novembers,

&

CLOTHING!

Caeca Street,

Best Assortment in the City,

attention

Ids

Tw» »••»> alwvc Preble

Ilawley,

ROBINSON

STREET,

to be found at his store.

JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Morton

general assortment of Domestics,have
marked them down to correspond with the present
state of the market, ami aie uow prepared to give
customers as good Bargains as can be found in this
city,
All wishing to buy good goods at low prices,
are respectfully invited to call and examine our stock
and priceB before purchasing elsewhere, as we are
confident that our prices will please.

8AFFOBD,

—AND—

HOLIDAY

PERCIVAL BONNE Y,

a

A.

AND

DRY GOODS Counsellor
Together with

|

U tools.

CONOKESS

Six Doors nbove

Boston,

„

mldreM

BOSTON, MASS
dwUMIw_
NEW FIRM !

Descriptions.

SECVALL,

RALE,

NON. Ml Si Mil HAVERHILL RTREET,

Dealers in

and

slatingnaUs. Careful

colors,

shipping.

all

Beei-iug

8—d&wtf

Dec

ROOFING SLATES,
of all
and

HAWLEY, Groceries
Street,

of

would rcsi«otthlly invite the attention of the people
of Portland and vicinity to the

WELCH end AltlKBICAIV

to

Apply 01
J.

Thibet*, Shawls, Cloakings, Beavers, Poplins.

n

112

PRICES!

A T LOW

FOR

AT

Manufacturer oi Silver Ware,

Temple

Shilling

Shops

of Boston,

City

AI.NO,

Flannels!

pr. yd.
Bleached and Broivn Cottons,

—AND—

I

Interest

the most complete

of

Planers, Lathes, Upright Brills,
Grindstones, &c., Ac.

ONLY 5©c PER YARD.

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

the

are

■

and

—1———

..

I

and
ot

corner

Congress and Chestnut streets.

price.

Batchelor’s Hair I)y«*.

Imported ancLdomestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.

WEBB, Attorneys
DERIiOlH
( ouuM-lior«, at the Boody House,

>

au

200 M.

Fancy

JYo. 4

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater

u

"bTATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
to No. 1G Market Square, over Sweetsir’s
Apothe
eary store.
jylO—tt

Cleaves.

Nathan

n

M.

JulylOtf
iyll

Middle Street.

Near

Joseph Howard, jy9tf

and

With Pattern Shop, Lease of Building, dc., dc.

Only $4,75 per pair.

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOY’S WEAR!
iit All of the above Goods will be offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember!

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

if S. E. SPRING may be found at the store ot
Fletcher $ Co., corner ol Union and Commer-

cial streets.

& Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

In the

at Old Prices l

Good American Prints 1

Wares, &c.,

No. IS Free Street, “Arcade.”
augSldtJanl
HOW Alt I> A CLEAVES,

»l#

RICH & H©Nf 138 Exchange street.
• Coffins
and Caskets: also, *Me talic Burial
Caskets.
jy26
/'tHARLES J. WALKER & CO. may be found at
No. 150 Commercial street, store formerly occupied by N. O. Cram, where they will resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or re-

WINDOWS.

Simple, Cheap and

SURE KEREiniS.
K. HATLOK, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,

*

Coat-makers wanted

Small

Half

or
one

Machine and Smith

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap

are

Blankets

FANCY QOOBS,

have taken
JE.
where

WOOLENS !

Improved Rubber Moulding

Warren’s Cough Balsam.
The best Remedy ever compounded for
C.ldx,
Cough,, Catarrh and Cou.uuiptiou, ami all
diseases ot the Throat and Lungs.
$3f~For sale by all Druggists: Manufactured by
B. F.
KKADBUB1,
octlfsl&wsxGm
Druggist, Bangor.

now

KEEP OUT THE

BRADSTRFRT’S

A Hare Pile Cure.
GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively
cures the worst casos of
piles. Sent by mail on receipt ol $4. Circulars tee. Sold by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
Manager, No. fltti Broadway, New-York. oc2Gd3msN

n

—

near

Who

Late Merrill «Sfc Small, Wholesale Dealers in

fitting.

EANTER1Y EYPKEMNC O are now
located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ot the country.
For the convenience ol our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express
Co., No.
Fore si rcet.
J. N. WINSLOW.
jy24 tf

FROST’S,

XO Bid PROFITS,
XO DULL TRADE
But Crowds of Customer

MERRILL BROS. A CUSHIXli,

12 Union St, would be pleasorders tor Iron Railings, Doors,

-AND—

AnJ prevent the rattle of Sashes with

_

N^ yoTk

augt5—tt

site, No.

permanently

AND—

N*. I in middle Street, F.rtland, Mr.

re-

ed to answer all
Window Shutters, Gratings, &o.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam

M-

BARGAINS!

Cait'iage Trimmings.

READY tocounneiice again. C. M. & II. T.
ALL
PLUMMER White anil Blacksmiths,
having
built
t he old

FOONOMT AND COMFORT.

decl .dlinsx

ami

Manufacturers

iyl2dtt

Whole

-FOR-

Hardwa re

—

Shop

•1

-AT-

CO.,

dealers in

and

Saddlery

Counting ltoom
National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second

ments to order.
First class

BAILEY A

Unncaster Hull.

Machine & Smith
•

A GREAT RUSH

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

LANCA8TKH HALL,

Cold, Rain, Wind and Dust!

from

Shoe-Maker*,
*ep!8d*w3m

CAKE!
order, at

PARTINGTON’S,
Under

In

Importers

I^AOLE >11 bLS, although burned up, the ProX_J prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co., are uow prepared to furnish Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, «&<,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate may be lound at Messrs.
Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders promptly attended to.
Goods at ibe lowest prices.
jullGtl
ARD, Bookseller and Stationer, may be
found
at
•
No. 237 Congress St., corner of Oak
St.
jul Kitt

Center St.,

Hkl. and Periumery Boxes, Album., Work Bom, Writing Desk.,
Portfolio., Gpariun Ntntule*,
WORSTED HOODS, BREAKFAST SHAWLS
AND WORSTEDS,
Together with alarge variety of Dolls, Toys, &c., ®e.

pounds excellent hard soap, or 26
very best soil soap tor only about 30 cts.
Directions on each box.
For sale at all Drug ami

It will make 12
gallons of the

siin'iwl

First

hand and made to

ou

Young /

of

can

F*.

story.iyll tf
AiHffKUeSE ITIEKK1I.I., Dealer in
•
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and Military Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Caleb
iyl?dtf

Presents!

Walker’s, 3H

and

Old and

having Machinery. &c., to build,
obtain the
PARTIES
desiring Shop facilities

Portland, Me.

JAMES

CftTKun,

^_

gentleman
will

Portland,

Remr°dic“

A

WOODMAN.

jull3tt

Miss Sarah Batson will go or write to New
York, Fulton Street, No. 16s, she will there tind

of

Unte
Natural Black or Brown.
eltects ol Bad Dyes
Invigorates the hair leaving
it soil and beantilhl.
The genuine is
ir,
Ham A. Batchelor. All others are owe Imitations
and should be avoided.
Sold by all Druggists
Perfhmers. Factory fil Barclay-street
Rewnre of n caouaiierf<*li.
November 10, 18C6. dlysn

«*7~« KEKxTllHi

(he

J.

tyorder* Irorn Founder*, Manufacturer*, Print-

Painter*, Surgeons, Hatter*,
promptly executed.

Articles

largo assortment

dcl9toja2

at

Whart,

octltidti

Hats, Caps and Robes, 164 Middle St„ over T.
Bailey if Co.
jull7tt
TRUK jTfJB., Wholesale
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.
Jul 17—dtl

A

(Patents ot 1st and 8th Feb., 1859.)

This

Moccasins,

ESTABLISHED 1831.

Copper,

STURTEVANT,

Wlilgery’H

Putnam Office ot Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbey.
jy2ffdtf

•

Oct 10—Atmos

8APONIFIE R.

A

Shoes &

Also

33 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

dec 20

DR.

of the above celebrated

STEVENS, HASKELL & OHASE.

Pennsylvania Salt M’i'g. Co’s

__

to the trade

Agency prices.

A

LI OBEY. InHuraure A genii,
GENERAL
will be lound at No 117 Commercial,
DOW
ot
Commission Merchants,
Home Office of New York; National
Boston; Narragansett Office of Providence;

Exchange St.
Office ol

•

At Wholesale

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

the wonder of the age.

Street.

RUBBER BOOTS ASD SHOES,

Your Waste Grease

CO&CENT11A TED

dtl

u

Constantly

Mill-wright,

era,

usual.

Goods!

YEW YEAR'S

Pattern and Model Maker,
Machinist anil

PATENTS,

Please
A

CHASE, CRAM

as

July 10,1866.

Fancy
To

orders

UU'

offer

Law,

at

No. 30 Exchange St.

NO. 8 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
aug?dtl
Congress Street.

can

NECENXABV!

Using

Free

OF

Sweet

Holiday Trade!

DAXA,

L F. PINGREK,

LAW,

GOODS !

NEW STOCK OF

FOB THE

have resumed business at the head ot Long Wharf,
under J. W. Monger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their

Attorneys antt Counsellors,
JA’No.-R.16M.FreeKAi\l>,
Middle.
Street,
juilS
IIOUHE—NOTICE—Persons having left
orders at 101 Exchange street,
DAE
lind
Hayward’s Rubbers ! them at 32-1 Congress street, opposite Mechanics’
December 17,1866.

Proprietors

Soap

GOODS

REEVES,

No. 30

AT

—AND—

SOLICITOR

REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Block, Congress St. Same entrance a9 D. S. Ar-

Down'in Proportion, J

I).

W.

Counsellor and Attorney

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

CJM1TH &

AT

Carr &Co.

Own

OTHER

Marked

Yon need not Suffer with Piles

Your

to llie

HE

Since Carr’s Pile Remedy brings immediate relief, and speedily cures both recent and inveterate
cases.
The only uniformly successful medicine tor
Piles. Dealers want no other where it has beeu introduced. Send tor circulars and certificates. Ask the
nearest Druggist to get the medicine for you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular tuid
rapidly selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. Anderson & Son, Bath: 11. H. Hay, Portland^ B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor; Horace Barbour, Lewiston, and

Make

12,

PAYSON,
I'lxolmnii'o St.

WEBSTER if CO., can be found at the store
C. lv. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, whore we
otter a good assortment ol* Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 16

At Lower Prices than Ever.

especially

n

Nov.

Mice

Dec 6—dtf

W. H.

M.

CHRISTMAS

uo'-’ldtf

Shop C. P. KIMBALL'S Carriage Factory No. 2
No. 16 Preble St., Portland, Me.

on

Muscat Perle and Hygeinir Wine.—These
desirable and valuable wines have, we are glad to say,
made their appearance in our city, and having examined them ourselves, we can speak understanding^
of their excellence.
The Muscat Perle is a
very rich and delicious
wiue,
adapted for ladies, and certainly surpasses any table wine in the country.
As a Communion wine it stands unrivalled, and
churches would do well to examine it for Sacramental
purposes. Purity, delicacy of flavor and mildness,
are all combined in Muscat Perle.
The Hygienic Wine has been submitted to a number of our most eminent Physicians and they strongly
recommend it as a tonic of rave virtue.
The purity of these wines can be relied on, and their
excellence and deUciousne9s will be appreriated by all
who te9t them. They 9hould be kept by all Druggists. REED, CUTLER & CO., BOSTON, Agents
tor New Eugland.
n
sepiJ-eodlysN

sepl9sN21awtt

H.

BUT

A

PORTLAND, ME.

JOHX

Believing,

Tasting is Positive Proof!

town solic ited.

ol

is

No. 30 Exchauge Street,

Hanna W Gaee f
^

n

Seeing

ORNAMENTAL.

STOCK BROKER.

Counsellors,

C. Strout

iy7tt

Bank

KS.of

CLOAKINGS

sn

Wm.

MONDAY,

OF

OFFICF

my offices.

clearing the voice when
Speaking, and relieving the

Druggists

National

remove on

HPACK

LOT

LADIES’

and do not take any of the worthless imitations
that may be offered, sold everwherf.

other

war-

Street.

NEW

Pablic Speakers

unusual exertion of the

Dee 4—d&w6m

c

—OF—

vocal organs.
Tlie Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article ol
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test
ot many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
universally pronounced better than other articles.
Obtain only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
an

Will

•

will find Troches useful in

throat alter

..

ItECEIVED I

For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Cou*
Hnnaplire and Throat DiHeases,

Minger**

\,

d2w

JUST

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS

Merchants

Sewell

H. J. LIBBY «& CO.,
JJOTIOE.
and Commission Merchants.

>..

decl3

olteu t he result.

DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

THE

and

1RKB8,

from out

GAGE,

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

RE3IOYAL!

over

EVERY DESCRIPTION*

OF

Throat DiNeaae,

A

!

CONFECTIONERY!

BROWN’S
BRONCHIAL

Clippers

Of the very best make.

Conaumpliou,

is

!

found there, in-

be

tbe

Attorneys

dtt

&

Bazaar, 028 Congress St.,
,_OPPOSITE CASCO._ AtlMlt

FERNY,

corner

Sleds!
can

STROUT

CHESTNNT

t^-Dou’t forget the pbce.

H. M. BAYSOX,

B" Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instrument*.
July SI, Its*.
dtl

TAILOtt,

n

Attorney,

GOODS!

Small Lot, and much les9 than Cost.

I.allies’

PORTI.AND, ME.
Coloring Whitening and White- Washing promptOrder*

y atteudi4i to.
May 82—dtt

TOYS !

EVERY DESCRIPTION at Hie VERY LOW
EST PRICES!

A

8TU000 AND MA8TI0
WORKERS,
Oak Streal, betuveeu,
liou^rcaa and Fmt Sta.,

n

Cases,

Goods I

WORSTED

Caw.

at

A

2

They

goo<Lassortiuenl of Sleds

OP

and

ROSS &

F LAHT

TOYS,

Fancy
OF

.Junction of Free & Middle Street*.

8. Clapp’. Blaek, Congress Hi.

IS*.

REMOVED TO

CORNER
August 30, 1866.

augl7dtt

DEANE,

Counsellor

TOYS,

McCOBB <{' KIXGSBURY.

Counsellors

PLAIN AND

their former

orders as usual.

H. P.

O. M. db 1>. W. NASH

have a fine lot of the Very BEST STYLES of
SKATES iu tbe market, and from tbe best manufactories.

A

customers and receive

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

oulOdtt

SKATES, SKATES

If allowed to continue,

__

lTescriptiou

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all

DOWNES,

HAS

ItM

GOODS !

Of Every

immediate attention,
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.

a

Vari-

Waeden, Iran, Glaaa,
Ckiaa, Pariaa, aad
Paper Taya, and

F.1JYCY

PEABODY.

H. C.

_n_jylodlt
MERCHANT

Furnaces,

be found in their

Can

isremoved to 328 Congress St., o|>posiW Mechanic.'
«.

&

ME.

OFFICE OYER H. H. HAY’S

NEW RCILDim ON LIKE
NT.,

Near the Court House.

Tea aad C’alfoe Mela, Carlar
Meta, Bedaleada, Bn*

Also

Throat,

Irritation of the Lnugn,

Croat

a

Stoves, Ranges

SQUARE,

-Fore Sf,'eel"

yi it°’

Dressing

Traveling Bags, Work Boxes,
Writing Desks,Portfolios, Wallets, die.

brokers,

Jvfl_

Manufacturers and dealers in

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,
Sep5tftl

C. L. Quin by.

A. N. NOYES & SON,

dtt

and Counsellors at Law,

HOLDEN.

W. Deane.

D.

u

SQUARE.

MARKET

Assortment

Ladies and Gent's

__u
IV. H. WOOD <f
SOX,

<■

a

Christmas and New Year’s
PKESENTS.

Alt:

Druggist,

PORTLAND,

Portland.

Freeman,

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

Attorneys

21

Manufacturers of

l>e touud

OF GOODS SUITABLE FOB

WHIPP^
Wholesale

Nireel.

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
IV«. f Clapp’* Black- fool < bc*taai
Street,
autfiOit

_aug20_u

27 Market
Square,
PORTLAND,
WM. W.

FURNITURE, LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

W. P.

Splendid

augSldCm

RS,

Street,

nnio

can

n

FREEMAN & CO.,
and

FIRE !

Photograph Rooms,

ol

rcaaa, Chaira, Cradlea,A c. Alao Baaks aad Gamea; Tia

Requires

or

They have

cluding

t'ougli,

THE

located at

now

Where

'A ft TINT,

V/pholsterers

—AT—

nud Chamber

n

A

__

agreeable little volume for children,
designed to combine amusemeut with instruction.
The sketches and incidents which form
the leading feature* of the story are, the editor
tells us, from the pen of Theodore Lund a
Danish artist, well known in the West The
volume is a pleasant addition to the store of
books from which vouug people’s libraries are
to be selected.
For sale by Davis Brothers
and Bailey & Noyes.

To be loll ml in the city.

Sleds,

some

page, abounds in spirited illustrations,
and is
tastefully bound ami gilt. .Tust the
thing for Christmas for boy or girl.

OF

New

YK

er.

For sale at Packard’s.

TOYS AND FANCY GOODS

P.

KI

i'ougreHM

.‘Ilf

n

next above Stone Chun h.

B. F. SMITH A SON’S

Would res|*eot fully inform tbe public that they have
the largest and best assortment of

proprietors

may be curtailed and regulated^
complain of producers who

the present unusual cost of forage, they
would resume the keeping of cows, maintain
the value and valuation of their farms, and inevitably increase the produe tion and decrease
A Prouucer.
the price of veal aud beef

en

sep7-dtl

W.

nod

Bazaar!

Congress SsSf.,

LAW,

37 Market Square,
Sept 24—dtt

Leather, Backs & Side*, Lace Leather,

a

OUT

HUDSON'S BLAKE,

always

they should not

suffer quite as much as themselves. Why not,
in connection with the new market establish
a milk depot, if necessary under charge of some
person employed by the city, where this indispensable article could be coustantly found, and
the expenses of middlemen saved? If farmers
could feci sure of six cents a quart for milk ev-

Congress St.,

as

But farmers are scattered and
face to face.
have neither the faculty nor facility of entering
I into combinations which those have who live
in cities aud regulate prices by mutual agreement. Uutil, therefore, citizens and cousumers
can devise some way by which the charges of
middle

249

AT

J. U. HUDSON, JH.,
ae|V>dll

u

(Sud.-eHHora to .1. Smith & Co.)
inter of l.ealhfr
Bellaug.
A Lsb tor sale

sept3dti

Ladies’ Bazaar!

Opposite t

Jewelry, Spectacles,

RIVET*

The

CABLETON,

ATTORNEY

H.M.SREWEM,
Belt

Ladies'

Is

IT^^Kepitiring done aud warranted.

WATERHOUSE.

The

STREET.

EVE 01,ASSES, Sc..
i\o. *<15 Fief Si., Foi lhnd.

COUNSELLOR at LAW,
OMr«» in 4'lia«l wick's IIoum*.

Fancy Goods S

point

with confidence

WORM LOZENGES
WE
for those troublesome

J. E.

Ladies' Bazaar!

Conffress Street.
L.

S.

The

Hou*k,|

349
ut'tb-illy

'I'oola

TODD,

F.

Watdies, Clocks,

Exchange Slreet,
de4tl

O.

LOZENGES.

FREE

and Comiseller at Law,
[Chadwick

Dealer in

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIRT AND 00R8ET STORE,

CHRISTMAS GIFTS!

NOYES,
Block, Exchange street.

New

12

HARRIS.

A. B.

A

IS

W.

REMOVAL.
JAMES O’DONNELL

dccSsslin

American Standard and Juvenile Books. We beg a
continuance of the generous jiatronage and thvor
which we have heretofore received.

can

No.

prepared

THE

aep‘28

t aps and Furs.

Hats,

F. R.

by the Fire.

NO.

JOBBERS OF

WINK.

undersigned have made arrangements under
the act or Congress approved July 27,1866, to
furnish parties building on tbe burnt district with
English Pare Lead and Linseed Oil,
DUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchase Paint
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BURGESS, FOBES dr CO.

generally

Mpeelarlea,
Piln,&r.

d<v7d:.\v

Harris & Waterhouse*

27 S N d&wtf

Relief for the Sufferers

Attorney

W A T O It K S

PRISNENTM.

NO. 1.0 MARKET

17th.

MONDAY,

WORM

UOLIDA1
call.

allays

NO YES

Store

MISCELLANEOUS.

W. W. THOMAS. Jr.,

Dealer* in

Portland, Dice. 3d 1800.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
in iiata, Gaps, and Furs, have removed to their New
Store,

Folks Can’t Sleep Nights —We are
to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations tor the cure
ot all forma of Nervousness. It is rapidly superceding
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ot
which is to (troduce costiveness and other serious
difficulties; it
irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and induces regular action of the bowel and secretive organs.
No preparation tor Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all the tearful
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
of nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy kuown to science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.
Geo. O. Goodwin & Go.,
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
augllsnlyd&w

RETAIL !

Millinery]

(1 ElUtI.SU A PEA It SON,

from No. 12 India slreet to No
HASMiddleremoved
street, between India ;md Hampshire
streets, dust added
good variety of goods suitable Jcweln, Silver and Plated Ware,
for
l.okl, Silver and sited

Exchange Street,

on

dec78Nd3w

M. J. Cusliman’s

Some

now

Will open their

of those necessaries of life which are raised in
the vicinity could be saved, aud a living profit
left for the producer, if these twe parties could,
by some practicable arrangement be brought

privilege of marching ovcination in her stories, a fervor in the style and
er Argeutiuc territory to attack Brazil, and
a vividness aud warmth in the descriptions
when told that the request was unreasonable,
seized all the steamers within reach, belong- which never tail of their charm. Were her
ing to the Confederation, also without decla- knowledge of life aud character as correct
as her imagination is vivid, aud were her affluration of war, and let loose his troops iuto
ent
fancy and rich command of language subtheir territory.
jected |to the control of a severer taste, she
It was in this way that Paraguay became
be one'of our very best fictiou writers.
involved in war with Brazil, Uruguay under might
As it is, her books disappoint even while they
Flores, and the Argentine Confederation.— chaim us, for it seems as if the author might
The Paraguayans were defeated in a naval
have made them better than they are.
engagement on the Parana, June 11,1865,
“St. Elmo” is the story of a poor orphan who
and in pitched battles August 17 and Septem- is adopted
by a rich lady, who falls
ber IS, 1865. Thereupon they retired to their
in love with aud is beloved by the brilliant
defences, where on the 32d September, 1866, but wicked son of the latter, and of the vicissithey repulsed the allied toices with a loss of tudes which betel them both before arriving at
7,000 men killed and wounded. Gen. Flores the happy consummation of reformation aud
matrimony. The character of the heroine is
has since withdrawn with his trifling continwell
conceived, but unfortunately the author
gent. '1 he Argentine forces, it was thought,
has thought fit to add to her attractions by
would be recalled.
The Brazilian
govern-

To the days of the aged itaddeth length,
To the mighty it addetit strength,”
'Tin a bahn for the sick, a joy tor the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

I
carriers, instead of paying remunerative prices
near home aud demanding less profit, establish
reservoirs in the country where hay is cheap- I
er, and each morning receive at the railway
stations here their cans which they distribute

able to continue the de-

fence a hundred years. The resources of the
dictator will aot prove so exhaustless as the
endurance of tlie

HA ILE

no cow can

be carried through the year at an expense of
less than one hundred dollars. No intelligent
fanner will allow his cows to give milk longer
The average
than ten months in the year.
daily yield of au ordinary cow through these
three hundred days is not mure than eight
quarts. At four cents ithis would yield the
farmer ninety-six dollars. Of course he can-

Eu-

pleasure in announcing that the above
article may l>e lbuml for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, lieing
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of the most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
juice of the Gerry, and unadulterated by any impute
ingredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, ami to the well, as a beverage.

BOOKS

WHOLEHAI.K

or

milking twice a day, it is clear that

rope ; their combined population outnumbers
the Paraguayans five to one; in wealth and
naval and military Ibices they are greatly su-

near

the two

We take

FOR THE HOLIDAY'S !

mer, the investment in the cow itself, the land
for pasturage aud a warm barn lor winter she),
ter and interest and taxes on the same, togeth
of constant attendance
er with the expenses
while housed (which is seven months) aud of

devils.

fortress #f

MEW

dollars to winter a cow; but if we take into account the added cost of the keep during sum-

do not dream of
and they fight like
as

BUISNKSN CARDS.

a

named

nov

|

been

Mains’ Elder Berry Wine.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

raising aud care of cow s, and of the
producing milk, au<f accordingly feel

three cows
they
rapidly causing
which each farmer used to think he ought to
keep, to disappear from his barn. With the
present high price of hay it costs eighty-three

since all the costs of the war come out of the
pocket, as it were, of the ruler whom they

large

of

are

works; nearly all the products of the country belong accordingly to the public treasury;
and the public treasury is the dictator’s private purse. The people are merely laborers.
They aie as p-osperous in war as in peace,

of the allies is as

BUSINESS CARDS.

RKMOVAL !

Come at Last!

experi-

four cents per quart.
The difference goes into the pockets of the
middlemen who take aud distribute the milk.—
By combining they are enabled to exact this
exorbitant price from their customers, while

lic

territory

some

days in midwinter, is only

The swampy
defensible, aud
are inhabited by an almost unmixed Indian
race, long trained by the Jesuits and by their
successors, the dictators, to unquestioning
obedience. These people number over 800,000. The dictators are the most absolute
mouarclis on the face of the globe. All the
manufactures aud most of the farms are pub-

The

farmer and have had

competent to form au opiniou on the subject,
which is one that interests every householder.
The sum named by your correspondent as
the sum charged per quart, ten cents, is clearly
too much. The farmers neither expect nor receive any such sum. The price paid them during all of the year, with the exception of a few

than the State of Missouri.
mazes of its inteiior are easily

style
Supremo. They
avoiding the conscription,

am a

in the

ence

Paraguay and less about the war which has
been so desperately waged there. Paraguay
contains about 7o,0U0 square miles, mainly of
swamps. Its territory is not much greater

El

For !

Long Sought

Ft

The l*li ragu 11 yaa War.

following

REMOVALS.

,

—

PORTLAND.

friilay Morning, December

SPECIAL NOTICES.

“MOKAL Theasos."—Tin' Argus finding that
tnnts was to haul oil. That being the only
ball they had, 1 lectured in a grocery shop
“moral” treason is unknown to the laws ol the
The people turned out the lights—then they
offence of
now talks about the
turned out the lecturer liecause he wasn’t fat 1 United States,
to the laws,” and would
enough. They gave me twenty minutes to ! teaching diwflbedienee
leave tile town. I told them if they'd make it
declared an offence by statute and a
‘‘have
$20 I’d go!
It is not a new-fangled
attached.”
penalty
At the termination of the 20 minutes I felt
but a different kind of offence
something eome up against me very rapidly treason then
from behind. My first impression was that ft
w hirli the Argus, as at present advised, would
was an old fashioned leather valise.
SubseThe error into
have detiued and punished.
quently reflection convinced me that it was a which the
now falls is more than techniArgus
much
boot. I shook hands with them all with
feeling. 1 told them they must excuse me, tor cal. It touches freedom of thought and of
1 felt i had to go. Leaving somewhat hastily,
speech. If a man disobeys the laws, he cau be
I caught the sound of cherub voices in the
punished. If he merely says they should be
most pathe
of
grocers shop, singing in tones
disobeyed, there is no harm done unless the
thetic inquiry—
words can be proved to have led to acts, ill
Shall we never more behold thee
which case certainly they are or should be punNever bear tby winning voice again.
ishable. The man who refused to obey the FuI yelled out that they wouldn’t—not it I
could help it. That “winning voice didu t
Slave law'—for it is against them that the
gitive
seem to win the neighborhood.
Argus trains its battery—did but elect to suffer the penalty rather than obey the mandate
foucrrniiig Iflilk.
of the law. That choice must certainly be leit
Mb. Kiiitok,—I notice in your paper a comto, or rather caunot possibly be taken away
of
recommentlie
of
ami
a
milk,
price
plaiut
from the citizen.
dation to do away with its use after Christmas.

Notice.
clearlae llic ruins

Mud
PERSONS
good
a

Franklin Wharf.

_aeptIO—<ltf

place

lo

or digging cellars.
deposit their rnbbisb

.,.

S. ROUNDS.

wtm linger,

iud ;oar order* lor Job Work to Doily Pry

oB7‘

.»"

COWOT1IBBIHIP.

LUMBER,

Dissolution.
1

heretofore existing under the

Ural

rpHE

name

BOARDS,
constantly
Building

STAX WOOD <t
day dissolved by

DODGE,
mutual

this

Continues the

Produce and Fancy Grocery Business,
NEW STAND,

At his

Market Kireet.
settled at No

lO

IVo.

tgjjf- Accounts of the late firm to he
10 Market street.

dclMtf

Notice !

Copartnership

riMlK undersiiimj.l have feimcd a lo-partnership
I under the name op HUMPHREY dCr WOOI>irro
Skill-;, for the transaction of flic Grocery and
an I
vision iiusiness, at No- Gfd lfanforlh Street,
a share or parand the
licit of their

public
N I.. HUMPHREY.
JOHN H. WOODSIJ>E.

friends

rJnage'

Notice.

Copitrtnership

rpHK undersigned have this day formed
J
nership under the name of

a

8UGAlt

WM. H.

copartnersTiip

337 Congress Street.

General

it

Tbe subscriber having obtained the fine store No.
Congress Street, will coutlnuo the business, itud
will keep constantly on hand

337

PIANO FORTES

•

Improved Roofing,
STEAMaU kinds.
CAR
buildings

For

CALVIN EDWAKIJS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLY.

j o h n s

w.
ol

and

BOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coating and repairing &U kinds ot roofs. PRESERVATIVE PAINT for iron and wood work, Mfetal Roofs,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
shingled roots. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular, prices,
&c. furnished by mail or on application at tlieotihtb
where samples and testimonials can beseem

sep12dtf

MANUFACTORIES, among them
the

quantity of well-seasoned, clear Spruce FLOORING BOARDS, 16 feet long, six inches wide,
HENRY BULLARD,
or sale by
f nov 27 dim
Smith’s Wharf

PRICK*.

LOW ENT

Also, a good
ONS.

manufacturer's

assortment of ORGANS and MELODEOLD PIANOS taken in exchange.

repairing promptly

Orders tor t uning ami
tended to.
WIVI.

November 26,1866.

at-

O. TWOMBLY.

dtf

Jtow

&

Dyer

a

eo-

No. 143 Commerctnl Street,
For the puriKiscoi transacting a general wholesale

A

business in

Work

A. P. MORGAN.
,1 VV. DYER,
.1. E. 11 ANN A FORD.

sep25dtf

E. E. UPHAM,

CH AS. II. ADAMS.

rnill-: LYDEBKIRIVED have formed a Co1
partnership for the purpose of transacting a

suitable

Every
save

At

NO:

&

JP.

M.

BEE RTXG BLOCK,
CONGRESS STREET.

JOHN KINSMAN
DEALER

•

G

_

Best Goods

at

Having recently enlarged

WORKS, contain g all the modem improvements, we
enabled to furnish a supply ol Soap* of the

are

Beat

<£ualii ies, adapted

to the

demand,

for Ex-

port and I)ona««tlic C'on-aauipt iota.

ct

LEA THE

GORE’S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I
BY ALL THE

SOLD

Wholesale G rarer*

&c.,

Throughout flu* Slate.

Loathe

Kent,

Gore,

Commercial S», 41 6c 49 Beach Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
March‘Jf—dti

OF THE BEST QUALITY,

June II—dtl

STORE !

IS

MIGHTIER

THE

Morton’s

take pleasure In announcing to the citizens of Portland and vicinity that their new store

WE

NO. 4

FREE STREET

T II IS
an

entire

new

Improvement

and Boston since the recent
The stock comprises every

*

such

as

SILKS,

SILK AND AVOOI. POPLIN*,
ALL WOOL POPLIN*,

For sale

FLETCHER

EMPREM*

of the

largest assortments

of

offered in the market.
attention to

our

OLD

REMEMBER

THE

AT THE OLD

Tree

4

now
est all

Block.

dccll—3w
«3EIVTI.KiME!V

AND

Cannot find

a

iiO

Second

more

IN
CLEANSED
11BST CLASS STYLE!
taT" Give me a trial and I will endeavor to
please.
eii Aiti.es ii.

nunoivEY.

Eaton

Cash price paid for cast-off
Clothing.

Family School.

NORRIBOKWOCK, mu.
Winter Term of the Eaton
Family
i Mchool will commence the Second Mvndan
in
December, to continue Thirteen Weeks.
H. F. EATON, Principal,
nov. 29 d4w

r|>HE

description ot
nov22dti

STATIONERY,
a

Law, School and Miscellaneous B.ok«,

~

M

RSi

PRONOUNCED

to

$100,00.

J. & C. J.

To be

■]

The

of

Medical
at

“Only

Good Sauce
applicable

PORTLAND,

ME.

Ladies’ and Misses’ merge and Calf Boots.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Boots.
Boys’, ITonths’ and Children’s Boots and
Rubber Boots and Hhoes of all kinds.

BELTING,

ENGINE HOSE

Rubber Clothing,
BARBOUR.

PACKING.

RUBBER

C. J.

Rubber Hou,

BARbOUJt.

E. R. BARBOUR.

novL6

dtl

INDIA BERBER GOODS.
been burned out ot my Rubber Store,
St., 1

would solicit the trade
Portland and vicinity, (until 1
citizens
re-open) to my headquarters, 85 Milk Street, Boston,
where are kept every variety of goods made from
India Rubber comprising in part Rubber and Leather Machine Belting, Steam
Packing, Gaskets, Rings,
Hose tor conducting and hydrant purposes, Rubber
Clothing of every description, Combs, Balls, Toys,
Undersheeting for beds in cases ot sickness, Rubber
boots and
Shoes, Tubing, Spittoons, Syringes,
Gloves and Mittens, Elastic Rings and Bands, Piano
Covers, Horse Covers with and without hood. Wagon
Covers, Air Beds, Pillows, Cushions, and Life Preservers, Mechanics' Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, ol
beautiful patters, and all kinds of Rubber Goods that
may be desired, all of which I will sell at manulact urers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders lor the present to
H. A. HALL,
85 Milk Street, Boston.
jul Uieodtt

and Curtains !

Carpetings
good

an

assortment oi

Medium mid

Low Priced

was ever exhibited

in Boston, is
at the

now

Window

Shades and

Domestic Goods daily from Manufacturers and
N^w York Auctions.
Window Shades anil Draperies made to order.
Lace Curtains, in great variety, at LOW PRICES.

Marrett, Poor &

!”fil

CONGRESS

lic

“Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce

highly esteemed in
India, and is in my
opinion the most pnlamble

as

well

as

the

wholesome
_most
■"
"W
Sauce that is

■

ot this most

made.”

having caused many unprincipled dealers
apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that

a

large aud

CERTAIN

jyCOdtr

the
per,

Label, Stopper

and

upon the

Wrap-

LEA At

John
NEW

ocl7dly

Duncan’s

York, Agents

for tbe

/#o #.#/>.# v
AH

N.
_

Sons,
United States.

gifts

Market

&

dec 14

Son’s,

NEW

YORK

AND

dclfldiw

VIRGINIA

oysters,
In

Eveby Style

HAY

&

dctfldtf

8ft

low

at

PERRY’S,

FEDERAL ST.

Beater!

JUST ISSUED.

seen

at

Ixyentob’S Exchange.

tf_____

merchants

National Bank.

Shareholders in this Bank are hereby notified
that the Annual Meeting lor the choice of Directors and the transaction of such business as may legally be brought before them, will lie holden on Tuesday, January 8th, 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the office now occupied by the Bank, No. 32 Exchange St.
CHAS. TAYSON, Cashier.
dc8-2awt.jan8
Portland, Dec 7,1866.

THE

Square.

tfi’"1 >1 posita Entrance loDoering Hall.

Kinds,

Store to he Let.
206 Fore street, toot of Plumb,

expertence

janl.!86Sd&w.

icept

advantage of this Fire and Burglar Proof
Safe consists in its peculiar construction. The
most serious objection to Safes heretofore in
use, has
been their liability to destruction
by tailing from
and the impossibility of rendering the doors
impervious to heat; particularly in large safes, where
the door is double; and, in tact, the whole front of a
square sale is door. These and other objections applicable to the present mode of making sales, are obviated by this patent, by
constructing it in a cylindrical shape, with convex tops and
bottoms, thus securing the greatest possible strength; and, by making the interior to revolve upon pivots, bringing a
smooth, impenetrable surtace of iron entirely across
the outer opening, with no inlet or seam.
Between this inner compartment and the outer
cylinder, is an air chamber, extending completely
around, leaving no connection between the two
structures but the pivots upon which the interior
cylinder revolves. These advantages are manifold;
hut we call attention to a singular feature of the invention ; it is, that the inner safe is
moveable, and
when the outer door is opened, the surface of the latter presents an appearanco that Indicates that the
whole sale is a solid mass. The signal importance of
this feet is evident; for when the inner safe is unlocked and made to turn, its door is
immediately exposed
to view, when the compartments for books, drawers
and pigeon holes are exposed. The frame which contains them is also moveable, and revolves
upon pivots; so that, when pushed around, brings another series ol divisions for books, drawers anil
holes
pigeon
to the hand; thus it is double the
capacity of square
safes. Not only does this system
present greater resistance to fire, but, for the reason that the sheets of
Iron cannot part from the filling, and of there
being
no contact ol the inner with the outer
surtace, (except at the pivots, where the filling is made purposely thicker,) but the bulging front of the interior surface, without orifice when turned, is equally proof

THE

against burglars."
The contour of thi$ safe is more
symmetrical and
durable than the old style, is susceptible of higher ornamentation, and is, from the very nature of the case,

LIST

No.

as

it can be rolled about like

1.—Outside diameter 34 inches, hciehth

30

diameter 30

inches, heiclith

30

dianiet®-r

locoes, heigluh

48

36

subject to change in the market.

A. E. Stevens &

Co., Agents,

14«i COMMERCIAL

N E W
E.

the price

of

FROST,
Merchant Tailor,
Congress Street,

fall

a

line

lot of

lamiTy’iK".''”'.1.!
thi ,.lty'

mV*
treaunein'ln*

riunne

rejuven- Debility, restoring
and and full rigor, thus proving a
perfect Elixir of Loveremoving Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
tho young, middle-aged,ami aged, there isnogreater
boon than this Elixir of Life.** It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

Puce, one bottle (ft; three bottle*. $5; sent by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
respectable druggists in every part of the civilized
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements In regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
afflicted
all letters for medicines, i»»mph;eM*or advice, to the sole proprietor

ft-. W. E. MEBWIN, 37 Walker tit., H. I.

MI LINER r mill FANC F GOODS,

Importers

of

Window

HABM0N,

(m

hiNNs,

Polished and Rotigh Plate, Ac.
No. 30 Elm St.,
decicodlm

Free

Street,

®ud.fwllll“ll,e
lll<;
ISrZr'T3’

;ind

m),wS,tiP?t

»a:rort

,TE^.TH l

TEETH l TEETH !
nr
Dr.
D. still continues to Extract i’eeth
IivEi.ecTBIctTT WITHOUT pain. Persons
having
teeth or stumps they wish to have
removed lor resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Maonetic Ma.minks lor sale
for laiuily use, with
thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can ucc.unm.slate a
lew patient* with
t.oard
whu uoaru
end treatmeut at his house.
from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12
lrom 1
M.;
to 6 I At., and 7 to 9 m the
evening,
t.onsultation ivee.
novltl

decayed

*yH!™ llou‘9,

Evince,

rTpALMER,

HAS

Straw

Olapp’s Block, Congress Street,

Opposite

Old

Large Sale of Horses, Sleighs,
Itobes, <&e., at Auction.
SATURDAY, Dec. 22d, at 11 o’clock A. M., at
edtv Hotel stables, (ireeri street, we shall otter
the livery stock or Mr. ,1. F.
Libby, comprising single
and double Sleighs of all
grades, Wolf, Coon, White
Asuican, Buffaloes, kancy anil Lap Rohes, new and
second hand Harnesses,
Blankets, See. Also the woll
known horse Tom Thumb,”
very valuable for a
faudly or driving horse: the valuable white mare
Snow Storm, a splendid family
mare; the black
horse •Sampson,” weighs 1100
lbs, and lor style,
beauty and excellence thi* borne cannot be beat Is!'in
fl>r auy ontJ
wiabing any of tb-

ON

8tock‘°rtUnity

above

H. BAILEY & SON,
Auctioneer!,
176 F«re otreet.

2(Kltd
dc* nnt.i

sale

PORTLAND, MAINE.
C. Kimball, D. D.
S._oclOeodtt Fred A. Prince.
C. A.

GAYLORD,
FOR

Lillie’* Paleut Combined Wrought and
Chilled Irou

SAFES, VAULTS,
COMBINATION LOCKS,
Wreniht Iran Eire-Proof Nufes,
NO. 41 CONGRESS SQUARE,

ocl3eod3m_BOSTON.

Shoes and Rubbers
Boots,
manufactured
the
and
of

best material
ship, at prices as

Low

as

workman-

the Lowest,
AT

CHA.S. A.

SATISFACTORY

—

RACKLEFF

& CO.’S,

NO. 170 MIDDLE STREET.
novl2cod&wtf
opposite the U. S. Hotel.

Boarding:

School
Ladies of the Congregation de Notre Dame,
beg leave to inform the public that they will reopen Their Boarding School and Academy on the 2d
January, 1807.
Whilst acknowledging their gratitnde to the in-

TIIE

Portland, Sept. 10.

and

1st Lt. 3d II.
Dec lu~Hltd

IJU

niRACIJLOIJS.
The old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Half

HAIR RENEWER.

Snuff,

Terms of Sale—Cash on day of Sale.
Dated at, Portland, thin eleventh day of
A. D. lbfti.

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

..

dec 11 d

HALL’S

for the Hair ever offered to tho public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

C.

W.

HOLMES,
AUCT I <*) jST EEH

TO

:*«!• Con gross Street,
«r Sales of any kind of i*ropertv in the City

It will keep the Hair from falling out.

cinity, promptly

It cleanses the Scalp, and makes the Hair
SORT, LUSTROUS, AND SILKEN

Ask for Hall’s Vegetable .Sicilian

or.linafy

leave them much whiter than
methods, with
out the usual wear and tear.
It removes grease spots as it by magic, and softens
the dirt, by soaking, so that rinsing in ordinarv eases,
entirely remove It.
Tnta^owder is prepared in accordance with chemical science, and
upon a process peculiar to itself,
which is secured by Letters Patent.
It lias been iu
use for more than a year, and lias proved itself an universal favorite wherever 1 lias been used.
Among
the advantages claimed are the following;
It saves all the expense or soap used on cotton and
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor of rubbing, and wear and
tear.
Also for cleaning windows it is unsurpassed. With
one quarter tlie time and labor usually
required it imparts a beautiful gloss and lustre, much superior to
any other mode. No water required except to moist-

Nashua, N. E.

by
*

M.

all

*

Druggists.
*

T.

*

T.

I.

%*

MITIGATOR
would call tlic
V\7E
▼ ▼
never

attention

of all to a

newcom-

before offered to the American
pound,
[>coplc. In r gard to this medicine we siiall say but

little.
Its cures arc too numerous, ami its qualities
too well known. * Since its discovery its cures in
?hronic as well as acute cases, is proof sufficient to
thousands who have used it ot its power and superiority over all medicines now known in America, for
the class of diseases that it is calculated to core.

the powder.
Directions with «uru pacxa<?*».
And can be readily appreciated by a single tria*.
The cost of washing tor a fitu». / of live or six i*ersons,

en

ire

will not exceed thukl clnts.
The manufacture!* oi this powder are aware that
compounds have been introduced to the
many .useless
public which have rotted the cloth, or failed in removing the dirt, but knowing the intrinsic excellence of
this article they confidently proclaim it as being adapt
ed to meet a demard which has long e£tated, and
which has heretofore remained uuaupplicd.

Mansfield’s Vegetable Miiigator
entirely different and unlike any other preparation
existence, and uuly requires a trial to prove it worthy of tl»e high recommendation we claim for it. Prepared only by

la
in

OR. W. P. lI ArVNFIKI.D.

Porllnml,

Me.

MAVlKACTUttED BY

PRICE 25 AND CO CENTS,

HOWE

General Agency and Manufactory No. 27 Green St.

Portland,

MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S

Academy.

Winter Term begins Dec. 3,1806.

CHAN. O. FILES, Principal.
29 Hanover Street.

P. O. Box 927.

sep28-<l3ra

MOM

Instantaneously

En-

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
1.39 Commercial street.

Fresh Heat Carolina Rice.
TIERCES Choice Carolina Rice, just received
and for sale by
CHURCHILL, BROWNS A HANNON,
270 Commercial St.
Dec 11—dlw

Opr
tl

OF

Plating

ing and Polishing

Silver & Silver Plated Ware.
RTlds most useful Invention of the
age is a preparation r»f puke silver, and contains no
mercury, acid
orother sulwtan.-e
to metals or the bands
ins a complete electro-plating liatteiy in a bottle.
For sale by Druggists and Variety Stores.
HOW 1C &- MTKVENN,

MANUFACTURERS.BOSTON,

—AT—

OPEiviiva
-OF-

NEW FUR GOODS!

FOR THE NEXT

SIXTY

DAYS

E.

PE BBT,

A’.

Will oism at hie

EXTENSIVE

new

Store,

Cungrpss Street,

—DO

THURSDAY. DEC. 6th,

STOCK
A

of

Mass.

scpt28-d3m

large and fashionable stock of Ladles’ and Chil-

dren's

—

the most desirable kinds and qualities,
selected trom the choicest AMERICAN and EUROPEAN FURS, and manufactured oxpreJnv for our

Comprising

F’ii t*h i t ii t*o

own

trade.

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

ROYAL

unsurpassed, ami we shall be able to show in this
line of goods the best assortment ever offered at’Retail in this city.
In conncclion with these staple grades, may be
found all the new and Fancy Styles, such as the

are

CASH.
I.

«£• Co.

Hurroughs

Astraran,

oetl2dtf

FRANK HILLER'S

PALE

PRESERVATIVE

Bird,
now

Gentlemen will also find

a

great variety of

Fur Coats, Gloves Collars k Cuffs!
And

offer their services to the public as Real Estate Agents. AH persons desiring to buy, sell or lease property, aie r<s|nested to
A11
call at our olllre Ho congress street up stairs.
business entrusted to our care shall have.prompt at-

undersigned

a

fine

stock ot

SLEIGHING ROBES !
Well worth their attention.
We

HANSON * DOW,

aug27-dti

would particularly invito those in pursuit ol

NICE

M. O. Dow.

S3F“Every style of Job work neatly executed at
tlila office.

Lamb,

style
MUFFS nml COLLARS.
and the

and Patent Leather Shoes.
tar'On irinl it
com mend t ittel.f.
Sold by WM. I>. TRUE & CO.,
Boot and Shoe Dealers, 319 Congress street, opposite
Mechanics’ Hall.
dce.Vllm

tention.
V.C. Hanson,

Persian

Grebe
!

In Bottle., prepared without Black, oxprewdv for
Rapier’and Gentlemen's Monneon. Kid. Gai.f

THE

ERMINE,

FITCII, and
SIBERIAN SQWIRREL,

—FOR-

George

Our nice sets of

SABLE,

Notice.
House Wharf.

Silver

ARTICLE*

RraN«, C op|M*r, lunuiin Nil vrr, 4r.,
Restoring the plating where worn off; and tor Clean-

FURNITURE

dec3—3w*

Custom

STEVENS,

Boston.
For sale by Grocer* and Dealer* everywhere.

VEGETABLE
VEt JET ABLE
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE

MITIGATOR
MITIGATOR
MITIGATOR
MITIGATOR
Cures Diphtheria, or Throat Disease; Bronchitis:
Rheumatism; Painsmany form; Pain. Swelling and
Stiffness of liie Joints; Pain or Lameucss in the
Back. Breast or Side, Arc.. Arc.
In Fevers, t auker, Rash, Measles, Fever and Ague,
its virtue is experienced to admiration, especially
among children. It cures Cholera. Crumps, old Ulcerous Sores, Sores exposed to salt water. Sprains.
Flesli wouuds,Dysenterry,Diarrhea, Inflammation of
the Bowels. Neuralgia, Colds, Tooth Ache, Burns,
Pains in the Stomach, and ali morbid conditions ok
the system.
Cr For internal and external use, it is, in fact, the
most effectual family Medicine now known in Americaaug 22 eod&wCm

received at

$10.00 per
weeks.
Private recitations and private classes attended to
by the Principal at any hour of the day or evening.
Terms for private instruction made known on application to the Principal.

on

&

*JtiO If •ondirnr.

Me.

FINE FURS!

UNION HALL, S3 FREE STREET.

VITAREHOUSE
M
quire of
novldtf

or vimost favorable
novl5.lt t

Patented Mny *W,
NtiH.
This is an article tor washing without rubbing, exin
which
will
cept
very dirty places,
require a very
slight jrub. and unlike other preparations ottered tor a
like purpose, will not hot tub c'lotuks, hut wP!

Renewer, and t:Uce no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Renewer to tne public, entirely confident that it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has falton
off wiU restore it unless the pereon is very agtd.

Hair

by BRA OH If AW A- PATCH,
No. 7 Central Wliari, Boston.

To Kent,

ihe

on

No person, old or young should fail to use It.
It is recommended ana vsea by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTU8R1TY.

aug 9—Cm

and

attended to

terms.

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I

KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, A SOAP,

of all

Property, Buxton.

AVr 1LL be sold at Public Auction, on the premises,
’ ’
Friday, Dec. 28th, at y o'clock A. M., all the
tan snnal and real
estate, belonging to tlie
property,
late .losiah Jose, of Buxton, consisting
of the homestead firm, firm produce, firming nails, carriages,
Ibfnitiire, bedding, carpets, crockerv ware, cooking
utensils, Ac.
If the weather should be stormy, the a-ile will be
l*osti>oiicd to the ftrHt lair dav at same hour.
II. BAILEY a SON, Anct’rs.
decl9dtd
Buxton, Dec. 17,18GG.

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation

Will RESTORE GRAY HAIR
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

Inlays

The Jose

If the Sicilian Hair Renewer does not give satisfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our instructions.

IT

December,

CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal, District of .Maine.

A UCTION SALE.

Reward

$1,000

I

f
Expo:

to 010 directFox. Judge ol the
United Staten District Court, within and lor the
District ol’ Maine, I id tall expone and offer for saie at
Public Auction, to the highest bidder therefor, nt the
Custom House Duii.ih.no on Fore Street, in
Portland, on Thurstlay the 'I'scenty-Serenth bay
<y December current, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon.
5® Cases (irx. Anchor John De
Kuvper.
*®0 Oallh. Alcohol. 5 Casks Alcohol,nr, per
cent.proof; ® Casks Ohs; 4 (Jr. Pipes John Uenvescy
Brandy i»3 Cases Brandy, John Ifcnnesey 1 Box
(HI iff Cloves; 1 bbl Sugar
of Lead ; 1 Box Tobacco
8 Beres ttf' Tobacco: 5
Chests Olong Tea; iA
bbls. Cloves; 1} bbls Nutmegs; 4 bbls Macaboy

ITS EFFECT 18

PALMER.
dtf

attainments
ages
PUPILS
any time in the Term.
Terms
term of ten

BARTLETT,

U. S. Marshals Sale.

—

CANDLES.

Portland

WM. C.

S. AUillery, Bvt. Maj A. A. CJ. M.

United States of America,
lamuCT of Maine, s*».
RSIJANT to sundry v* ml:
ed- from the Hon. Edward

The undersigned will sell from their

LARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OH,.

For sale

I

18G0. |

HAND SLEDGE,
DRAW KNIVES,
PORTABLE FORGE,
AXES,
STOCK and DIE,
BLOCKS and FALLS,Ac.
iaf“Sale Positive.
Tf.kms—Cash in Government Fumls

-AT—

OIL

ijuarterinaster’s

OFFICE OF THE A. A. Q. M.,
Fort Preble, Me., Ucc 15th,

PRICES !

JOHN E.

ol

Stores.
1,0 BU||> a‘ Fort Preble on WEDNESDAY,
w!I'L
* »
the 2Gtli .lay of Dee. at 10o'clock A. M. the
billowing articles of Blacksmith fools Ac., vlr;
ANVILS,
TONGS,
hammers,
files.
GOLD CHISELS,
SOU a KIN,

AND MILLINERYl
AT

.Emu

8?*a

siAeT.be si£d
Willis and MontrealTir-Cui'

Willis

on

horuughiy, laitblnl y tmilt'Il
linished throughout—pleasantly located—in agood
neighborhood—never occupied—arid lor this class
house de-irable lor residence. Possession
given imJ. s. BAILEY, Auctioneer
mediately.
lieel'ldtd

Auction

STOCK

Goods,

City null,

amf second
declOdtd

and 10 new

Irom the corner ol
This llonsc is new—

S'tintUCR.APH.

Millinery!

CHOICE

ON

wooden Louse

REDUCED PRICES

removed to Store No. SI Free Street. nj>
stairs, wliere lie is prepared to otter
A

nlnsh

House and Lot «t
Auction.
Saturday, Dec. 22d, ar 3 oYWk p iu r
Offer at public auction, a one and l* hai/

ijectriclty

t*01

msei?

yt,,nK|cB.

Harnesses.

hand

lirevefoed ."SSHS"'*

nervous and sick headache; ilbsxithe head, with indigestion
u,‘
howela; pain iu the sale and back;
*0r
ia“inS of the womb with In.
ternal cancers;
tumors, polypus, and all that lone
train of diseases will dud in
a sure mean*
menstruation, too ,..otuse
menstruation, and allot those long line of troubles
with young ladies.
Electricity is a certain specific,
lime. restore the sufferer to the

Onoda. Also SO barrels
loves Lemons, Tobacco,

thor‘
•i^Hlaaii.,****•!';
aL.1; “fc1'*11’
'U"!JnRohes,
Halters
trimmed,

repair;
Blankets.

J*dU,

backs;

.70

<>*«■, <>ar doable

...

real°r«l, the uncouth deformities re«““yerusd to vigor, weakness to
blind made to see, the deal to hear and
strength the ,er“
the pahded form to move
upright; the blemishesol
,ho... mature foe
prevented, the calamities ol old aw obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
SADIES
\V ho have cold hauos and
ieet:, weak stomach.,, 1amaud weak

2
Nuts,

injurious

D. M. C. Dunn.

JOHN

SSS1

ougli

m

a

senerni

lalectricity
the lame and the lazv
i«iflS^Uma,acItlle ^outy>
wlt**ll,e a«dity and elustic!f?,„t*iJ!*Jny’Sndv*ove
tlje heated brain is cooled; the frovtity °f

and having bought them at Auction in Now York,
will sell correspondingly low.

Wholesale

e^r^ECS
Ware, Castors
aui’docks ’?“pt'r’Shirl8
ltuo,*’ r^'8-, Crockery
anil Drawers, and

complaints.

Millinery & Fancy Goods
sepMtf

C\N SATURDAY, Dec. 22(1, at 10 A.
M., will le
/ "°J'J new and second hand Furniture, such as
Chamber
setts. Bureaus. Bedsteads, Tables, Chairs
Lockers, Solas in Loth tiair and rep, Husk, Hair and*
L*kukcts, yuilts, Table Cut*

Spices’

T.

Aacii.mier..

Genteel Furniture, C arpets, Beds,
Bedding, &c., at Auction.

hi?

over J. R. Corey & Co.,
Where lie baa opened a splendid slock of

T>entists.

And

>

PATTEN A to..
PLUM STREET

M.

BOSTON.

Kimball &
No. 11

C7DHM
lias removed to

29

E.

headache; neuraJS*»Mt

General Debility, WeakHysterics in Females,

ate the system
overcome disease.

D. HI.

iSailky, Auctione.?,
dtw«_17U

EWirtinn

Sold

'tui
iZ ,‘^r.^morin.a ^VOttncyand
Manliness

this Elixir

-.

R. P. HALL 4k CO. Proprieton'»

of the Heart and
all Nervous Diseases. It restores new life end vieror to the
■■■
aged, causing the hot blood of
As the Phenix rise*
y0Uth to course the veins, res‘nrtng the Organ, of Orntra-

•StT
ini

^

".hn

u*?„.m!1.'l,',"
i’o
iot^mv
c-liarJe

Kj Palpitation

..

tocnlau—In a desirable ntigbbor“C^?.tral,y
hood—and
sure to advance in value.
The large shade
,lr«- "e ill Vile van,
hZY..?1»*y
cue
^"Pertjre-Tcruia
liali Cash, the
id M i 1,
i
balaiue
J jtars. A
deposit ul $200 required
of purchaser.
J. s.
Pec. 15.
tore street.

to
he
s
tlje blue
hove cured seme
l“T*
aHd curing
"1,‘ "

years we have beenln
*5 ? Wc
ol the worst forms 01
tried other forms ot
patients in so short a
asked, do they stay curedv
an
we will say that all that do
ureJ» we
doctor the Mocond time without
Dr. D. has been a practical
r„one years, and is also a regular
graduated
Electricity is perlcctly adapted
the form of nervous or sick
the head, neck, or extremities;
consumption°xvi1(»
in the acute stages or where the lungs are
not tuiu
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrotula
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limiJL,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, dealness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol the chest, and ali lormsof female

Or, Essence of Eire,
Cures
ness,

m

feet on Pearl St. It h one of the most
deHlrable pwceH of Keal Ksiate in
Uie murk, t iu this

vicinity, that

Dr. WRIGHT’S

goods

Suitable for the season, which will be made
up in
the most thorough manner.
soptlO—eod

HILLS, TUBNEB &

perieci

each boos.

STREET;

B.

Has just received

in

FRIDAY, Dec. 21. at 12 II 1 shall offer at
Hiihlic Auction, the valuable lot o! laud on
the
luuitfrly Corner of Cumberland and Pearl Streets
I it In a large and splendid lot—about OneHi’nK fcct on Cumberland
! BrB52-fJ
by about One
Hundred

V V (■i.wJi1,0 .wi!uld. reapecttulljr announce

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

GO O DS!

3331-2

u»

confidence, and state their complaints full, as we treat all Female Complaints,
and
Medicines suitable for all diseases to
prepare
wkicn they are subjeet—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envolope, free.
The Cherokee rills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor,
Dr. W. B. MEBWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.
N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
special cases, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of |5,
in

"^Address

l'HICKS.

OF

i^iuiea cuu uuuress

f

SAFE !

easier of transportation,
a barrel or a hoop.

PILLS,

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains in the Back, Sicklieadache, Giddiness, und all diseases that spring from irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the

F1RK AND RIRLI.AK PROOF

habitants of Portland for past favors and patronage,
now oc- they hope in future to merit a liberal share in the faNo.
vor ot the public.
rent
will
be
for
and
Heald
Brothers,
cupied by
N. B.—For ftirther information applv to the Supeoecupancy on. or about the 11th December proximo,
No. f>4 Free Street.
rioress,
or
J.
R.
47
Brackett
at
to
BRAZIER,
street,
Apply
December
19. d3w
nov27tf
E. M. PATTEN & CO., Plumb street.

STORE

of

of their
in constant attend-

effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly sale in all cases, escwhen forbidden by directions, and are eaay to administer,
as they aro nicely sugar coated.
They should be in the bands of
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
in the land.

DOUBLE CYLIXDEB

Attentively!

rilHIS EGG BEATER is made ot Steel wire rolled
A Hat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire is spring
temper, being tempered with oil. This gives toughness and elasticity to the Beater, and ease to the operator. The shank is tinned together solid, and the
whole is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
The elastic loops
or break, with any fair usage.
readily accommodate themselves to any dish.
The subscriber having purchased the patent right
of Maine to this great invention, offers the State for
sale by Counties, and asks Immediate attention to
W. A. RAND.
it.
To be

USUAL, AT

Elsworth
20

Egg

PATENT

PERRIN8, Worcester.

this

BIIDDLE STREET.
Op,*0’,i“- *•>«• >'ni«ed Stale. Hotel

one

Or Female JRegulator,

DIENZEL'S

AGENT

Bottle.

Manufactured by

GOODS, &c.,

New, Clean anti Desirable.

Brize

are

well asorted stock of

Purchasers of the above goods arc respcctlully invi1 ed to examine our stock widen is

Please Real

lady

A

own sex.
ance.

EXTENT REVOLVING

Paper Hangings

to

ot Lea & Perrins

STREET,

CARPETINGS S

delicious and unrivaled

condiment

names

Co.,

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ IIAIJ.,
Are now prepared to otter their friends and the pub-

Is

D I 8 II.
success

,li8

311

B.—Ladies desiring may consult

N.

_sept4eodtl_POltTL AND.

LOW PRICES !
Foreign Goods by every Steamer.

Brother at

to

GREGOR

Upholatary Goods,

be sold at very

structions alter all other remedies have neen tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

13 Free Street.

HALLS, indio»3$«0Utal’le
Prices

HO TREIUONT STREET,
Which, together with a large Stock ol

one or

need a medical adviser, to call at ills rooms, No. 11
Preble-Street, which they will find arranged for their
especial accommodation.
l)r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in al leases of ob-

GEYER’S,

*1°* S.-SJotside

CAERE!1

consulted by

Ele'ctrioian

17*

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a'dark and turbid
apjiearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure iu such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Treble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

-AT-

inches, $300.

Having taken the Chambers
a

AH

of

being opened inches, $300.

IIO Trrmoni Nlrrel, Bouton,
sepl8d3m
Nearly opposite Park St. Cburcb.

Gentleman

Madras>

Gaines

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.
heights,
LACE leather.
RUBBER

men

CHEROKEE

-and-

Dec 12—cod2 w

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,

are

with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course of treatment, aud in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

young

Portfolios, Chess,

No.

Worce,!ter-May,4861.

EVERY VARIETY

The

letter trom

a

Crosses

-AND-

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

_

KJ

ROOMS,

will be foun at No. 4 Cotton, near Free street,
where she offers the balance ol her stock, at very
prices. Those owing bills, will cent, r a favor by
calling and settling the same.
sepHeodtt

Moss

BARBOUR,

Manufacturers and Retailers of

EXTRACT

bv

C'onuoissenrs

cO LB Y’S

BONNET

A CO.,
139 Commercial Street.

Worcestershire Sauce !

lull' stock of

Blank Books aud Stationery on leasonalde terms at
tin FORE NTREET,
near the loot ol Exchange Street
o.’26eod&w2m

FLOWERS,

BAGS

Also Light Trotting Sleighs of splendid make and
finish. Four, six and nine passenger sleighs.
fcJr’Any oue desirous ot getting a good Sleigh at
LOW figure, will do well to give us a call.
Dec 11—d2w

CELEBRATED

Booksellers,

—AND—

offer for sale

lRKKlf

Perrins'

Ijen

at

DRESSER,

mix

CO.,

OlllLDS, CROSBY & LANE,

STEWART.

Publishers,

?

by

OF

Slate Mantles!

CARTER ft

and faith■
prompt
1

sale

nov23dtf

Sixth Are. New t.rk.
I
Sind lor Descriptive Catalogue with prices. ImdcIH

Door IYoto Congress st.

LiHilies9

kfr'^ighost

T. B.

to

Tcui|tie Street,

Oarincnt will receive
attention.
ful63£“Every

and all

order.

K

LYNCH,

More Durable and at
Half the Price of Marble.

REPAIRED,

■

A OU MOLASSES lor

Superior in Appearance,

place where it can he done
their satisfaction than at

No.

PRICES!!

heretofore,

Marbleized

11 INIIIXi

Cleansed !

Clothing

as

work manufactured to

Tourist Cases,

Congress Street.

Will

Molasses.

r?f\ HMDS. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD

A

!

prepared to sell at prices lower than the lowqualities and descriptions of Boots, Shoes,

Rubbers, &e.
Repairing done

STAND,

Street

aug7dU

Trinidad

&

ear* Slelglis at prices to suit all customers.
Good business Sleighs at the low price of $50,00 to
$75.00 Good Sleighs, trimmed all through, from $75,00

NEW

Whitmore,

Begs leave to inform his friends, customers and the

Is

CO.,

302

A9

FOR SALK BV

And

public generally that having rebuilt Ids store
NO. 93 MIDDLE NTREET,

KIMBALL

CARPETINGS t

Ainaraulo,

ELDER

M.

G.
as

PLACE !

C. F. THRASHER A

TIME

M.

Fine,

Dictator,
Trapical,

—AT—

stock ot

Men and Bov’s wear, confident that the
price
well as the goods, cannot, tail to please.

Change of Base

novlTdtt

charge made.
day passes but we

or no
a

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all
Ladles, who

can

As

Churchill, Browns & Manson

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

We would call particular

W O O L E N S

No.

Vj celebrated brands.
T. Hi^rrison & Co..
Plants. Gafrl*
Brilliant XX\,

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS

Flour! I

some

Another

CLOTH*,

repaired.

CASES!

beat and cheapest assortment of Sleighs in
THE
New England,
be found at the Manufactory WREATHS!
of

1IIOICE New Wheat Family Flour of the most

£

•_

ALPACCA* all fthade* !

or

Louis

MORTON.

Mr Blanchard
often asked how can this be saved.
has invented a boiler that takes perfect, control of all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in Its construction; alter the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting tires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will and much Value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire oi

BARATHEA CLOTH*,

Co.,

150 Commercial Ml.
detYdSw

Dee t>, 1800.

Steam Boilers!

on

Lard.

Low by

and

WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 21—Aly

nil shades,

THIBET* In

ever

!

BLANCHARD’S

nit ass a o ons,

one

A.

Buckets, Spauner Belts, Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters,
&c., made to order. Couplings, Pities and Nozzels

147 Middle
HAVING
ol

50 Brls Northern Extra Clear Fork
“
50 “
Clear Fork,
*•
“
“
25 “
Backs
50 Tierces Prime Leaf Lard.
50 Tubs Prime Leaf Lard.

Gold Pens!

no20d&w6m

HOODS ON

iu New York
purchased
heavy decline in prices.

Also

and

Pork

of Pens.

A Catalogue, with ftill description of Sizes
Prices, sent on receipt ct letter postage.

DRESSING

sonable terms.
N. B.—Fire

of the

boilers 700 dogs, of heat is thrown away.
inakiuc a loss ol 1-3 the thel. The question is

DRY

BLACK

RYAW & DAVIS
161 Commercial St.

prices.

1) A v

stock of foreign and domestic

description of

prepared to execute

be opened

will

with

BLOCK,

are

For sale at his Headquarters, No 25 Maiden Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the
same

Pumps.
Cities, Towns and Corporations
can be supplied with a strong and durable
Hose, warranted equal to any made elsewhere, and on as rea-

MOLASSES HOSE,

orders for SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at. any convenient port.

THAN

WJild

CtEYER’S.

Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used oil
Steam Fire Engines, Hand Engines, Steamboats and

Shoe*.

j 2dtl

Saint

Cheapest

The Best Pens in the

C. F, THRASHER & CO,

WOOD !

SCOTIA

UNION WHAItF,
SIMEON S11URTLEFF & CO.

NIVORH.”

The Gold Pen—Best and

Stock !

Hew

lot of good

and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to offer their customers at the lowest cash price.

__

X K \V

a

OLD

the business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many favors bestowed upon him by
liis patrons for many years.
REUBEN KENT.
October 1.1866. dtf
PEN

WOOD!

Delivered in any part ot the cit>. which we will sell
We are now disat the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
charging from vessels Red Ash, Egg and Stove, free
Ash.
and
White
Stove
Also
burning and pure*:
Egg
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for furnace and stove.
screened
and
deare
under
Our Coals
kept
cover,
liverad in the best possible manlier. We intend to
on
our
to
those
who
no
effor
please
may
spare
part
patronize us with their orders.

391

Entile

taken the stand formerly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., anti are
prepared to furnish the different varieties cl

April 17—dtf

The subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfUlly recommend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue

“THE

Philadelphia Oak Tanned Leather'
Fire Engine Hose,

JOHN

STAND,
NO. 107 I'OBE, COB. VINE STREET,
Where we shall be haapy to see our old customers,
and as many new ones as may favor us with their patPEARSON & SMITH.
ronage.
October 1, 1866. dtf

-AT-

STREETS,

Having prepared a stock of Oak tanned Leather in
Philadelphia, they ar e now ready to execute all or-

dtt

will continue the

FORE

dera for

J.

HAVE

BUSINESS

THIS

AT

erected NEW

and

!

Southern Pine Lumber

having purchased the Bakery,

AND

furnished and Hose

HEAD

Notice.
undersigued
rpiIE
A
of Mr. R.

BAKING

the Lowest Prices!

20

STATIONERY!

Force

Head Union Wharf,

PORTLAND.

furnish the

will

j. 'hfwksbury & co„

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

25 Union St.,

Aug

-OF-

SLEIGHS, SLEIGHS, SLEIGHS.

NOVA

OLEINE,
CiJ Eltflli'A L OLI VE,
C RAN ES PATENT,
SODA, A NO AMERICAN CASTILE,
All ot SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable for the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under the personal supervision ol our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with tou-

Co.,

styles

CORNER OP

COAL, COAL, COAL,

The subscribers has just received

STREET.

^Medical

Middle-Aged Men.

beauttful

!

having been burned out of Federal street, July
4th, huye resumed business in the room over the

MJIE

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Jau ir.th-dtf

rBEE

after

AND STOVE SIZE.

White and Keel Ash Coal.

are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcere, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
How finny ThonaandwCaa
to This

Hardly

Firemen’s

store of

These Coals areoi the very best quality, and waranted to give satisfaction.
also, 600 cords ol bestquality of HARD nnd
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short not ice.
rP-Uive us a call ami tvy ns.

no re Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AS ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous

more

HOSE!

Masonic anil

the Public.

by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sieep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

NEW AND VERY

Military,

to

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
aud cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but alwavs injurious.
The uniortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as It is a lamentable yet incontrovertible tact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; tor
it is a point generally conceded by the best sypliilographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in tlieir treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Tentify

MACHINES.

Oak Tanned Leather Jlist
Imported

Philadelphia

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

—AT—

and

EGO SIZE.

Devoting

Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,

Bargains may he expected!

and

3

Messrs. John L. Shaw &

A N

1.

we can

10—dtf

Cor. Frankliu Whhrf A Commercial St.,
275 Tons Hazel ton Lehigh,

WOOD! WOOD! WOOD!

FIXTURES

EXTRA,

denee that

Dec

EQUIPMENTS

BROKEN AND

Astonishing-

ELDE1V A CO.,

T.

by the undersigned

at their Wharf,
JUST

PRICES,

WHERE

hours daily, aud from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are Buttering under the
afflictiou of i rivale diseases, whether arising from
impure onnection or the terrible vice of selt-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of life long-standing and well-camad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

ranted

FIRE

Coal.

Coal,

1

GOODS,

We shall make a BIO BREAK IN

SEEING

nov22dtf

RECEIVED and tor sale

IN

SOAPS,

-viz:-

NO.

to

Commercial street.

21,1SCC.

COAL AND

FROST’S,

IlfOULD solicit Qie attention oi the trade and
T V consiliums to their Standard Brands of

FAMILY,

purchasers. Apply
C. M. DAVIS & CO.,

now

-at-

SOARS !

REFINED

Of every Description.

E.
Wharf,

Low

and Gloves at
Prices !

MOURNING

and Step

very superior Flooring
Boards
ABOUT
lauding at Custom House
and tor sale in lots to suit

PRICES!

Nov 27—dtf

STEAM

CO.’S,

-At-

ROBINSON,

GORE,

ly

Southern Pine.

can

AN KET N

B

S TEAM

L EAT HE A

Sugar Loaf.
White Asn—Locust Mountain, Johns' and Bread
Mountain.
Red Ash—New England &c.
JAMES H. BAKER.
Richardson's Wharf
sep14dtf

W O O I>

t'LAPP’N BLOCK,
CONQREMLSTHEET.

lO

declSdtf

■STEPHEN D. KNIGHT.
dtf
8, 186G.

It El I HE!)

Lliikhi—llarleigli, Lehigh Nav. Co’s. Hazelton and

GOODS.

One I*rice and Wo Variation S

NOW

Only $4.73 Per Pair,

STREET.

O’NEIL W.
Dei*.

landing from sclir. John Crooker, 3C3 tons
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, ft, m the Midland
mines. It is fresh mined, of extra strength, and just
the art Ido for heavy work.
Also the usual vaiioty of Anthracites, viz i—

by buying

DAVIS

Fancy Silks, Thibets-all shades,
Figunred Silk Poplins,

Lftces, Embroideries, Hoiiery

Forge Coal.

for Holiday Presents.

OLD

KNIGHT,

C'ONGRE**

Portland,

159 Commercial Street.
dec5d3w

Preble lleuae,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at

Valuable Beal Estate at Aiieliou.

i

ON

DR. W. N. DEWING,

Near the

Every intelligent

-AT-

egg

ARTICLES

in search of a present of any kind
all such goods at

oue

money

the firm of

&

Ladies'

Fans, Cluny and Lace
Hauderchiefs, Collars, Hoods, Clouds, Breakfast
Shawls, Gloves and Hosiery, together with a great
variety of

Clothing and Furnishing Goods
ROBINSON

Coal,

Ash

iVu. Id Preble Street.

Caution

WHICH MAY BE FOUND

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods

FLETCHER & CO.,

Beautiful

riTHE

ness, and have take the Store and Counting Rooms
lately occupied by Mem'S. E. E. UPHAM *& SON,
Liberal advances
head ot Richardson's Wharf.
made, and con igmmuts solicited.

Handkerchief,

Perfumed

FANCY

undersigned have tills day formed a copaitX nership in business under the name of
I/PIIAMI A
ADAM*,
For the transaction ol a general Commission Busi-

Elegant

Faney Boxes;

and

Slipper Patterns,

Notice.

Copartnership

lot of

GOODS.

ROOMS,

cess.

Ottoman Cloths,
Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very Lotv
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, Ac.

300 TONS LOBERY,

C'oiupouiouN,Traveling Bags,
Porlemoauniea,

Provisions,
Jgg^Consignmentsof Cooperage. Lumber, Country
Produce, «Nf., solicited, and shall receive personal

business, under

"lkTE have about Fifty Tons White
I V size, which will be sold low

Coni,

10th,

Rich and Low Priced

HOUSEKEEPING

CO.,
272 Commercial Street, Portland.Mo.

117

ol

December

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

WHITE ASH COAL,

received:
Splendid

Boxen;

Glore

IV. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

octldtf

•

and

Plain and

1 inch.
1L'5 M Dry.
500 M Dry Pine Outs.
50 M :<xl Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
G. W. COBB &
For sale bv

Port laud,.Nov.

Co.,
•

Monday,

Large Assortment

AMONG

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kIntis

just

Open

on

DRESS

Planing Lumher, consisting of 2 in., If, lj,

4,18CB.

&

AltTIO* SALEH,

MEDICAL ELECTRICIT 1

AT 11la

PRIVATE MEDICAL

ElcLen

A

FEET

\

tui VIS & CO’S.

Co.,

Po-t and, Sept 10, 1866.

And will

Lumber!
White Pine superior

EGO

this day formed
stylo and firm of

prompt attention.

Year’s Presents,

Can be found at

And have purchased of Messrs. LORD A* CRAWF< >RD their Stock and lease of store

and

assort-

THE

Notice.

uudersigned have
rpiIE
X
under the

Morgan,

LARGEST ami most COMPLETE
ment of HOLIDAY GOODS, tor

Christmas &

Copartnership
pnrtnershp

Holiday Goods!

T.

Black

Head of Maine Whan.

u

now

Celebrated Steinway instrument, A
sell at the

COMMERCIAL ST.,

No. 60

dedUdlin

CAN BE EOUB I>

ii ...

__

MEDIiAI.

dbibhughes

VAL.

Wew Store Wo. 5 Free Street,

part of the city at short notice.

HO M

Spruce Flooring: Hoards.

<>

Will Remove to their

wood

soft

and

at any

oczsdtt

Dec

Agent for the State lor

M

Randall, McAllister & Co.,

WALKER,

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Map’e Street.

mHE
heretofore existing under the
X name ot CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons lioldng bills against the firm, are requested to present
them tor payment, and those indebted will please call
and settle at

can

’hard
Delivered

St.,

Tools. All ol which will be sold at the above prices
iu order (o reduce our Stock previous to removing to
our new Store No. 2, Free Street Block.
Dec. 20 d to Jan 1.

E.

purchasing.

N. M. PERKINS A CO.,

prices—Consisting part Nails,
Pipe, Ziue and Glass, White Lead; Od, and a large
assortment of Locks, Latches, Knobs, Butts and
Screws, and a complete assortment of Carpenters’

E

•-♦♦♦-•

Those wishing
purto give us a call before

Choice Family Coal.
chase large lols will do well

To Builders and Contractors.

Dissolution of Copartnership

which he

Lehigh Lump, for Foundry Use!
tl We keep constantly on hand a full assortment ot
to

a

FREE HTREF.T BLOCK,
for the purpose of carrying on the Dry Goods business.
CHAS. F. THRASHER,
FRANK BARTLETT.
declldow
Portland, Dec. 1, 1860.

R

.....

KIGOICAL

Furnaces.

Cook Stoves, John’s White
Red A»h, which are free of all
A
nice. Also Cumberland
fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

cargo just landed,

TWTjjHE

Fore

Leliigh,
LOAF LEHIGH,

For Ranges and
Ash, Diamond,
impurities and very

& E1VOIKEEBlNR*
BCU■
Messrs. ANDERSON. DONNELL 4 CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established reputation, and will in future carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. ParHu* *u*^bding to build are invited lo call at their
otUce, No, 306 Congress street, ami examine elevations and plans ot churches,
banks, stores, blocks of
buildings, 4c.
j 12

A”~

Co.

For

city, lyiugon Vaughan,
MonuWest, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, BramhaU,
streets.
ment, Danforth. Orange and Salem
of irom one to ten years,
credit
wiU
a
sell
on
They
xroiu parties who
ii desri'eu uy the purchasers,
buUd immediately, no cash i*a\menth required.
the
oi
subscribers, where lull
Apply at the otUce
particulars may be obtained.
d. B. BROWN & SONS.
iua 5tl
Portland, May 3, 186ft.

large assortment ol Houhc Ifiiililing
HAVE
they oiler at Manufacturer's
Material, which
in
ot
Sheet Lead Lead

NO. 4

from the BEST

lndueementn

204

store

new

Old

KOR PARTIES WI SH I NU TO BUIIA).
rPUK subscribers otter lor sale a large quantity ol
A
desirable building lots in the West Lmlollbe
Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,

copart-

c. F. THRASHER & l O.,
and have taken the

No. U| Union Wharf.

20',l2ffeod

dtlC

Portland, Dec, id, iPW-

ISAAC DYER.

C > rent

DODGE,

FKRDINAND

offer nice CIIKMTNI’T COAE.
WE
t \
at SH.WJ tier I,'n, delivered at any i>art of the
city. Alin for aale at the lowest market price,

material

auglltf

consent.

$8.

cal' now

sizes

hand.
sawed to order.

on

MISCELLANEOUS.

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

Wholesale and Retail.
l'lank, Shingles ami Scantling ol al!

of

is

fflEHCHAXDKE.

BIHM)IKO.

{

1

FURS,

well made, into stylish and useful garments, and at
dec* tt
moderate prices, to examine this stock.

IVaxhy.
(From the Toledo

Couldn’t Do Himself Justice.—A colored

hud stuck to the rebel army of General
Hood through thick aud thin, and was in high
hopes of iieing able to march into Nashville
aud pay liis respects to a lady who belonged
to the upper crust of the colored society; and
when lie discovered that the besieging army
was retreating, he determined to break through
the lines aud throw himself upon the mercy of
the cruel Yankees. He presented liiinself to
General Thomas, hat in hand, and
standing
man

|

The A tiniest a Proposition—The inhabitants of
the Crass Knuds made the Victims of a Cruet
mul Heartless Hoax.
Confkdkit X Hoads,
I
(wicli is iu the Stait uv Kentucky, >
December 3, I860.
)
1 never was so elevated nor never so cast
down ii my life ez larst uite, and the entire
Korners wuz ditto. The circumstances of the
Me and a party uv frends
kase wuz ez follers:
ivuzaplayiu draw poker with a Noo York
ccuimershel traveller, 1 believe they a call ’em,
so,—a feller w Itli a mushtash aud side whiskers,
wick cotno South a talkin secesli aud a selliu
goods. He made some inquiries about the
staudiu of the deelers at tile Korners, and wuz
alter Bed inquiries eggstremely ankslms to sell
wauled ’em on
'em goods for cash. They
ninety days’ lime, aud on this they split. He
iu
’em
principle—he drank to Jeff.
agreed with
Davis aud dammed Lincoln flouently hut on
the cash question was inflexible aud immovable.
'To while away the rosy hours, a knot uv
choice spirits, him iuelooded, gathered ill the
i*ost Ortis to eujoy a game of draw poker.—
There wuz me aud Squire Oavitt, and the Noo
York drummer. We plade til after the wacli■ u hours uv 13 M., when graveyards \ awn and
gliosis troop forth—when tile Noo Yorker succiimd. His innocent, unseasoned bowels hed
not bin eddicated up to the standard uv Kentucky whiskey, wicli new oz we drink it is p>r.eu to foreigners.
The Deekiu and Elder grabbed the stages wieh wuz onto the table, aud
rilled his pockets on the ’spisheu that lie wuz a
Ablishnest, and rolled him out, and while iu
the very act, Pollock, the JUiuoy store koeper,
cum rushin
in, askin et we’d heard the nUae.
We answered yoouaunymuflly that we hed
not.
1 in just from isuisvme, scout, lpsiruae
I.uisville is in a blaze
over from the stashen.
set I,
‘'^Vat/'
and

was

TELEGRAPHIC

spoken

at

sea, all well.”

York.
ST MARKS—Cld
York.

8tli,

sell

Shepard,

Wheat—dull and 3 @ 5c lower; sales 270,000 hush.
Milwaukee No. 1 at 1 95 @ 2 00. Amber State at 3 to.
Corn—heavy and 2 @ 3c lower; sales 46,000 bush.—
Mixed Western at 1 10. Yellow 1121.
Oats—1c lower; sales 31,000 bush. State at 60® 70c.
Western at 63 @«5Jc.

Beet—heavy.

Pork—opened lower, but closed more ffrinly; sales
5,900 bids. New mess at 2000 Cw 20 50: old do 19 37;
prime 17 00 @ 17 50.
Lard—heavy and lower; sales 660 Mils, at 111® 121
lor old, lit 12} @ 12} for new.

Butter—steady.
Whiskey—quiet.
Klee—quiet.
Sugar—steady.
Coffee—steady.
Molasses—quiet.
Naval Stores—firmer; Spirits Turiientine at i6@
76c. Rosin at 4 62} @ 10 00.
Petroleum—quiet.
Tallow—lower; sales 86.000 lbs. at 11 ® ll}c.
Freights to LiAerpool—dull and lower; Cotton }d.

Book

Page,

AGENTS

Pinta, Smith, for Now

Cotton—advanced J ® lc;
Uplands at 33 ® 34c.

S. C., Dec. 20.
sales 36 bales Middling

Savannah markets.
Savannah, Ga., Dec. 30.
Cotton—advanced Jc; sales of Middling Uplands
at 33c.
Sales for the week 1.600 bales; receipts 9,400
bales; exports 018 bales; stock in port 2,194 bales.
,,

Mobile,

Dec. 20.
The Cotton ma.i k.ct in
quiet uud firm; sales to-ilay
2,500 bales; Middling Uplands at 32 (a) 33c.
Com Mercia I—Per

Cable.

Boston.
Ski 18th, brig Mattano;

Dec. 19, Evening.
Hie Cotton market is very active and transactions
were quite lar ge.
closed at Hid.—
uplands
Middling
Sales 30,000 bales.

18tb> brls

Philadelphia.

EMVE

Portland Dec. 17
1

Bristol,

2d series.
3d series..

July, 1866.
United States Ten-lorties.
Kao tin Railroad.
(Salee at Auction.J

PREPARED
[Made

100“

Portland, Saco& Portsmouth Railroad.
99
Pepporell Manufacturing Company. 1172}
New Hampshire State Sixes,.
99}
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds
121}

MARRIED.

UmRI URK OF OC’KA \ STEAMKRS
for

date.

Lagie.New York.. Ha\ ana.Dee 20
Rising Star.New York. .California
.Dec 21
City of New York..New York. Liverpool.Dec 22
Virginia.New York Liverpool.Dec 22
Arago..New Yora .Havre.Dec 22
Bavaria.New York..Hamburg.Dec22
Guiding Star.New Pork.. Rio Janeiro.. Dee 22
..

Boston.Liverpool.Dec 26

iVliaiulurc Alumnae.December 21.
PM
Moon rises..
| High water. 10.46 A*

Sun rises.7.26 I
Sun sets.4.31

—^

MARINE
OF

■■■

M EWS

PORTLAND.

ThurMdiiy. Demnbcr

20.

ARRIVED.
Brig Helen O
tli inst

Phinney, (ot Portland) Boyd, Caidevia Holmes’ Hole.

Brig American Union, Smith,
Oilcans, with Hour and lumber.

ot

and from New

Brig Klmira, Hamilton, Boston.
S.v. Id • L Howard, McDuffie Elizabothport.
Sch Bengal, Stetson, New York.
Sch Ronny Ives, Holt, Providence.
Sch Duke of Newcastle, (Br) Einlcv, Boston, to
load for St John, NIL
Sch Mexican,
McCarty, Boston for Bucksport.
anchor, Br ch Adria, Cros>Jey,
♦-S,U?*SlDE“’At
from Boston.
CLEARED.

jMRclmlF*lira
Sell

**rown» Brown, Guadaloupe—0 C
Melita, (Br) Fougcron, Halilax, NS
John
—

Portous.
Sch Acorn, (Br) Rolfc, Cornwall!* NS—A D Whid-

den.
sch CD

Porteous.

Horton, (Br) Smith,

St John ,‘NB- John

Sch Arno, (Br) Edgett, Hillsboro—master.
SAILED—Barques Mary C Fox, S W Holbrookbrigs Hattie S Bishop, Mary C Itosevelt, Sullivan
Sarah ; sebs Maracaibo, Wm Pope, and others.

Brig Kennebec, ot Portland, from Satilia River lor
I Bath, passed Seguin, Thursday forenoon.

To be Let with Board.
front Rooms at 38 Center street, opposite
House. Can accommodate tour single

TWO
Preble

gentlemen.

the

Prescription

of

Ret. Chan.

&c.J

for the Preven-

|

j

terms.

Parties preferring Jlrsf clans insurance, are
pectfully invited to call.
November 6, I860, dtf

Sour

—OF—

Life
been

Of Boston, Mass., being the oldest purely Mtuual Life
Jos. Co. in America, we wish
fifty good, active ageuts
to work in the different cities and villages throughout
the Stole. None need apply unless good reference
t*ln be give. The 06. is 23 years old and has
paid in
Dividends $1/241,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 in losses
It has now a well-invested accumulated
by death.
Capital of ov^Uf4,000,000 00. The Co. formerly made
and paid its dwldends once in five years. A Diviileuti will lid made up in Nov. I860, and
annually
thereafter, and available one year from date of |*oliey. Applications tor local Agencies will lie made to
RUFUS SMALL & SON, Gen’l Agents,
no‘21d3m
Bkfiiefbrd, He.

Marine Insurance
—ON—

Ships, Barques, Brigs

1 he

11

11 11
■■■
qggggggggggB
LOST AND FOUND.

1

the 17th inst., a small sum ut money. The
have the sftnie by pioviug property,

owner can

paying

rear

for this notice.

of Webster*.. Store,

CHAS. A. BEALE,
of Oxford and Boyd

corner

Streets.
Dee. 20 d'it*

T !

!S

O

the Grand Trunk

and P. S. Sz P.

by

989.
leaving it

And of cash assets

on

;..u:jiW:md

ANO FKUIT
healthful climate. Thiiiy mil.
suutii oi hiladelpliia, by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same
line oi latitude as Baltimore, Aid;
The soil is rich and productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loam, suitable lor Wheat, Grass, Corn,
Tobacco, Fruit, aud vegetables. This is a great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vineyards aud Orchards
have been planted oft by experienced truit growers.
Grapes, Peaches, Pears Sic., produce immense profits, Vineland is already one of the most beautiful
places in the United States. The entire territory,
consisting of fitly square miles of land, is laid out
The land
upon a general system oi improvements.
is only sold to actual settlers with provision for
public
adornment. The place on account of Its great l»eauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
of people of taste.
It has increased five thousand
people Within th'i past three years. Churches. Stores,
Schools, Academies. Societies ol Art and Learning,
and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. J1 undreds of people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being constructed. Price of Farm Land, twenty acre lots and
upwards, $25 per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other locality, north of Norfolk, Va.lmproved places tor sale
Openings tor all kinds ol business, Lumber Yards,
Manulactories, Foundries, Stores and the like; aud
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautifully improved, abounding in iruits, and possessing all other
social privileges, in the heart of civilization, it is
worthy of a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a paper
giving full information, and containing reports of Solon Rob nson, sent, to applicants.
Address CHAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune; “J t is one of the most extensive
fertile tracts, in an almost level position and suitable
condition for pleasant farming that we know ol thi*
side of tLe Western Prairies.”
^pririd«£wGm 37

1jiAU.ll

subscribers oiler for sale the lot of laud ou
the southerly side ol Commercial Street, bead ol
Dana’s Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 feet.
For further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PEKLEY,
Oct 18 tt
or W. S. DANA.

FOB

Fop Lease.

No 10 South street.
STATEMENT

Bay State Fire
Of

As made to

Capital Stock.$150,000.
Amount of Capital Stock actually paid
in,
£104,800.
A88KT8.

1J. S. Bonds, par
State of Vermont

value,.t.
Stocks,.
Bank Stocks in Worcester and
Boston,.
Rail Road Stocks,.;....
lioaued City oi Worcester on demand,
Loaned with Collateral,.
Cash on hand,.

43,730,00
5,000,00
45,485,00

12,831,00

20,000,00
5,000,00
9,382 15
Cash in hands of agents,.
2,782,03
Other Cash Items,...
1,200 00
..

$145,410,18

LIABILITIES.

Ain’t of losses due and uupaid,.
295,00
Amount of losses claimed and
unpaid,. 4,475,00
Ain’t of losses reported upon which the liability of the Coni)iauy is not determined,.
C,200,00
10,970,00
W. S.
L.

Davis, President.

C. Pahks, Secretary.

OWNERS

UEBMTER, Agrul,

STOCK.

OF_LIVE

Stock Ins. Co.,

Cash Assets,
All Paid In

fm

rr

r.

likM'iV^'’
iL.vl 11

01

to

Securely investtil,

issue

Polices

have.Inst received from Mr. C. P. Kroll, of New
one of ills Patent Hair
Brushing Machines,
whiebl h.'ire now in operation at un> now
Shaving and
Ifair Dressing Room, No 816 ( /Ongfress
street, opposite Mechanics’ Hall, where also may be found my

IH

If.

THE

A

H

I R

General

! !

At

OHires

And in

VO.
Rray

or

1,
Failed

OHIGINAI,
EITHER BLACK

Strengthens

Hair

OR

Hair

PROVED TO

BROWN.

#

Dressing,

BE THE

II O I

DYE

_

ELEGANT

GLOVES

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jfi.,

It, 1866.

dec15dlaw2w

in the

SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES in BarBags and tierces, by
C. B. ROGERS, No 122 Market St.,

A rels,

Philadelphia.

years

Proprietor

Respectfully give

docl9d3t

notice

A

at

T.

S.

attention of the

give
declleod2w

all Hoar*.

every style.

CHARLES STAPLES * SON,
Cor. Com. St. and Brown’s
Wharf,
novtOe d3m
Portland, Maine.

and Families!

CHRISTMAN

call.

us a

■TOTE L,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
1'ro|.r,etor of tiie COMrPHi.eol^,':’r'-'ri,T'?--o",Uy
A
MKRUIAL llDUSL. (wluch was
m
destroyed

Uiei great lire.) lxg» lo unnounce to his old
patrons
and the public that lie Rib leased the above hotel and
will open tor I be accommodation of the
public gener-

ally,
he

on

Saturday August

11.

Tlianklul to hj» old customers tor past patronage
would solicit a continuance ol the same.

TERMS FAVORABLE.
iuig29-Cm

_N. .J. DAVIS.

'*li>i

public is called to the scioni,

A.

Robinson,

are reminded that Deposits made on or before the
2d, day of Jaunary next,
will be put on interest on the
1st, at the rate of 7 per
centum. Dividend payable in
Depos-

April. .Special
$ 100 or more, will be received at any time,
( payable on call )on terms agreed upon at tbe time
•

No 19 Free Street.

Has

a

SALE

!

shall,

—AT

Monday.

on

comuivurv

!'

B.

comprises a great

va-

STREET, 331
del". 11m

Cor. Tainan Fluff.

Portland Laundry.

Orders received at tlie Office of the Forest City
Dye House, No. 315 Congress Street.
Notiee is hereby given that, tlie Portland Laundry
has been reopened by the subseiiber, who has been
many years connected with tho well known Chelsea
Dye House and Laundry, and with tlie experience
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all
dcscripfions of
work in

a

_A.

satisfactory
T.

manner.

CRAWLEY. Agent

For Sale.
SUIT of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly

FOR BOVS 4SDGIHLS,
®f ■llrVENI1'* BOOKS and

C

vV/s'

Tli&F&weow

Daily Press

Job

Office,

179 Commercial Street.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

WHIR, (iRR, 4 JOB PRIWIMi,
Executed with Neatness and

YOUNG

LADIES.

new,

fishing Schooner of 1(H) tons; also TopMainsails, second hand.

CONANT,

No. 19 & 20 Commercial Wharf.

Despatch.

H.n

in* completely refurnished our otHre since the
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Tresses, itc., we are prepared on the shortest posible notice to accommodate our
friend* ami the public with

Posters,

Progrtimines,

BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,
Cants, Tints, Wanks, Labels,
Ami every

description

Mercantilo

of

F*i*inl injur-

have *ii|»erior facilities lor the execution of

HOOKS, PAMPHLETS.

Catalogues, Ace.,
Which

lor

neatness and

dispatch

cannot be

surpassed

Yfr Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

Daily

Pms Job Oilier

i.,.l^..‘4i sl» Ink Stands

179

FOB YOUNG GENTLEMEN,
Cigar Cases, Cigar Holders, Meerschaum Pipes, Superior Wallets and Letter

ft

IV

E.

I

I. K
Dana. ,1 r

K

V,

Pi. Me Sts.,
PORTLAND, UK.
Foreign nnd Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Huid Ev(racts, Toilc:
''tides, Perlumery. and Fancy Goods.
Physician’s prescriptions caremliy prepared, cither
by day or night.
Mr. Charles B. Grecnieai, wno has eeen at this
stand lor it millit er ot years, will remain as
prcscriptwm
sopgl-eodA-wtl

PAINTS ANJO OIL CHEAP
Just reeeivnil in bond, and tor sale duty free, for
nse on the burnt district,
Htrictly Pare English l.rad and Oil !
Rebnilders will effect a great saving by purchasing

in this way.

Every description

rates

by
decUhiot

of PAINT STOTK at the lowest
A. W. PKKKIHN A C’O.,
86 Commercial street.

Slorc mid Ollicts to Let.
the Building now being erected by the subscriber
on Foro Street, near the toot of
Exchange Street
will tie ready for occupancy dan. 1st, 1867.

Notice.
will be made to the Legislature oi
Maine at its next session,for further aid t
secure
tbe construction of the European aud North
American Kaliway, and for
to the Portland, Saco
authority
at 1 ortsmouth Railroad
Company to subset ibe to the
stock and bonds otsain E. A N. A.
Ry. Coinp’y. an.l
to further increase the
capital stock of the Portland
Saco and
Portsmouth
to the
Company
amount thus subscribed and paid.
Bv order of the Directors.
<!
PreCt
E. A N. A. Ry. Comi»*v
*
1MM.

APPLICATION

Railway

K--WWF.TT,

Bangor, Dec 7,

declhl3i»

FOR

R,

five

McCARThY, Jb.

For Sale.
rnu he Hold at a great bargain, u first class
pruvisA
ion store, it applied tor soon. Inquire at -54
Congress, comer of Oak street.
dclfldK

SALE.

'VKBB' hjis

SLEIGHS
°fu°

oiner

on

h!,ntl fcw

AX It

thirty*

PUXGS.

**' fnniul in the county. Ah» lonr
heavy
*nd three light open buggies, which
J^a^°,n8’
.rw °.r *1®on nioro favorable terms than any

Carnage Manufacturer,

ns he closes his huso
desirous of purchasing
vantage to call upon him.

With ihis sale. Persons
"BJ*
will nnd it for tlieir at 1

Webb’s Mills, Dec

1M6.

IN

CHARLES

FOSTER, Proprietor

_

dcL*0fo2t)

«

Coiumrrrial Si., Portland,
NT.

Holders, Knives, «Jfcc.

*
I. I. I N »
At the Kill Stand ol

O

deeSffcfw

and

SAMPSON &

Sold l»y nil liruifi'istn.

<U-o1B

clerk.__

FOIXETTE,

CONGRESS

decldtf

Prift* 25 rents.

We

the Children.

APOTHECARIES,
Peering Block, Corner ol Congress and

FROM FORMER PRICES.

a

for

great assort mint of Diaries.

UiHcount

Our present stock of Comets,
riety in both style and finish.

from

Congress St,

For FATHERS and MOTHERS,
Traveling Bags, Qnarto Bibles, Pocket Books, and a

A—

V»*ry Lurge

A

325

The most splendid assortment of PICTURE BOOKS
ottered in Portland; some of them are perfectly

is

Continue Thirty Day*

sails, Fore

Never Fails to Cure.
Halt It tie uni. Scrofula, Ulcers, Small Pox,
Sore Nipples, Mercurial Sores, EryttipHan.
Carbuncles. Corn**, Hanlon*, nnil all Itlieumurlc Palau, Ac. Ac, Heal** pcrmaoently Old
Sores and Fresh Wound*.
lor Fronted
Links, Burn**, or Scald*, it ha* uo equal in
ike World. Gife it n trial.

!

The Poets, Prayer Books, n nd Bibles in Superior
Bindings* Portable Desks and Handkerchief and
Cn.tv. ti
s, La«lies’ Companions and Jewelry Bo.x-

CORSKTN,

Laundry
jydaiJni

MUSTER'S ALL HEALING OINTMENT

beautiful.

yearly Bale of

L.

OR WORLDS SALVE
Has been an old family nurse for the
twenty r''»r*.
and known all around the world as the most soothing and healing Ointment in existence

great variety of Article* lot

Presents

GRAND

Dcceahcr l?th,

331

1

ever

CORSETS.

BLOCK,

DEERING, Trcasr.

^IfOK

FOR

Co.,

Five
Depositors in this Bank

N. F.

rS^v^reJil^.,Selli,,i

Street.

i ANN UAL

To

_dec20dtf
Cents Saving Bank.

dec!5eod2w&wlt

UNITED STATES

order.

Having able and etjierienccd pattern makers ami new
fools ol modern design, van
supply pattern* with
promptness and at a moderate cost. Repairs of all
kinds of Iron Work attended to witli
despatch and
at reasonable rates. Having a large and well euainped Forga, can turuish Ibrgiugs and sha|s‘s of all
kinds tor Steamboats and Locomotive work such
as
Nhnfts, C ranks. Pi.nis Hod.. C nr aud
r.ngine A sirs and Shapes Us pattern or drawings, from 10 tons to too pounds weight,
Agents for MERRI MAN’S
m
PATENT
BoLl CUTfElJ, the best Machine ever
invented for the purpose,
performing double the
amount ot work of any other now in use.
SALE, h lltl ti»r«««- pos(T I.ocaiiio*
live Koil«*i- with new tub** sheets nnd new set ol
tul»es, in first rate order, and warranted nan with a
pressure of 100 pounds to the square inch.
A NEW TEN HOUSE POWER PORTABLE ENGINE, an excellent Machine, gan be seen running
at our Foundry.

Freeman House

BT* OYSTERS by the QUART or GALLON!
We invite ail hungry meu ol whatever nation or

MITTS

deposit.

made to

Pronounced “The Best Oyster Cook in Portland,"
will have charge of the Cooking Depart no tit which Is
sutfieieiit guarantee that everything in that line
will be done to perfection.

•nr

styles.

Kngli»h, German A American Doeskin*,
Broadcloth*, Camimcrc*, Ac,
For sale by J. J.
GILBERT, Mun joy Hill, No
A,so a
l«t oi 11-4
vn
the pair as cheap as can be bought
at wholesale.

of

No. 3 India SI.
Dec. is did

HOTKL8.

ENGINES AND HOLLERS, SAW AND
GRIST MILL WORK AND GEARING

HATCH,

t<

COKGBEitS STREET.

did assortment of

THE subscribers baviug rebuilt their Work Shops,
Miuhinerv

Supplied at short notice.

condition to

Founders

A are uow prepared to take orders for
aud lion Work of all kinds.

they have built

that

cooked to order in

MR.

notified to govern them-

Boiler Makers A Machinists.

a

Reduced Prices.
THE

Iron

One door west ol Exchange Street, and fitted, furnished and stocked the same as a first class Oyster
House and Lunch Room.

Ol'IPTERi

hereby

are

for buildings promptly furbished.

of the late
and

No. SO Federal

8imt,.

bent qualities, just received.

MORTON

ALLAN,

Ifeniovetl from Footor Sitlewalk.

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,

S. F. PKRRY,

TIES!

Charles Custis A

All persons

MB. GEOBGE S. HAY,

its of

For Sale,
Docl8d5w

Among-

SCARFS

AND

H. & A.
law.

Portland, Nov 2K,

NOTICES.

selves accordingly, as the above ordinance will be enforced.
JOHNS. UEALD,
declEdtf
City Marshal.

the “Rnins”

We

new

Payable in Gold or ita equivalent.
(Ef For Freight or passage apply to

footing

L UNCH BOOM!

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS
in

1^5

Steerage,

STEAM

AND—«-

NECK

;

—

Sect. 60.—The tenant or occupant, and in case
there should be no tenant, the owner, or any pei-sou
the care of auy building or lot of land l»ordering on any street, lane, court, miuare or public place
within the city where there is any
or sidewalk, shall, after the ceasing to lull of any snow, it
in tlie day time, within three hours, and if m the
night lime, before ten of the clock of the forenoon,
succeeding, cause such snow to bo removed from such
footway or sidewalk; an.I, In default thereof, shall
forfeit and pay a sum uot less than two dollars, nor
more than ten dollars; and tor each and every hour
thereafter that the same slialI remain on such footway or sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner, or
other person shall forfeit and pay a sum not less than
one dollar uor more than ten dollars.

-AND-*—

O 1 F T S !

days

Dee.

Commercial

I T> V Y

,

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAILS.

Itook.-d lo l.oiirioudi-ri'T uud
HrU.ru TiihrU M.unl.d hi
Krdurrd Kntru.
The
Steamship Moravian Capt. Alton, will
sail Iron, this pert tor Liverpool, SATURDAY 22ml
Dueemlx r, IMBi, Immediately alter the arrival of Die
train of the previous day from Montreal, to I* followed by the-on the I'Dtb.
Paseage to Londondeiry and Mverpool, cabin, (according to accommodation)
*;n t„ ystl

RAILWAY,

OYSTER HOUSE Iron Store Fronts and Columns

A NEW

Balls, Clubs, Parties

Agents,

Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.

Market.

NOTIC

Portland,

CO.,

COLOR,

the hair an«l

S plat (fief

79

No.

> at

having

The Company does not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty per
gallon on the amount manufactured.
The Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of the works, where parties desire to enter into the business, and to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into*
this business, the Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fifty
cents par gallon, delivered iu Boston or New York
Parties iu Maine desiring further information as to
terms, Ac., may call upon or address CHARLES
HALE, General Agent for Maine, 24 Maine street,
Bangor, where models of the apparatus may l»e seen.
novl3d3m
S. H. KENNEDY, Pres’t.

Laarh furnished

fc^OauvaaBert :uiil Sub-Agents Wanted
Dec 11—d&wtiw

Is i|.

gives nourv’mmnt to the
roots. Makes the hair soil an<t moist.
Prevents
and cures Damlruil

A

I). LITTLE &

Sunday

f.ivcrpool.

Monday,

way

freight.

POLICIES ISSUED BY

W

1

Snow to be

sixty

and

others,
Nuw have au opportunity to in nre with a sound and
company, against loss by El IIE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL
CAUSES, and Irom THIEVES

&c.

\

(Junuda,

CITV

AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
TANNING COMPANY, of New York, owu the
exclusive right in the United States tor the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purpose*.
The Bark Extra*! is
now extensively used among Tanners, and the demand tor it rapidly increasing. It com mauds a ready
sale in the Boston, New York and Philadelphia marcents per gallon.
The appliances for
kets, at
manufacturing are simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than the ordinary leaches used byTanners.
By this process, 1} cord* of Bark may be reduced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving in freight
alone, between the transportation of the Extract and
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars per cord,
so that any one who may get out but three hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five hundred dollars in the difference in

Many

reliable

JOHNSON.

dtf

Owners of Hemlock Lands!

oil

banners and Owners of Valuable
I

\

uoldtt

Nov. 12,1866,

evening, (except

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

I^Hpger

Proprietor.

&

HOKS£S.
K 0< “** kind., against
'r'H
TilLFl at moderate rates ol Premium.

Horses, Ninble-beepcrs

every

_

Staudish, Stgiep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, selrngu,
HridgUm Bov oil, Hiram, Brownthild, Irjeburg,
t tlouway, Bartlett, Jackson l.iuiingtou, Oorinsli.For.
tor. Freedom, Madison, and Kainn, N. ti
At BuxtonFentei lor Went Buxton,
llonnj-Eagle,
Soutii l.imingtoii
Liinington, Limerick, Newheld
Paraonslield and (i*sh,ee
AtSaccarappa lor South WiiiJht&m, Windham Hill
— ■■■'..
■
■—!■■■ ■■■■—!
—
and North Windham, daily
By orderot the President.
IMPORTANT to LUMBERMEN
Portland, Dec. 14, IDuo—dll

$170,000

ana

biepan d

1800.

/

o'clock. Leave Boston the same days at 3 P. M.
Cabin tare,..$1.30
Dock.
| .00
f-fr~ Package tickets to be had ol the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usual.
L P.rUdNOH Agent
M
May 22nd, 1868-dtf

7
1 Sllti.

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

29,

Arrangement

lentil lurther notice the Sicaiiu-i*
ol the Portland Steam Packet Co.
will ruu as follows
Leave Atlantic Whari Tor Boston

Ou and after
Dec. 17, 186U,
trains will rnn as follows:
trains leave Navo lliver for Portland at
R.3ty-aiLffikOO A. M., and 3.40 P, M. Loave Portland
lor Saco River 7.15 A. M., 2.0-; and 5.45 I’. M.
Freight trains with passenger car attached will
leave Saco River tor Portland. 0.50 A. M. Leave
Portland tor Saco River 12.15 P. M.
iar-8tageseonueet at Uorhaiu tor West Gorham,

I

The Hartford

Live

Summer

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
I myj—mxy

WILL sell my farm near Allen’s Corner Westbrook, about three miles from Portland, one mile
from horse cars, aud Westbrook Seminary.
Sakl farm contains about 100 acres, part of it very
valuable for tillage, and part ot it for building lots.
There is a good house, two large barns, and out houses on the premiix-u.
It will be sold together, or iu lots
to suit purchasers
CYRUS THURLOW,
105 Commercial St.
sepll-dtl

Insurance Co.,

OF

FARE REDUCED TO BOSTON.

-AND-

Worcester, Mass.,
Sec retary of State, Nov. 1, I860.

AMOUNT

requested to seud their freight to the
as t P. M. on the day that they

For freight or passage
apply fo
EMERY a FOX, Brown’s Wharf. Portland
AMEN, Pier:** East River.
May29,ish6.
,jtl

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

full particulars inquire ol
HORATIO BOOTH BY,

condition of the

Of tlie

are

J. K

The ComjAauy are uot responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid for at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGESy Managing Director.
H. BAILE Y, Local Superintendent *
Portland, Nov. 2, 1866.
dtf

En-

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
Oxford House, pleasantly situated in the village of Fryeburg, Oxford comity, Maine, is otfered for sale at a bargain, it applied for soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with lurniture
and fixtures throughout, together with all
necessary
outbuildings.

Dow, 345 Congress st.
Fryeburg, Sept. 21), 1866.

Hbipiier*

steamers as early
leave Portland.

Train for South Paris uud Lewiston, at 7.40 A. M.
Mail Train for Waterviile, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1. 10 P. M.
This train connects with Express train tor Toronto. Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping cars attached from
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train lor South Paris at 5.00 P. M.
No baggage fan be received or checked alter the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows :—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 8.10 a. m
From Montreal, Quebec, &c.,
1.45 p. m

rilUE valuable lot of land corner ot Middle and
-I Plumb Streets, for a term of years. Enquire
of
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.
Aug. 28,18CC—dtl
Street.

*tan&oi, Bath, Augusta, Eastj»ortand

S? Joun

i.isrr>"

^ au<^ alter Monday,
will run as follows:

ffflltfiififfilH

cated ou Elm and Cumberland streets all susceptible
of improvement, and has a front on Elm street of 262
feet.
The above property is ottered ibr sale either in portions or collectively, on liberal terms. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
aug20—tf

Or Hanson

R.

WTNTfeK ARK.XNY5EMENT.

SALE.

on Elm Street,
comprising over 28000 feet of land, together
with Brick Houses, Stable &c. This property is lo-

For

Ihese vessels are titled iir with Rue aceoiuuio«ta'
tor
pahseimevs, niakins: this the most sj>ecdy,
and comfortable route lor travellers between
a,H* Malm-. Passage, in Stale Room,
•a .ut eu
aMn passage Sn.Oo. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded
by this line to and from Mon

tions

Alteration of Trains.

Kim St.

House for Sale, No 32 Myrtle
quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—dtt

Oct

Ot

PORTION of the “DAY” Estate

A

LINE.

HpIriKiid anil Aud Steam,h ships DllilUO, t'api. II Shi hrt
«J I \ wool*. ai»«l 1‘RANt'ONlA, Capi
*
*1 S'W. W. Shkbwood, will, until
lurlher notice, run an follow*:
Leave Brown's Whari. Portland,every W1.I»NKShA V uiul SATl1
V, at I l‘ M., and leave Pier
Hirer, N. w York, everv WEDNESDAY and
i’K’wt
sATUHt>A \ at I o'clock P. M.
The

.«

uo9dtt

GRAND TRUNK

-**•

-AND-

Will Restore

(

Johnson, Secy.
WEBSTER, Agent,

H.

COBBRmKD

HENSEN,

with a new stock
WJ ft. DYER, can be found
VV • of Sewing Machines, ot various kinds; Silk
and
kinds
colors, Needles, Oil, Ac.
Twist,’Cotton-all
166Middle street, up one flight stairs.
jullTcod

Prest.

No 10 South Street.
^dec7d3w
F A RMERJS5

H A I R

laks of

;o 300

Stoky,

Aug.

dec7d3w

Portland,

6TBOT.

Form for Sale.

claimed,....

J:

Lots

on

YORK

NEW

KOIIMSii.

W E E K 1.1

S E HI I

Passenger Trains leave Portland for
at 8.40 A. M., and 2.20 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., uudi‘2.30
1
P. M.
A Mechanic's a id Laboulk’* Train will leave
Biddelord daily, Sundays excepted, at 0 A. M., ami
Saco at 0.08, arriving in Portland at 6.40.
Returning, will leave Portland lor Saco and Biddelord and intermediate stations al 5.30 P. Bl.
A special freight train, with passenger car attached will ieave Portland at 7.10 A. M. for Saco and
Biddeford, and r< t urning, leavo Bkldetord at 8.30
and Saco at 8 40 A. M.

SALE,

Valuable Real Estate

R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Coninacneing MoimImt, Not. IJtli,

11HE

re-

Drafts given in payment for losses,not yet presented tor payment,.3,803,80
Unclaimed Dividends.
572,64
Thomas H.

Store

CORIltlEltClAJL

ON

Risk,.14,648,738,11.

II.

Cheapest

sent free by mail.
June 18 eod * eow

collateral and notes

Amount at

Desirable

«Iuvh of mailing until 4 o’clk.
C. C. EATON,
Agent.

Hl’KAMSIlA'

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

CON ANT & RANI),
153 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,
dtf
Exchange Street.

Nov. 21.

on

PORTLAND AND

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

port

India St., for Sale.

ou

of

I5r’Freight received

ARRANGEMENT.

1, 1*00

Pine Street,

dti

House Lots

M

ceivable,. 2,686,16
Sundry Assets,. 610,94
Cash on hand,..!. 3,872,40
Balance in agents’ hands,.
167,89
-$712,764,38
Losses

VINELAND.

“

circulars containing partipusuccessfully treated, will be

follows:

as

Nov.

These houses are thoroughly built, with slate roofs,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, and on very favorable terms. Apply at our otfice, No. 27$ Dauforth St.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
or WM. H. JEKRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the

LIABILITIES:

Restoratire

cases

1866.

Mortgages,. 15,638,91
Bank Stock,.
42,295
Real Estate. 29,460
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,. 6,137,50
State and City Bonds,...,.
6,706
Loans

of CONSUMPTION. In the beginning
preson
Best auil
in the
ol February Mr. 1Jenk\ Fjshkk Treasurer of' itn
American Bible Society, presented me with a bottle
MAGIC
ol the Prepared Prescription.
In a few days iny
appetite which I had eutirely lost, returned; within
a weak my cough almost left m ; and in less than
two weeks the Nig hi Sweats were broken up.
Has only to be applied to the Hair or Whiskers and
Thenceforward 1 regained strength rapidly, and am
the work to done; no washing.
now regularly at'endiug to my duties as clerk lo the
i3r" For sale by all DruggiHb*. ^J
AMERlCAltf BIBLE SOCIETY, in whose employment 1 have been nine years. I am now enjoying i
CHARIjRA NRWHALli,
Proprietor,
good health Your PRESCRIPTION effected a cine
when my friends despaired of inv recovery.
47 Hanover st, Boston.
OCtl3eo(|
;tui
THUS. J CONGER.
Miss LUCY A.
“1 have had Nervous ok Spasmodic Asthma,
lor eleven years. During the last six years 1 have
Successor to Mrs. A. Hawley,
never had an uninterrupted nights rest.
It often
FASniONABliB HAIR DKENiER,
seemed to me that 1 would die before 1 could get air
intoun lungs. 1 was La gard and spiritless, and
respectfully informs the Ladies of Portland and visuit, red so greatly from shoriness of breath' that I
cinity that she is now ready to attend to Shampoowas compelled to take frequent rests in walking from
ing, Dyeing and Dressing Ladies' hair at the shortest
mv residence to my place of business.
notice, and will wait on nil who may kindly tended
her their patronage. All orders left at Mr. J. Part“The night before 1 obtained the ‘PREPARED
PRESORIPTON,’ was the worst I ever passed. On ington's Confectionery Store, or at Miss L. A. Hensen's residence, comer of Monntfort and Sumner
obtaining the remedy, I took a teaspooniul at noon,
and again at night, and slept all night without wakstreets, will be punctually attended.
dec20il2w*
ing. J have not had a * droken night’s rest
*
*
*
*
since.
I no longer look
Seizure of Goods.
‘haggard,’ have gained in strength and spirits and
E is hereby given that the
am not at all alllicted with‘shortness of breath.’
following deI
scribed goods, were seized at this
Port, Dee 11
shall be glad to have any one alllicted with Asthma
I860, for a violation of the Revenue Laws:
call and see me.
Go boar d Steamer New York, One trunk contain“EZRA C. DANGDON,
ing two Coats, sundry small articles of wearing
* appaNo. 334 Fourth, St., N. Y.
* *
rel.
and 28j dor. Kid Gloves.
The ‘PREPARED PRESCRIPTION” is put
up
Any person or persons claiming the same, are rein a #1 bottle, and is sold by W. F. Phillips, Portto
and
make
appear
quested
such claims within 20
land, Wholesale Agent. Sold at Retail by every
from the date hereof, otherwise the said
goods
Druggist in
Generally. Orders will be disposed of in
accordance with the Acts of
may be addressed to the sole Proprietors, OSCAR G.
Congress in such cases made and provided.
MOSES & CO., 27 Cortlanpt Street, N. Y.,
MANY

1,

Liabilities,.086,198,58

LARGE sized Morocco Wallet, containing two
Railroad passes aud a number of paper? of no

e

Consultation Free,

Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,

Capital Stock,.$712,704,38
Consisting of Notes and Statute

to any person but the owner. Any person Returning the same to this office, or C. R. Chisholm St Bro.,
307 Congress Street, will l»e au'ttridv rewarded.
December 11. dtf
use

n

Dec

docbd2w

First Class Houses’tor Sale.
oiler tor sale the eight first class brick houses,

ENQUIRE

the E. & N. A. Railway will connect

P. M.
dec3l>-dtf

On and alter Monday,November 12tb,
urient. tialna will leave Portland lor
Bafigor and all intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 P. M. daily. Em* Icwlstn and Auburn only, at
7.40 A.M.
t^~Frcight trains for Wabrvdle and all intermediate stations, leave Port laud at 8.25 A. M,
Train Horn Bangor Is due at Portland at 1.45 P- M,
in season to connect with train tor Boston.
From Lewistou and Auburn only,at 8.10 A. M.

Hiiil

Preble House.
October 16, 1666.

AiSt J«»hu
for Shediae.

.lb

House and Lot for Sale.

ou

CENTRAL

WINTER

THE

BEDFORD.

proceeding

MAINE

A TWO STORY and a one story House ou
Brackett street, near Pine. Lot 57 by 127 feet.
Mill a Wi a Lot on Ctoss street, 60
by 156 feet.—
Terms favorable. Apply to W. H. JERitIK, Real

WErecently built by us, situated
between Clark and Carleton Streets.

chias.

sale

nearly

FOR

SALEM, MASS.
Statement of the condition of said Company on the
1st day of November, A D, I860, being the date of its
exhibit next

,,

POK HALE, in Gorham, fifteen minutes walk
trom the Depot, a
new, neat Cottage
Barn and outbuildings,having all the conveniences and in prime condition. It is situated near a
grove and a short distance from the County road.
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, July 17.

BEDFORD.

Amount of

LOST!

A

Holyoke

juilldtt'

KV>R Sale. Three story brick house on Danforlh
J? Street. The house is nearly new and in tine order. Immediate pcseession given.
W. O. CHADBOURNK.
jullbtt

Portland,

oct6.eod3m

Eh/abelli Ker-

WEEK.

PER

TRIP

and after Monday, December
the steamer NEW BKUNsK, Ch»t. E. B. WINCHES
will leave Kail Road Wharf,
»fSlate St., every MONDAY,
at 5 o'clock P. M tor Kamiinot :md St. John.
RETURNING, will leave SI. John evt-rv THURSDAY, at 8 u’elo4 k A. M.
At Eaatport Stage Coat hem will connect lor Ma-

leave‘p^Si:;,^l^u“^:dZ1^^r'' tm

Enquire ol A. P. COLE
W. H. M A NSFELD, Portland Steam

Estate Agent.

^^Laudfor

ONE

mle
^
si:t*
Hons every rooming ai 7 o'eloek.
Trains from Brunswick and Lew ist.„.
“
Pori laud at #.20 A
and
M„
lr„m skowm!~
Farmington and all intermediate station*
1
M. to eouneet with trains tor Boston.
Stages for ttoeklau.l eouneet at Bath; aud t,.r h,
last at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of trail iw..o
Boston, leaving at7..’III V. M.; and fur Solon, Anson
Nofrtdgew.sk, Athens and Alnuse Head laike at
Skew began, und lot «,’biua, East aud N.nlh Vaiwalboro’ at Vassalbom': for I’nity at Kendall's Milts,
aud Ibr Canaan at Flulwn's Perry.
W• HATCH# S«••»«• r• mi« it«lcui.
nov12dtl
Augusta, Oct. 27, 1800.

new.

House,

Augusta

SSd T^tt‘iw,ul

NOTICK.

or

aiSoik£P**‘‘"Nations.

and
Lath, Lewiston,
“u
8*tur.lay only at 7.t5 P. M.
lir
wick
andlu
urn*
teriucdiaic
,llal< “U,lon9
'lailv.ese. ptSaturday, at 5.30 V.
M

1 will sell on lavorable terms as to
payment, or let lor a term ot' years, the lots on
the corner ot Middle and Frunkliu street*, and on
Franklin street, including the corner ot Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WA1. HILLIARD, Wtugor,
or SMITH
HELD. Attorneys, Portland. jyl2tl

Cape

I8<;<».

Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
at. 1.00 P. M., tor liSth, Augusta, Wat
Kt ,,d.all*s Mills,Skowlu^nn,And intermediate
at Brumwb k with Aiulrosrog
for Lewiston and Paiiiiiugton, and at
i.v
s
with Maine Central K.K.) lur Bangor
Fares as low by this route
*°r

HANNON A DOW,
Estate Agents, No. 345 Congress Street,
decs—dim

or on

Ocepn Mutuul Insurance Coiup’y,

NEW

an

Real

at

1‘Jik.

Wot.

4 :iisiis and Ml. John.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

tm.Iu,/1

lirst rate neighborhood, and iu every way u desiraPri.ie
ble property. Immediate possession given.

AND LOT ior sale

dc.’Odt f

stations.(connecting
V

a

HOUSE
ry,—house nearly

l'sisi|H,i’i,

Kocliester It. It. will be diHeontlnued

omiNonring Monday,

a-

upon which there are-300 choice fruit

trees, consisting of apples pear, plumb and cherry;
also au abundance of currants, gooseberry, strawberry, Ac., with very best ol water, large brick cistern
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in

at the Kerry,
Packet Oo.

International Steamship Go.

Hie

CSjVaaagffl

AVERY

city,

Kngine
on

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
(

For Sale.

outside of

Hie
train

on

days.

tew

a

a

POHTUHD UENNEBEC R. R.

desirable ami convenient ty story house,
with barn, wood shed and carriage' house, all hi
good order, with seveu acres ot land, ouly one mile

—BY—

NEW

lor

suite

K

PJ

J. 1V. M UNGER & SON.

Found

ON
and

M A G

Maine—Druggists

and

No extra charge lor Cargoes Grain in
Bulk, Coal,
Salt, Iron, Copper Ore, Marble or Slate coastwise. We
shall be pleased to secure a share of public patronage.
Oillce 166 Fore Street, Portland,

Iialmrulm frou Falirolx.

House, As oh Place, N. V.,—In the early
part ot February, 1865,1 was suffering irom a violent
which t had been treated, during the six
tor
cough,
1 bad Sight
mouths previous without any benefit
Sioeats which completely prostrated me. In the
evening, boarseuess would come on, which would
i had
present me from sneaking above a whisper
then hail t w<> attacks ol hemorrhage from the Lungs.
me
assured
be
could
do more
My family physician
lor me, yet I was growing rapidly worse, and had
been compelled to leave business for nearly two
months. All my symptoms indicated, unmistakably,

for

\VT i'l’HWUT Board, a pleasant front room turn1 ▼
islied, in the Western part of the City, to one
two single gentlemen. Address Box 42 Pogt Ofnov 1G tt*
fice, Portland.

or

jJct5dtf_If.

Bible

Agents

General

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17

REPKODUCTOR, NATURAL1ZER,

Racine, Wif.

IiiHuranee!

appointed
Maine of the old
aA\TING

Itlnck, jusi

rum
a ,-leaeant

without board, ou Free Street
For Hair.—A valuable residence ou
Carlton St
Also two ou Vaughan St.
Apply to PAT I’h RsoN
& CHADBOURN, dealers iu Real Kstate
Block, next above Preble House.
December 19. dlw.

oi rooms

F

TO LET.

York,

“Your Prescription saved iny daughter’s life, and
lias saved me hundreds ol dollars."—Rkv. L Humphreys, RemdeniN. V.
“We bless God tor the benefit we have received
from your Prepared Prescrip'ion.'—Rkv. p. Piereurin* Blosseburg, Penn.
“Every one to whom 1 have recommended i has
been benetittedmuchbyitsuse."—Kkv. C.D. Jonfs,

res-

SPECIAL NOTICE

Front Romas to rent, with board, at No 52
f|AWO
J Free Street.
declBdlw*

SflfJ* TOM S

Throat, Drowsiness, Sleeplessness.

BUILDING,

Pacific Mutual Insurance Comp’y,

Difficult

Stomach, Heart-burn, Oppression or sinking ol the
Stomach belbie or after eating. Remit taut Fever, die.
and especially in all Female Disorder or Uterine Irregularities, such as Difficult, Painiul, Suppressed,
Scanty, Excessive, Delayed, Premature or too Frequent Menstruation.

BANK

prepared to place insurance, in all its
for any amount, in companies second to
no others on tbe
globe, and on the most favorable

,.

or irregular Breathing, Loss of-breath,
Cough, Wasting ot Flesh, bleeding from the Lungs,
Loss of Strength. Loos of Appetite, Gen. ral Debility,
Night Sweats, Flying Pains through the Shoulders.
*ihest, Face or limbs, Nervous Headache, Nervous
Prostration, Giddiness or Dizziness, Excessive pale-

rooms

now

decl9dlw*

To Let.

CATARRH.and all altertious ol li.e THROAT and
AIK PASSAGES; for General and Special derangements o! the NERVOUS SYSTEM and for all Functional Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels.
i t immediately increases the strength and deepens
It subdues the chills
he color of the ]*ale blood.
and Fever, and diminishes the Expectoration.
It
the
Sweats
checks
Night
always in from seven to
fourteen days. The appetite i at once invigorated,
and the patieDt rapidly gains flesh; the cough and
the diftieult breathing are s|
relieved, the
sleep becomes calm and refreshing; the evacuations
regular and unilorm. ALL THE GENERAL SYMPTOMS DISAPPEAR WITH A REALLY ASTONISHING RAPIDITY.
The PRESCRIPTION should be used in every cave
where the Physician commonly prescribes “Tumps,
Iron, Arms, Bark, Qujnink, Cod Liter Oil.
Whisk ex', &e. And in every ease, by whatever
name kn >wn, in which ti.erc Is exhibited any one or
more ol the following

ness, Sore

CARDENAS. Brig Helen O Pliiniiey—!208 lilniw
iiiwlases, Chase, Cram & Sturdivant; 33‘) boxes hii- I
gar, Churchill, Browns aS: Manson

from

from

PRESCRIPTION,

ami commodious

THE CUMBERLAND

IN

where he is
forms, and

teddy

..

IMPORTS.

Smat

(in the most advanced stages,)
tor the radical Cure ol ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS.

Ill

22 years 11 mouths.
In Athens, Oct. 20, Mrs. Celia F., wile ol
Stephen
Spear, aged 55 years.
in Georgetown, Dee. 17, Mr. Thomas
Marr, aged
82 years 8 months.

:i<

CONSUMPT LON.

108}

I11 Prospect, Nov.
Mrs. Mary, relief of the late
Col. Robert Thompson, aged 72 years.
•
In Orrington, Dec. 12, Mrs. Cordelia H., wife ol
*
Thos. Bras low, aged 52 years.
In Kennebunk, Nov. 28, Mrs.
Joanua, widow ot
the late Saiu’l Hubbard, aged 74 years.
In Turuer, Dec. 17, Miss Frances E.
Fuller, aged

prkvknh i*

E. Kim*, M. D. L. L. D.,
is confidently presented to the public
tion and cure of

105}
io5}
105}
106}

_DIED.

BWH^nd asi’F.RTAiNLY

KING’S

112a

at the residence ot C. S.
by Rev. A. W. Pottle, Darius Lowell
and Miss Clara Bickford. 10th ot Westbrook
in lpNWicli, Mass.. Nov. 29,
c.y Rev. Robert Southgate, Nath’l L. Clark, Esq. and Abbie L. cram.
In Boston, Dec. 13, Charles 8. Crooker and
Mary
A. Allen, both ol Bath.
In Ahum, Nov. 21, J. Byron Monav. of
Greene,
and Minerva J. Durgin, ot Mexico.

Edith Brown, 18

progress ol medical Scipast six years, only makes
conscientious Physician
possible
■ Jl Wto declare, now (liat, Con sum i*ti«»\ is as
vAIB'KKiAiNi.v < iti:i>as Intermittent Fever,

13C}
136}

Saccarappa, Dec. Id,

from

for the

at

United States 5-2©n, 1865.

and

new

NO. Ott EXCHANGE STREET,

■

dee!9d2w

Linn.

Pox."—Chets. F. King, M. D., L. h. JJ.. etc.
,V

to tiie

Schooners l

Check,’No.

I ill
|HRBHf'Tho wonderthe

Bo»iom

nas

McGilvery,

this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,

BOARD AND ROOMS

A Solid Leather Portmanteau,

Wm ■ B^lue during

*

Immediately^

Checked with a Boston and N. Y.
The tinder will be suitably rewarded
at the P. S, & P. Depot.

SPOKEN.

Erie,. 72|
Beading.. 104}
Michigan Central,.UoJ
Illinois Central,,.II71
Cleveland & Pittsburg,.
86}
Cleveland <5fe Toledo.124?
Chicago & Kock I slim d.io3j(

»* O R T

Harriet

Dec 7, Brazos 30 miles NE, sell
days from New Orleans tor Brazos.

series,.1051

Cuba.

Jameson,

Sparrow’s Insurance Office
is

breaking of Driver
OWINU
"Westbrook,” Hie regular freight
Portland and

ouly $5000.

■,

BETWEEN
Depot,

Ri.

loS

1865,.106?

sugar.

A /\/\ Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
lUv/ Girls to do housework, cook, 4 e., in private families ami hotels iu this citv and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Also 50 Girls to w ork in Factories.
Farmers and others w'anting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 3511 Congress Street, up stairs..
OOX & POWARS.
late WH1TNE v «&• CO.
sept26dtl

I,

Hill, Portland.
Ar at Nevassa 28tli tilt, barque Ada Carter. Ken
hey, A spin wall, to load lor Baltimore.
Ar at Havana 12th inst, brig II C Brooks. McLane.

Second Board—Stocks heavy:
American Gold.134a
U. 8. Five-Twenties, coupons,. 186i\..... .107
(<£
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,
1804,.y!06J (fe 106}
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,
U. S. Five-Twenties, couitons, 18475, new issue_
108}
U. S; Ten-Forties, coupons,. 99?
U. S. Ten-Forties, registered.
99}
Treasury Seveu Throe-Tenths, 1st series,... 105}
'i'reasury Seven Three-Tenths, 2d series,.105}
Seveu Three-Tenths, 3d
Missouri Sixes.93
@ 93?
Western Union Telegraph,. 45I
New York Central,.
HO}

NAME

R

barque

Market.
New York, Dec. 28.

each fin first class Flour
139 Commercial st reet.

Wanted

Ran ton I,

foreign ports.

New York Stock

Wanted.

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

novlSdtf

At Antwerp 30th iilt,, ships Alexander,
Crosby and
(* ahaw's Polly, Burgess, toi New
York, big.
Arat Belfast, Jre, (no dale;
Cora

ed States G-JO’m 71$.

Stock List.
the Brokers’ Board, 1 >ec 20.
American Gold.
United States Coupons, Nov.
United States C'oupon Sixes, 1881.
United States 7 3-lOtlis, 1st series.

Flour Barrels

SMALL llall ai»l

STEAMER*.

NOTICE.

to tlie

Boom in M.
A alwvo the Preble HerneAbe,

New England Mutual Lite Ins. Co.,

eodlm*

will pay 30 cents
\\TE
Barrels suitable for
v ?

Sid J«tli, barque Vesta Veazie.
(new) Velzie, for
New York, to load for Australia.

London, Dec. 19, Evening.
Cons >ls for money closed at 09j.
American Securities.—1The following are the
quotations for American Securities: Erie Kailroad
Shares 49. Illinois Centra) Kailroad Shares 774. Unit-

day, by the Hartford
Portland, Maine.

to Ten Dollars per
Publishing Co. Box 1606

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 15tb, sch Sarah Fish. Henderson. Baltimore,
Ar 15th, sch Neptune. Billings, Calais.
Sid loth, sch Neptune, Billings, Trement.

Liverpool,

In

schs S

Sedouia.

teudeucy.

Treasury

Agents Wauletl! $10

$5!

for

Manchester, Dec. 19.
There is a marked improvement in the feeling here
for both goods aud yarns, aud prices have an upward

Sales

schs R

K K M O V A L

book of real merit and in-

and others.

Goodrich;

rilHE Stockholders of the Ocean InMiiranrc
I Company, arc hereby notified to meet at the
Office ot said Company, on Monday the 7th day ot
January, A, D. 1867, at 3 o’clock I*. M„ lor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the eusuing
year aud for the transaction of any other business
which may then be legally acted upou.
CEO. A. Will CUT, Sec*y.
Portland, l>ec. II, DOB,
de« 12 dtd

dectfd&wlm

leans; brig Coronella, (Br) Tobin, Portland, to load
tor St John, NB.
SALEM—Ar 18th, sch K H Nash,
Perry, fm Calais

Liverpool, Dec. 19.
Spinners and speculators are free buy el’s of cotton,
and the Stock on hand in the manufacturing districts
is represented as being
rapidly reduced, and cotton
goods have an upward teudeucy.

a

portunity is afforded them. Read what Agents say
of it.
One experienced Ageut writes: It is the easiest
and pleasantest Book he ever canvassed for; and says
people are delighted with it, the Ladies especially.
Another says: “Women of the War” is the book
of the season.
Another, 137 Orders in Four Days.
One reports 1/ orders the first day.of canvassing.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale of this work a pleasant and lucrative employment.
This book has no competitor—it comes fresh and new
to the people. The territory is clean and clear.—
Agents nnderstaud the advantages in this particular.
For ftill particulars send for Circular.
Address
C. A. CllAPIN,
Phoenix Building, Room 13, Boston, Mass,

Ar 20th, schs Jane Emson,
Irving, Savannah; Elwood Loran, Jarvis, Philadelphia; Deborah
Jones,
Baker, New York: Lottie, Wilcox, do; Martha Maria. Sprague, Calais.
Below, ship N Boynton, from Liverpool; barques
Gertrude, from Guantanamo; Ellen Stevens, from
Matanzas.
Cld 20th. ship Old Dominion, Sampson, New Or-

mobile markets.

Frank Moore’s Mew Work

trinsic value—subject new—intensely interesting and exciting. No Work ever attracted and
engaged the public mini like this. Everybody wants
it, and thousands will purchase it as soon as an op-

EDGARTOWN—Ar 15th, brig Emma, Keene, fm
New York, for Rock laud; schs Panama, Getcliell, im
do for do; Convoy, French, Rockland for New York;
Richd Bull winkle, French; Frances Hatch. Gregory;
Messenger, llolden, and Charlie & Willie, Hix, from
do for do, (and all sailed 16tli.)
BOSTON—Ar i9th, sch John D Gridin, Gould
New' York.
Cld 19th, schs Wm A Crocker, Baxter, for Mobile;
Ada A Andrews, Kelley, Philadelphia.

Chahleston,

WANTED,

will find this

Company.

SPECIAL

'I'o Let.

Annual Meeting.

“WOMEN OF THE WAR.”

New York.

In port, brig Clara M
and Corinthian.

Charleston market.

Ocean Insurance

KAILKOAO*.

KEAI. ESTATE.

pubfc

place

Agents Wanted.

AGENTS
Fer

General Insurance Broker,
• would inform his many friends and the
generally that he is prepared to continue the Insurance Business as a Broker, and can
Fire, Life
aud Marine Insurance to any extent in the best Comin
tbe
United
States.
All
business
entrusted
panies
to my c.jre shall be faithfully attended to.
Office at C. M. Uice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,
where orders can be lett.
jullctf

Mass.

FITCH,
No 233$ Congress Street, Portland, Me,

dc20d2w*

Stillman, Bangor.

32Jc.

Address

HOLYOKE,
Street, Room 9, Boston,

*J. PATTEN

PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, brig Alexander Milliken,
Estes, Calais; Nathl Slovens, Saunders, fui do; schs
Hyena, Gardiner, and Aiquizev, Watts, do; Dirigo,
Dorr, Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 18th, schs Sarah, Morton, Rockland lor New York; Idaho, Waiie, Providence lor
Fortress Monroe ; Phebe Ann, Jones, Bangor for
New Haven; Laurel, Wooster, fm Sullivau for New
York.
Sid 18th. brig C Matthews, Cox, Philadelphia; sets
J W Maitland, Colcord, from Bangor for New York;
Chicago market*.
U S Grant. Gray, Hampden for Washington; Charlie & Willie. Hix; Messenger, Holden; Riclni BullChicago, Dee. 20.
Hour inactive ami quiet; receipt* 4,68:; bbls.; flipwinkle, Nash, and G W Kimlrail. Hall, Rockland lor
ped 6,577 bbls.; eales 106 bbls ; White Winter 13 00;
New York; Lena Hume, Appleby, E.astport tor PhilSpring Ultra* at 9 75 (gj 1160. Wheat 2 @ to better;
adelphia; Oregon, Miller; Frances, Hatch, and Conreceipt* 8,050 busli.; sales No. 1 Spring at 2 06 <u> 2 lot, voy, French, Rockland for New York: Lizzie, '1 alclosing at 2 08; No. 2 Spring at 1 80 ® 1 95, closing at bot, Addison lor do; A J Dyer, Kelley, im St John
1 88
Corn dull and Jc lower; receipt* 06,860 bnsb;
for do; Warren Blake,Meservey, from Calais for do;
shipped 2,180 bush.; sales60,000bush.; No. 1 at 78 ft* Maustleld, Leighton,
Jonesport for do; Irene E Meand
No. 2 at 75 @ 77c.
79c,
Oats dull and nominal;
Henderson, Fall River lor Darien, Ga- Vulservey,
sales of No. 2 at 42Jc ® 43c.
Barley is dull and un- can, Mason, Pembroke lor New Haven ; Rosina.
changed. Ky sale* ol No. t at 89 ® 90c. Provis- Richardson, Calais for New York; Erie, Richardson,
ions—Me**, pork prime 50e better; sale* at 17 75®
Bangor for do; Hampden Belle, Coombs, Calais for
18 00 cash, aud 18 00 seller's option
January; eztra New Haven; Rainbow, Philbrook, Bangor lor New
prime 18 00 cash aud future delivery. Lard neglected
London; E S Conaut, Hammond, Calais for N York ;
tuid nominal; sales prime at
12jc. Tallow sternly; .Wave, Falkingham. Jonesporl lor do.
city 19Jc. Dressed hogs active aud 15 ® 25c better;
FALL RIVER—Ar 18th, br.g Abner Tailor, Lowgood average 6 76; heavy lots at 6 85 Live hog reell, Baugor: sch Sarah Gardiner, Teel, Calais.
ceipts 11,500 bead, and buoyant undera brisk packing *
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 16th, brig Isademand, aud 15® 26c better: sales of 4,000 at 6 35tw
^ 1 l*ella Jewett,
Walker, Bangor for New York; schs
000.
Ann Elizab th, Parker, and
Balloon,Clay, do lor do;
Juliet, Snow, do tor Norwulk.
Cincinnati markets.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 18th, brigs Helen O Pliinney, Boyd, Cardenas 7th inst lor Portland; Clara M
Cincinnati, Dec. 20.
Flour Bteady dud unchanged: sales at 9 75 ® 10 50.
Goodrich, Look, Havaua l»th Inst tor do; sch Oneida,
extra at 11 00 ® 12 50.
Davis, Dai ien for Boston.
Mess Pork unchanged; quoAr 18thr sch Decora, Ingalls, tin Elizabet h port for
tations 19 50 ® 20 00.
Lard steady at 11 j ® Pic for
Boston.
kettle. Bacon and bulk meals (lull.
Hogs have deSid 18fcb. barque Ellen St evens ;
clined under heavy receipts; sales at. 0 00 @ 6 40; rebrigs Helen O
Phi ney, Mary E Thompson, Lincoln Webb, Chas
ceipts 10,940 bead. Cotton nominal; holders firm at
31 Jc for Middling. Whitkey unchanged.
Wesley, Kennebec, Rolerson, Martha A Berry, and
Kennebec; schs Robt Rantoiil, jr,Corinthian, Jane
Einson, Kendrick Fish, Bay State, Jeddie, Dresden,
Augusta Canon market.
Undine, Tantamount, F Arjhemius, Nellie Rich,
Augusta, Ga., Dec. 29.
Blundell, E G Sawyer, A Young, Viola, S A Ham
Cotton—advanced Jc.; Sales560 balusot Middling
mond, Ida L Howard, Express, Georgie Leering, C E
at

equal

%) State
Dec 20—d3t

CHARLESTON—Sid 18tli, barque Priscilla, for
New Orleans.
NORFOLK—Ar 15tli, brig Centaur, Muraton, New
York.
Ariu Hampton Roads 15th ult, sell W f Emerson,
from Bangor for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Cld 16th, sch S Brown, Sylvester,
lor Bath.
Ar 15th, brig Concord, Smith, Long Cay.
Sldfm Cape Ilenr*' 17th, Prig J B Biowu, Bain,
(from Baltimore) for Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 18th, ship Uncle Joe,
St-wall, Antwerp.
Below, sch Margaret, (rom Bath.
Ar 18th, schs Cbiloe, Hutchinsou; Nellie C Painc^
Doane, and AJlce A, Parker, Portland; T T Taskeiv
Allen, New York; Carrie C Clark, Wormwood, Kennebunk; Shooting Star, Coe, Calais.
Cld 18th, ship Hudson, Potter, tor Accapulco; sch
Corbulo, Norton, New Bedford.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, U S Survey schr Torney,
Hawes, Irom Portland, to tit tor the coast ot Texas;
Almira Ann, Lunt, Calais; Cheviot, Gray, Addison;
Viola, Treworgy, Machias; Ward J Parks, Bogart,
Bangor; F A Pike, Gove, Providence.
Also ar 18th, ship Thoniton. Wells, Liverpool;
barque Quindaro, from Nuevitas.
Ar 19th, sch G W Hawley, Allen, Thomaston.
Cld 19th, sch I.ady Woodbury,Smith, Nassau, NP.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 17th, schs Jos W Fish,
Wiley;
Madagascar, Hodgdon. and Pavilion, Keed, Calais;
Waterloo, Greenlaw, do for New York; Summer,

10 50.

interest in my business.
E. A.

SAVANNAH—Ar 17tli, Martha, Robinson, New
York: 18th, barque Aberdeen, from Cardenas.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 12th, sell Marion Gage,

reports.

New York Market.
Kew Yohk Dec 20
Cotton—strong but closed heavy owing' to tlie decline in Gold; sales 3,000 bales.
.Middling uplands at
35c. Orleans at 30jc.
Flour—a ahade easier; sa'es 6,500 utils. State at
8 40 @ 12 00; Hound Hoo4. Ohio at 11 00
@ 13 25;
Western at 8 30 @ 13 50; Southern sales at 1115 @

It is unnecessary to recount the further doins
There wuz a school-house and
the nite.
church, recently erected, burned, with some
wich wuz too young tube uv any yoose,save one
girl, wich wuz uearly white and almost fifteen,
wich ought to hev bin |re»kood, and five, ef I
counted cori-ectly, able-bodied men and wimen
wuz hung.
Bascom sold out his stock entireand by three A. M. the entire inhabitants uv
the Corners wuz a layin around the square, in
toons.
There wuz a bitter awakeuin to this scene uv
festivity. At a little after 7, while the Deekin,
the Elder and myself, wuz in Bascom’s tryin
to git an assuager, aud the best we cood do wuz
to pour a quart ov water into a barrel which
lied bin emptied, and roll it around and thus
flavor it, Captin McPelter lute uv Morgan’s
cavalry, cum in from Louisville. Eagerly we
asked him the confirmation uv the tidings,
when he informed us that it was a hoax—that
no such
thing had been done, not wuz Congress
in any sich a nosheu.
Pollock dropped iu and when 1
reproached
him with his dooplicity, he answered that it
wuz a hoax, but he
hoped we’d excuse him.—
He had a craving desire to see whether ef Amnesty and suffrage shood be adopted, how fur
we’d go iu the latter direction.
He wuz satisfied, and honestly, hoped we forgive him the
Hed
made
the Corners lively
pleasant jest.
1 wuz too
one nite anyhow.
profoundly disgusted to reply to the wretch.
Petroleum V. Nasby, p. m.,
(which is Postmaste’r.)

—A telegram
recently received in London
contained the following mystic announcement:
“Nife has arrived Pith third Bulls on board all
well hornet wriths last wing has been
spoken
at sea all well.
It has since appeared that
these words are to bo translated thus: “The
Nile has arrived with 3d Buffs on
board, all
well.
The llornet, with left wing, has been

do his-

eign advices. Money easy at C per cent, ou stock collaterals, and 6 per cent, ou Governments. Discounts
ijuiet at C to) 7 per cent, lor prime
puper.
Foreign
Exchange dull and lutes weak.

ly

Marshal of France. A
shoeing-smith of Dijon, M. Vaillant, having
written to the Marshal of France of the same
name to know if
they were not related, the
latter has replied in an interesting letter, givsuch
particulars as he knows of his ancesing
try i n oruer to assist the writer in his researches. After referring to his deceased
parents,
the Marshal concludes thus: “I entered the
Polytechnic School at sixteen, and on leaving
it joined the corps of Engineers. The
promotion from which I experienced the greatest
pleasure in the whole course of my career was
that ol corporal at the school. 1 went through
the Russian campaign and that of 1815. I was
made prisoner at the end of 181:1. I was at
Waterloo, and wounded in the defence of Paris in 1815. 1 had my leg laid
open by a shell
at Algiers in 1830.
My superiors said they
were well satisfied with me at the
siege of Antwerp in 1830. The Emperor told me that he
was pleased with me at that of Rome.
Such,
sir, is my history, nearly complete. Ifyou find
in all that any community of
origin between
your family and mine, I shall he well
pleased.”

t

Financial.
New Yoke, Dec. 20.
The Commercial’s Money article says the Stock
market is irregular and nuseUlcd. The chief interest
was in Cleveland & Toledo,
which, with NorthwestGovernments are excited under lorern, advanced.
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DOMESTIC PORTS.
MOBILE—Ar 14th inht, slop L B Gilchrist, Watts,
Thouiastoii.
Advertised, ship L L Sturges, Linuekeu, for Liverpool, ldg; barque Saiuho Rauza, lleagan, tor New

’■<1111 IHAKUrTS.

hev cum together on the basis uv yoouiversal
Amnesty, wich wuz proclaimed yesterday, to
bo follered by yoouiversal suffrage ez soon ez
the South ken konveniently do it. They hev
met and embraced on Horace Greeley’s plan.”
Deekin Pogram bugst into a historical hiff
and in his joy handed me the proceeds uv his
exploration uv the pockets uv tho New Yorker, and like a blessed old lunatyc broak lor the
In a inomint or 2 the bell
meeting house'.
peeled forth its joyus notes, and in a minute
more the half-dressed
villagers were seen
emerging ffum their respective domiciles in ail
stiles uv attire. A lew uiinits sufficed to make
them understand wat waz the occasion uv the
uproar, and a more entliewsiastic populashun
never woke the akboes.
Afore five uiinits hed
rolled off iutu
eternity, there waz a bonfire
blaziii on the north side uv the square, the sed
bonfire being a nigger sknle house, wicli the
ifreedmeu’s Coiuisbeu hed erected, and wicli
out enthusiastic
citizens in their delirium of
joy set fire tu. It waz emblematic. The smoke
as it rolled to the South metliawt assumed the
shape uv a olive branch—the cry uv the nigger children wich coodent escape, symbolized
their deserted eondishen, and the smell uv ’em
ez they roasted was like unto incense,
grateful
to our nostrils.
A informal meetin waz to wuust organized
by the lite uv the burning skule house, to wich
Deekin Pugraiu addressed liisself. He remarked that this waz a solemn oceashun, so solemn
indeed that lie felt inadekate to express the
feelins wich filled him. His mouth wuzu’thig
enough to give vent to his sole, though ef he
didn’t he’d bust. “What are we met tor to-uite,
niv friends?” Bed he, “wat calls us together?—
Wherefore these sounds uv joy—wherefore
this fire, and wherefore is Bascom selling liquor at halt'price? Becoz wt are rehabilitated—that’s what we are.
Becoz the North has
gone iutu the olive branch bizness agin, we
hev wuust more our rites. We are amnestied
We kin vote—we kin go to Congress—we are
agin oitizDiis uv the great republic—”
Pollock, the lllinoy store-keeper, riz and
begged permission to say a word. He protested agin these dolus. He understood akkordin
to Horris Greeley’s plan, that yuniversal suffrage waz to follow yuniversal amnesty—why
then this makin John Rodgerses uv the niggers? Waz the South a goiu to act in good
faith?
Dcckiu Pogram replied—The South never
yet broke plited faith save when they cood
make suthiu by so dooiu. At tbis presuut
jnnktoor uv affairs he presoomed the South
would extend, uot precisely universal suffridge
to the niggers, but the way wood he opened to
them. Such a mass ov ignerance could never
he trusted with the ballot without preparation,
and to prepare them would lie aoverturniu the
Kentucky theory tliet the uiggarisa heest, and
tlie Northern Deiuokratic idea that the nigger
was cust by Noar and doomed forever to lie a
slave.
Inc gentleman from illinoi wiJltowunst purTlia ant phit for the
sue ve the phix we ar iu.
ballot now, aud if we can make em so, it overturns our theory, which we kant do.
Still we
propose to be just to uni. We shel give sich ov
em the ballot as are sufficiently intelligent, and
we shel not put the standard too high nyther.
We shell give every one of em the ballot who is
able to reedtbe Greek testament fiooeutly and
pass a kreditable examination in Latin, embroidery, French, German, English grammer and
double-entry liook-keepiu. The path to the
poles you see is open to em Uv koarse we
kant be expected to tolerate school-bowses for
em, koz that would raise em above their normal condition.
A Iso there must be proper regulations controlling ein, for, my deer sur. they are mere infauts, and their totter in steps on the road to
freedom need" directiu. Society is a compromise in which every one resigns ez much uv
his personal liberty as the good of the hul may
demand. We count ourselves the hul, aud the
resiguin uv persnel liberty must come from
them. “That nigger,” said he, pinting to one
whitcli the joyous citizens was stringing up to
lluscom’s sign post, “that nigger is a-resinin
his persnel freedom for the good of tfoe hull.
No doubt in his heart he murmurs, and ef the
kord which is cliokiu him cood be loosened he
would repine. It is rough ou him, hut the superiority of the kawkassliun race must he—iuy
God! it’s one of my uiggurs! Stop, Bascom,
stop!” ejackulated the Deekin; hut it was too
late. The nigger was already black in the face
and had ceased to kick, aud the Deekin, heavin a sigh, perceeded.
We shel scroopulously regard their rib's.—
They shel hev the rite to buy land, and be in
all respecks like us, ez soon ez they kin be
trusted. Till then they will hev to lie restrained. There must be laws prohibiting em from
receiving more thau $4.50 per month, that they
may not become bloated aristocrats and pampered sons of luxury-the pr »per development
of this country—and likewise the
payment of
the Confedrtt debt requires manual label-, wich
we were never edjucated to do, and therefore
the good of the whole requires that they shel
resine their persnel liberty so far iw to lie confined to the plantashuns onto wich they hev engaged to labor, that they may relijusly do it,
wich is decry uessary, lor yoo see ef I hire a
nigger in Janooary I must not he exposed to
the chances of his quittiu me in July. But wat
more kin they want? They are free to as grate
a extent as the good of sosiety will permit. We
shel give em qualified suffrage, fixin, of course,
wich is just, the qualifications ourselves, and
bein valyooable members of sosiety, hereafter
we shel care fur em, so long ea they are healthy
—good Lord, why will them cnasess persist in
hangin up able-bodied niggers when there’s so
many old ones around, good for nothin but to
celebrate with,” and to save another wuu uv
his former servants, the D< ekiu closed abrupt-
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Ur. Hood thinks he

“No. sah!

I Want a Reliable Man with

ami

self justice in Nashville."

immejitly kommitted sooicide?”
“Nary,”sez he, “but Johnson and Congress

ly,

coming into Nashville,”
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Barone Priscilla, of Yarmouth, Me. hii New York
tor New Orleans, which put into Charleston in a
disabled condition, last summer, having been dismasted and bad decks swept, has completed repairs
sailed lor destinat ion on the iKth inst.
A telegram Irom New York says the schr Almira
Ann, Irom Calais for Mott Haven, is ashore at Bart's
Island. Sell Decatur Oakes, with coal for an Eastern
|K>rt, is ashore at Negro Point.
The ship reported ashore opposite Patcliogne, Ijong
Island, wait the Gen MeLellan, from Antwerp. She
succeeded in getting oft* after throwing overboard
50 tons iron and proceeded to port in tow. She has
about 150 passengers, but no lives were lost.
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very
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DISASTERS.

‘■Where are you from?" inquired the General.
“I’se jest from ds army, sah.”
“What army?”
“Mr. Hood’s army, sah.”
“Where is Mr. Hood now?”
He's leavin’, sah; he’s leavin’.”
,, ,
‘Ah! I thought Mr. Hood, as you call him,

ens

ov

Sell Euima Furbish, (ol Rockland; 4'apt Crowell
Jones, Jr, wailed irom Galveston Sept 17th for Baltimore, umlH&s not since been heard from. It is supposed she foundered in the hurricane ot Oct 1st and
ail 1 uuids perishe *.
I his makes the sixth vessel rcperted missing irom this State t-ioce that gale.
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Notice.
meeting of the
ATMonday
last. U
tor
in
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Relict Committee holdeu on
voted that all applications
dwelling houses »V coming
or before the tirst Monday oi

was

aid,
rebuilding
year, must be made on
•January next.
Blank a|i,ilicatlon* van ho hml at the Office «.l the
Trennurer cl'the Committee at Market II ill
Dee 6—iltojanl

